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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This thesis analyzes how tactics of two opposition groups have changed in response 
to the arrival of plural electronic media in an emerging media context. While recent 
literature on media-movement interaction has focused on the impact of cyberspace, 
this study also examines the role of 24-hour commercial television news which in 
some societies is a ‘new media’ that is at least as game-changing as the Internet. 
Two case studies of opposition groups examine tactical innovation in response to 
the prevailing media political environment. Focus is placed on mediation of protest 
tactics through news media and the analysis of the media’s commercial, political 
and professional imperatives. The two cases comprise of mobilizations against the 
government led by a mainstream opposition party, the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) 
in 1992, and a similar campaign led by Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party in 2014. 
The two campaigns were set in qualitatively different periods separated by media 
liberalization policies that were implemented in 2002. The thesis analyzes the 
tactics of these groups through the concept of a mediation opportunity structure that 
explains the many ways media and communication are relevant to protesters. Media 
imperatives are studied using a model of mediatization of politics which explains 
the relationship between various media logics and their consequences for political 
actors in differently democratic contexts.  
 
Details of tactics are gathered from news reports, interviews with media experts, 
journalists, campaign planners of political parties and advertisers, and secondary 
literature. Media imperatives were studied through a content analysis of prime-time 
television news bulletins of state-owned Pakistan State Television (PTV) from 1992 
and 2014, and commercially run Geo TV from 2016, as well as secondary literature. 
 
The thesis argues that contentious politics in Pakistan have been transformed due 
in part to news media. It calls for increased recognition of mediatization of politics 
within the political process as an important influencer of protest tactics. It also 
invites more attention to be paid to the impact of commercial television news, and 
not just the Internet, in societies where broadcast media were once monopolized by 
the state. The thesis offers the concept of mediatized performance innovation which 
is a repertoire of contention that can extract political advantage through the media.  
 
Key words: protest tactics, innovation, commercial news media, television 
journalism, political opportunities and mediatization of politics.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
On August 31st, 2014 supporters of Imran Khan, chairman of the oppositional PTI 

party, laid siege to the parliament building in Islamabad, Pakistan’s capital city. 

Their actions were part of a larger drawn out confrontation with the government 

whom they had accused of rigging the General Elections in 2013. My parents and I 

sat glued to our television set watching the unfolding spectacle in real-time, as tear-

gas cannisters and stones were hurled amid a backdrop of frantic news commentary. 

It was not the first time a rival party had raised such accusations or for that matter 

‘marched’ on the capital in Pakistan’s short but tumultuous democratic history. The 

political protest however was unprecedented for its duration and presence in the 

national consciousness.  

 

Imran Khan’s container dharna, as the protest came to be known in the 

press, was in reference to shipping containers, or similar elevated platforms that 

were used as stages to address large crowds and media crews. It was a unique 

innovation to the dharna, a traditional sit-in popular in the subcontinent whereby 

the aggrieved party rallies and ‘sits’ at the door of the accused until justice is 

received. Container politics became a signature political strategy of Khan’s 

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI), or Pakistan Movement for Justice. The PTI was 

also credited for its aggressive mainstream and social media campaigns mostly 

centered around the sports celebrity of Imran Khan when it rose to national 

prominence in 2013, effectively breaking the long-held dominance of two major 

dynastic parties, the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) and Pakistan Muslim League 

(PML). Through a message of tabdeeli (Urdu for ‘change’), the party claimed to 

represent the aspirations of an urban middle class and previously apolitical young 

voters tired of ‘politics-as-usual’. The PTI eventually won the general elections in 

2018 for the first time. As at the time of writing, it is the federal government of 

Pakistan even as the nation celebrates its second consistent electoral transition by 

popular vote.  

 

 Critics have cautioned against early celebrations. The elections of 2018 

were also mired in controversy over an alleged rigging of the polling process by the 

‘deep state’, a term that refers to the powerful intelligence services led by Pakistan 
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Armed Forces that have directly ruled the developing nation-state for nearly half its 

existence.  

 

At the same time massive developments within Pakistan’s media industry 

have occurred. Prior to 2002 there was only one state-owned news channel in 

Pakistan which served as a mouthpiece of the existing state-government (it still 

does). Any alternative opinion was usually addressed by a segment of the press, in 

the English language newspapers, one with limited circulation and catering to the 

elite. Following deregulation policies of then President General Pervez Musharraf, 

the media industry rapidly privatized and ushered in a boom of electronic media. 

By 20111 there were roughly 89 domestic private television channels, including 15 

news channels in 24-hour rolling news and other formats, in various local languages 

broadcasting a multitude of content. 

 

Incidentally, I had also just resigned as a subeditor in a local newspaper to 

pursue my doctorate in communication in 2014. My time on the desk enabled access 

to political observers and party campaign planners, so I decided to examine the 

mobilization tactics behind the PTI’s endearing media representations as a research 

thesis. I became particularly interested in what these tactics were in the past, what 

was unique about them at present, what this meant, if anything, for the nature of 

Pakistan’s fledgling democracy and hopefully ultimately, what the Pakistani case 

may tell us about contentions elsewhere in the age of media abundance.  

 
1.1 Nature of the problem 
 

Three interrelated problems arise when studying the relationship between 

contentious collective action and the media in contemporary Pakistan. Firstly, most 

literature on recent mobilizations in Pakistan see contention through the lens of 

classic political science (see Nelson, 2011). In this view, contentious politics, such 

as demonstrations, strikes and sit-ins, are considered outside the ‘normal’ or 

conventional realm of politics. This in part explains why in recent decades the 

 
1  According to a report published in June 2013 by The Open Society Foundation: 
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/reports/mapping-digital-media-pakistan [Accessed 10th 
January 2017] 
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politics of the marginalized, the nationalist and the exploited classes have been 

systematically sidelined by the state as aberrations in political behavior. But it 

doesn’t explain why certain popular opposition groups mobilize against perceived 

government injustice through street power which can range from hundreds to tens 

of thousands. These mobilizations are fairly disruptive and yet tolerated by the state 

as routine politics. The classic perspective tells us little about the relationship 

between modern contention and Pakistan’s militarized fledgling democracy, 

beyond the prism of security and human rights. This is a pressing concern in an era 

where demonstrations are part of routine politics. 

 

Secondly, commercial news media in Pakistan has grown exponentially 

since liberalization in early 2000s. This has generated an uncertain political fertility 

in the stagnant political process. Arguably, all serious political actors have 

leveraged media’s power. But available literature on media influence on Pakistan’s 

politics, mostly either focuses on formal, unstable and polarizing executive power 

struggles (Pintak, Bowe, & Nazir, 2018), or informal, patronage based and more 

stable political imperatives of a military dominated clientelist media (Siddiqa, 

2017). These political imperatives of the media system can be better understood 

when seen to work in tandem. In this way, we can learn more about the various 

media imperatives, and in particular 24-hour commercial television news media, 

that influence contention in a differently democratic context.  

 

Thirdly, political scientists are often sceptical about the power of news 

media as political institution even as there is growing scholarship on a mediatization 

of politics (Schudson, 2002). In the classical conceptualizing of mediatization, 

politics in advanced democratic societies is seen to have succumbed to commercial 

and entertainment imperatives of journalism (Stromback, 2008). Consequently, a 

case can be made for the influence on contention of a logic of medias that also 

works at least semi-independent of the political process. Indeed, media scholars 

such as Cammaerts (2012) highlight a “mediation opportunity structure as not only 

facilitative or instrumental, but also constitutive of direct action” (emphasis mine, 

p.129). Examining the effects of mediatization of politics on recent contentious 

episodes in Pakistan’s militarised regime can shed some light on this question. 
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This thesis aims to contribute to the above academic debates with the help 

of three interrelated frameworks. Firstly, the notable sociologist Charles Tilly 

(2006), in Regimes and Repertoires, offers an analysis of the relationship between 

contention and its political context. He shows that contention can be influenced, 

among other factors, by changes in the regime. That is to say that protest tactics or 

performances change according to a regime’s trajectory on a democracy and 

governing capacity space. Regime stability delimits acceptable performances. 

Protesters use innovative performances that are at the margins of acceptable 

behaviour taking advantage of political opportunities the changes in regime’s 

stability generates. Seen this way, tactics of opposition groups in Pakistan are 

facilitated or constrained by the trajectory of its hybrid democracy2. Scholars of 

contentious politics such as Tilly argue that contention initially thought of as non-

institutional, “grow from roots in less visible episodes of institutional contention” 

(McAdam, Tarrow, & Tilly, 2001 p.7). They have challenged the distinction 

between the routine politics and politics by other means. This perspective 

confounds the distinction between institutional and extra-institutional basis for 

contentious politics in Pakistan.   

 

However, contentious politics in Pakistan also takes place within, and is 

influenced by, an evolving electronic news media landscape. So, secondly, a 

mediation opportunity structure (MOS) is useful to explain the influence of media 

on contention, as “media and communication are not merely relevant to the 

symbolic and discursive realm where movements operate but also instrumental and 

material to realizing their immediate goals” (Cammaerts 2012, p. 117). In the case 

of recent mobilizations in Pakistan specifically, the MOS can help us understand 

the influence of television news media in representation of contention and how such 

televised contention ‘become a media’ and a form of resistance in its own right.  

 

Finally, the evolution of Pakistani media system can be understood by 

examining the various media imperatives that influence contentious politics in 

Pakistan. Media imperatives are the various commercial, professional and political 

influences of the media system. The framework of mediatization of politics of 

 
2 Pakistan’s hybrid regime since 1988 can be classified as having both authoritarian and 
democratic attributes (Adeney, 2017).  
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Downey and Neyazi (2014) tells us that there are various competing and 

complementary commercial, political and professional imperatives of the media in 

differently democratic contexts. In similar media systems of the Global South, 

liberalisation of the TV market has enabled a new kind of entertainment driven 

televised journalism, accessible by most, to become a domain of politics for the first 

time (Chakravartty & Roy, 2013). In these systems, media doesn’t so much parallel 

political cleavages as act as “agents and enablers” (p. 351) of power contests. The 

framework can also account for both informal and formal political influences of 

Pakistan’s media system. 

 

Social movement literature tells us that protest dynamics are shaped by 

political opportunities, such as regime change, resources available to opposition 

groups and their use of symbolic frames (Meyer S, 2004; Mayer N. & Berger, 1978; 

Gamson, 2004). This thesis will show that a changing electronic news media 

environment has shaped the performances of such groups. Variations in the logics 

of mediatization of politics can be seen to generate novel political opportunities, or 

mediation opportunities, that can impact tactics of media savvy opposition groups 

aware of the broader political calculus. The three assumptions discussed above 

together enable us to ask an overarching research question: 

 
How have the innovation in performances of mainstream opposition groups 
been mediated by commercial electronic news media in an emerging media 
context since 1988? 

 
1.2 Structure of the thesis  
 
This thesis compares protest tactics of opposition parties in two contentious 

episodes in Pakistan, one before and one after media liberalization was 

implemented in 2002. To understand the significance of the changes to media 

policy, the thesis also analyses Pakistan’s media system. The thesis is divided in to 

three sections. Section I introduces the research problem, reviews existing literature 

on it and explains the research approach used to address it.  

 

Chapter 1 introduces the research problem and will conclude by describing the 

research approach. Chapter 2 expands on the various academic debates described 

in the introduction. It has two parts. The first section reviews literature on 
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contentious performances and their influencing factors. The second section is a 

review of literature on the impact of 24-hour commercial news television on quality 

of television journalism. The focus is on television journalism because that is where 

commercialization’s impact in the regime has been profound. The peculiar role of 

the Internet in media politics of dissent is also discussed. 

 
The literature review provides the basis for a theoretical framework to 

examine the complex movement, media and political processes shaping modern 

Pakistan. Following are the four research questions and sub-questions developed at 

relevant points in the literature review:  

 

Q1.0 How did the news media mediate the opposition group’s claim making 

performances? 

Q2.0 How have commercial and political logics of television journalism 

complemented and competed with each other since the 90s?  

Q2.1 To what extent have television news conventions focused on commercial 

values relative to professional journalist values since the 90s?  

Q3.0 How have the political opportunities facilitated or hindered the opposition 

group’s innovation in claim making performances pre-and-post liberalization? 

 

Section II of this thesis describes the media political environment in which 

contentious politics occurs in Pakistan. Chapter 3 deals with the macro-historical 

processes that have shaped modern contention in the regime. It examines the 

stagnant political development of the regime since 1988 and its impact on 

contention. Chapter 4 deals with the commercial, political and professional 

imperatives of the media that can influence contention. It describes the evolving 

media system of the regime, which is actually two distinct sub-systems; the partisan 

and networked, focusing on the development of commercial news media since 1988. 

The chapter includes a content analysis of television news bulletins from pre-and-

post liberalization focusing on commercial and professional influences of the media 

system. The aim here is to empirically verify the unique combination of logics of 

mediatization of politics of a ‘dual media system’. The 24-hour television news is 

a powerful component of the commercial news post-liberalization and even the 

Internet appears to be appropriated within the media system of the regime. In 
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contrast, newspapers were the powerful component of the commercial news pre-

liberalization.  

 

Section III presents case studies on contentious episodes in Pakistan as well 

as their comparative analysis and thesis conclusions. Chapter 5 and 6 presents case 

studies of two contentious episodes one before and one after the implementation of 

media liberalization policies in 2002. The focus is on the various contentious 

performances of protesters and how they were mediated by the news media 

environment. It will be shown that the various media imperatives discussed in 

chapter 4 enabled the protest organizers to create unique political opportunities. 

This was reflected in both claim makers, the PPP and PTI, use of legislation as 

theater, protest events and spectacles and fear inducing national security frames. 

This generated a mediation logic of numbers, damage and public displays that 

forced their government targets to take them seriously. But, in keeping with 

changing logic of mediatization of politics, the PTI claim makers were also notable 

for innovative performances where they used a marketing logic and sold the idea of 

a revolution. 

 

Chapter 7 is an empirical comparison of the mediated contentious 

performances pre-and-post liberalization. It also discusses the implications of 

findings from previous chapters for the future of contentious episodes in Pakistan 

and in doing so the chapter will address the main question of this thesis. It will be 

seen that the variations in mediatization of politics was an important factor for 

tactical innovation in addition to regime change.  

 

In light of this analysis an extension to Tilly’s framework in Regimes and 

Repertoires will be proposed. It entails that if we take mediatization of politics as 

an additional dimension of regime stability, we would see that media generate 

mediation opportunities for opposition groups in ways that are at least semi-

independent of the political process, in differently democratic contexts. But the case 

of mediated contentious performances in Pakistan since 1988 also shows their 

crystallization into a repertoire of contention that can be described as a mediatized 

performance innovation. Implication of this phenomenon for future of Pakistani 

politics and further direction of research will then be discussed.  
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1.3 Research approach 
 

In this subsection, the analytical strategy and procedure for data collection are 

elaborated. The investigation involves an explanatory case study to answer how 

contentious performances are mediated in a differently democratic context and a 

content analysis to compare tactical innovation and the commercial, political and 

professional imperatives of the media system between the two periods.  

 
1.3.1 Case Study method 
 
A longitudinal, single, embedded case study design was used to examine how 

performances of opposition groups have changed in response to the arrival of plural 

electronic media in an emerging media context post-and-pre liberalization. 

According to Yin (2014, p.47) a case study can be defined as an empirical enquiry 

that: 

 

Innovation in 
contentious 
performances 
of opposition 
groups 

Conventional & 
unconventional 
regime politics 

Commercial, 
professional & political 
imperatives of the 
media system  

Political 
opportunities 

Mediation 
opportunities 

Mediatization 
of politics 

Figure 1.0 Framework to examine the hypothesis that the mediatization of 
politics can influence contention by creating mediation opportunities in ways 
at least semi-independent of the political process in differently democratic 
contexts. 
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- Investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and 
within its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between 
phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident. 
 

- Copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be 
many more variables of interest than data points, and as one result relies 
on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a 
triangulating fashion, and as another result benefits from the prior 
development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and 
analysis. 

 
The rationale for longitudinal design is that “the same single case (analysed) at two 

or more different points in time … following a developmental course of interest… 

(whereby) the theory of interest would likely specify how certain conditions and 

their underlying processes change over time” (Ying 2014, p.85). The PPP Long 

March in 1992 and PTI Azadi Dharna in 2014 exemplify two instances of a 

contentious episode, i.e. the case, in two qualitatively different periods, i.e. pre-and-

post liberalization context of the regime. Variations in contentious performances 

between the two episodes are the innovations we are looking for and can be 

attributed to the political contexts and media imperatives as per the underlying 

assumptions illustrated in Figure 1.0.  

 

This media political environment of Pakistan since 1988 can be roughly 

divided in two broad periods separated by liberalization policies in early 2000s. In 

both periods, mainstream opposition parties, PPP and PTI, made similar 

contentious claims against the government of the day. The former demanded the 

dissolution of national assembly while the latter demanded investigation of alleged 

rigging in party constituencies as well as assembly dissolution. However, while 

both groups were well resourced, had insider status and received considerable 

media attention in their respective periods, the contentious performances of the PTI 

were in some ways distinctly media focused in their use of direct-action stunts to 

get their messages across. The aim of the comparative design was to explain these 

distinctions by looking at the prevailing imperatives of the media system, and the 

political context during each contentious episode, and the political opportunities 

these factors may have generated for these respective opposition parties.  
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Explaining a phenomenon means explaining the various causal links 

between variables of interests through questions of ‘how’ or ‘why’. Thus, a case 

study method was an ideal choice to illuminate the links between performances and 

their influencing factors. The remainder of this section describes how these 

variables of interests are situated within the overall research design in ways that can 

illuminate their relationship. 

 
Context 
 
The context refers to the political context for organizers of the contentious episodes 

within the two periods that were case studied. This is explained in chapter 3 through 

a reinterpretation of existing literature on mobilizations in Pakistan. Specifically, 

by taking into account both executive power struggles, usually the focus of 

literature, and less understood patronage ties, recent demonstrations in Pakistan can 

be situated within the framework of contentious politics.  

 

The relationship between the case, i.e. the contentious episode, and context, 

is referred as the POS. This relationship will be theorized in section 3.3 where it 

will be explained how institutional, executive struggles, and non-institutional, 

patronage ties, generate political opportunities and constraints which is reflected in 

the choice of performances for claim makers. Tilly’s (2006) definition of POS was 

used for consistency’s sake with his framework that connects changes in the regime 

with performance innovation: 

 
(a) the multiplicity of independent centers of power within the regime, (b) 
the openness of the regime to new actors, (c) the instability of current 
political alignments, (d) the availability of influential allies or supporters, 
(e) the extent to which the regime represses or facilitates collective claim-
making, and (f) decisive changes in a to e. (p.44) 

 
Case selection 
 
Contentious politics is “episodic, public, collective interaction among makers of 

claims and their objects when a) at least one government is a claimant, an object of 

claims, or a party to the claims and b) the claims, if realized, affect the interests of 

at least one of the claimants” (McAdam et al 2001, p.5). The case, or the unit of 

analysis, is defined as an episode of contention. “Episodes are continuous streams 
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of contention including collective claims making that bears on other parties’ 

interests” (p.24). Looking at recent mobilizations in the regime as contentious 

episodes allows us to consider how they are influenced by the socio-political 

environment in which they are embedded. Particularly its role in determining the 

tactics adopted by claim makers during such episodes. These protest episodes can 

also be seen as protest cycles, or waves, that follow a parabolic pattern. During such 

waves: 

 
Political institutions and resources expand in such a way… that it 
encourages protest activity to increase for one or a few social movements… 
by providing them with new occasions to act and highlighting the 
vulnerability of particular state and economic agencies and political elites3.  

 
These episodes are not natural entities and scholars of contention look at them as 

observation lenses according to conventions established by observers, witnesses 

and participants of previous such episodes. The start and end date for the episodes 

in question i.e. the PPP Long March in 1992 and PTI Azadi Dharna in 2014, were 

therefore based on existing scholarly accounts. These observation lenses will be 

further described in section 5.3 and 6.3.  

 

The selection criterion that delineated these episodes of contention effected 

the causal mechanism and processes that could be determined. Causal mechanisms 

and processes are a class of events that alter the relationship between specified 

elements (McAdam et al, 2001). Varying combinations of these mechanism create 

varying outcomes of contention in varying historical contexts. The issue of how 

contentious performances innovate according to the opportunities and threats of the 

prevailing political environment can be seen as one of determining the causal link 

between the episode of contention and its political context.  Similarly, the issue of 

how such performances are mediated can be seen as one of determining the causal 

link between prevailing media imperatives and the performances in question. The 

media imperatives prevalent in the two contexts however are examined separately 

through a content analysis, details of which will be elaborated below. 

 

 
3 Almeida, P., Cycles of Protest. Oxford Bibliographies. Last modified 13 January 2014. Link: 
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199756223/obo-9780199756223-
0086.xml 
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1.3.1.1 Using news reports and interviews to analyze the mediation of contentious 
performances 
 
Contentious performances during the episodes in question were observed following 

Tilly’s method for identifying episodic interaction that bring collective actors 

together, and that historians or journalists of the time may see as political campaign, 

movement, or a party protest against the government in Pakistan. “Contention is 

usually studied by identifying some variety of contentious episode, collecting 

multiple instances of that sort of episode, place the instances in their context and 

comparing them” (Tilly 2006, p. 45). This is the general logic of the longitudinal 

comparative design of the case study.  

 

Daily Dawn, an elite English newspaper was selected as a standard 

periodical in Pakistan whose principles of selection, for instance as a source of local 

political stories, are well regarded (Siddiqui, 2018). In other countries, police and 

government records of demonstrations sometimes document a richer description of 

performances than news media. To my knowledge no such systematic records are 

publicly available in Pakistan. 

 

Dawn reports on PTI and PPP protest events and their demands in the 

national and provincial assemblies provide a window on public, episodic, collective 

interaction among claim makers. Precise details of keywords used to select news 

reports from archives is given in sections 5.3 and 6.3. No events or actions in news 

reports from the two periods were selected based on a priori judgments — an 

approach that Tilly notes inevitably results in a sense of déjà vu; “a realization that 

the events in any particular time and place fall into a limited number of categories 

repeating themselves with only minor variations” (p.50).  

 

The events and actions reported in Dawn that were common during both 

contentious episodes were noted and categorized according to themes. To 

understand how such contentious performances open or create political 

opportunities through the media required an understanding of the day to day media 

management of the organizers of these performances. This is because these 

organizers are the ones responsible for framing demands in ways that make it 

through the newsgate and also bring together the interest of the protesters and their 
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targets, including the wider public. Therefore, insights from these organizers were 

of critical importance for this study. Key informants were identified for semi-

structured interviews, starting with personal contacts from my time in the local 

media industry. These were campaign planners, social media account handlers and 

internal management of the PTI and PPP parties. Where informants were not 

available or unwilling to disclose information, other informed observers of politics 

and media such as journalists, civil society activists, advertisers, were also 

approached. Such personnel were direct observers of these events and therefore had 

relevant expert knowledge. Details of key informants are presented in the Appendix 

III. 

 
Mediation of contentious performances  
 

The explanatory analytical strategy involved revealing campaign planners’ and 

observers’ understanding of how media imperatives facilitated protest action. In 

this way causal links between the contentious performances in each episode and its 

political and media context were made. In other words, the analysis comprised of 

explaining ‘how’ or ‘why’ protesters choice of performances were determined, or 

mediated, by media imperatives of the regime, in addition to the political process 

pre-and-post liberalization. Taken together, the interviews and reports of 

contentious performances as gleaned in the Dawn newspaper addressed the first and 

third research questions: how the news media mediated opposition groups’ claim 

making performances, and how political opportunities facilitated or hindered 

opposition groups’ innovation in performances pre-and-post liberalization. 

 

Mediation is a transformative social process through which 

“meaningfulness and value of things” are constructed (Silverstone 2002, 

p.761). And, “communication supported through mediation is a means—activists 

use the media to communicate a message through which they achieve something—

but also an end—activists use the media and in doing so they constitute flows of 

media production, circulation, interpretation, and recirculation” (Martín-Barbero 

quoted in Mattoni & Treré 2014, p. 260). Performances of campaign planner that 

took advantage of the media in this sense not only created political opportunities 

for them but were also innovative practices. A form of media in their own right, or 
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a form of direct action. The direction of enquiry i.e. the actual questions posed for 

the individual contentious episode was guided by this theoretical proposition.  

 

These guiding questions can be divided at two levels; questions posed to 

each individual case by the researcher, i.e. level 1; and questions posed to various 

interviewees regarding performances gleaned through media texts and their 

understanding of the advantages of media at the time i.e. level 2. The direction of 

enquiry in this manner can be organized with the help of a protocol which served 

to guide the narrative of the case reports and also to increase their validity and 

reliability. Table 1.0 below shows the part of the protocol that explains the guiding 

questions that the case studies sought to answer. These should be seen as a summary 

of major themes that the researcher had in mind throughout the construction of case 

reports, taking notes, speaking to interviewees, and examining secondary literature. 

In the case of key informants, many more probing and follow up questions were 

needed for clarification in the colloquial language i.e. Urdu. 

 
Table 1.0 Protocol for data collection questions for each contentious episode. 
 
Relation to theoretical 
propositions 
 

Level 1: case study 
questions 

Level 2: interviewee 
questions 

Helps explain the structure of 
the regime in terms of 
contentious politics. 

How did this contentious 
episode serve as a tool to 
create political advantage for 
this opposition group? 

• How do you define a 
Dharna?  

• What is its importance in 
Pakistan’s politics? 

• What are the decisions or 
factors informing the 
planning of these 
campaigns? Or, what 
does it take to organize 
it? 

 
Helps explain the 
organization of the 
contentious episode in terms 
of how resources, including 
people, are mobilized to 
create political opportunities 
in the regime. 

What was the role of party 
activist (organizer) and how 
does it contrast with civil 
society (in the Western sense) 
in Pakistan? 

• What are the various 
strategies deployed to 
mobilize urban and rural 
voters? 

• How are the party’s 
media teams organized? 

• What is the party’s source 
of funding? 

• How can the party 
improve its campaign 
strategy? 

Helps explain how action 
strategies of organizers of 
these campaigns created 
political advantage. 

What were the protest tactics 
and how were they (media) 
managed? 

• Why did the party stage 
demonstrations at D-
chowk? Why not in lower 
tier cities? 
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Specially, actions that took 
advantage of the media 
environment. 

• What is the purpose of 
outrageous claims? 

• Among these list of 
actions, which ones were 
explicitly mindful of 
mass media and how? 

• What is the role of media 
in planning, organizing 
and executing these 
campaigns? 

• What audience is targeted 
by campaigning through 
traditional mediums and 
new media? 

Reveals the limitations of 
media-centric action 
strategies. 

How did technology/digital 
divide influence this episode 
of contention? 

• What was the party’s on-
ground campaign 
strategy?  

• Is there a difference 
between campaigning in 
urban and rural areas? 

 
The protocol was used to create two case reports, one for each contentious episode. 

Explanation of how performances in each episode were influenced, or mediated, by 

the regime’s media imperatives in their respective periods are presented in sections 

5.3 and 6.3, addressing RQ 1. How these mediated performances, and their 

innovation, created political opportunities for opposition groups pre-and-post 

liberalization are discussed in chapter 7. Specifically, this is presented in two parts; 

by showing how mediated performances opened political opportunities for 

opposition groups in both periods in the context of a stagnant political process, and 

how mediatization of politics (in addition to the political process) were relevant for 

performance innovation post-liberalization. Both parts together addressed RQ 3. In 

other words, the comparison presented in section 7.1 explains how varying logics 

of mediatization of politics were in some ways a more important factor for 

performance innovation than regime change, or the political process.  

 

A particular challenge was interviewing campaign planners of political 

parties. These persons are tasked with the sensitive and strategic task of framing 

demands in ways that resonate with the public and so were reluctant to explain the 

rationale behind such frames. For instance, no party representative was prepared to 

explain why outrageous demands for resignation of top governments executives are 

made knowing well that such demands are nearly impossible to meet by any legally 

elected administration. Such claims were justified on a moral high ground and that 

was the line they took. However, the media and political observers were more 
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forthcoming in their explanations. Many of them had journalist credentials and 

some had also served detention in this role. Their opinion was important to qualify 

the claims of campaign planners. An even better analysis can be achieved by 

participating or analyzing minutes of the highly exclusive planning and strategy 

meetings of the leadership of political parties. But these resources are out of bounds 

to researchers for obvious reasons.  

 
1.3.1.2 Using television bulletins and secondary literature to analyze media 
imperatives 
 

The second research question requires understanding the media imperatives faced 

by opposition groups4 : 

 

Q2.0 How have commercial and political logic of television journalism 

complemented and competed with each other since the 90’s?  

Q2.1 To what extent have television news conventions focused on commercial 

values relative to professional journalist values since the 90’s?  

 

This analysis had two parts. The first part involved analysing documents such as 

media policy briefs, country media reports, demographic surveys and news articles, 

to map broad trends in national news media consumption, including Internet 

consumption, and electoral layout of Pakistan. This data enabled an assessment of 

audience reach and information seeking behavior of Pakistanis. The assessment is 

tabulated in Table 4.1 and 4.2. These tables describe the general media consumption 

pattern according to broad administrative units of the state before and after 2002 

(the year liberalization policies were implemented). These tables became the basis 

to conceptualize the political imperatives of the media system.   

 

The second part was a content analysis to examine commercial influences, 

such as speed and immediacy, on editorial practices of news media, such as fixed-

 
4 The content analysis and the codebook is a novel analysis of changes in television news formats 
pre-and-post liberalization in Pakistan. Systematic analysis of these formats on Pakistan are rare, 
and where they may exist, such as in academic journals, assessment of development organisations 
and market research companies, we understand little about how they can relate with developments 
in television journalism elsewhere beyond negative effects of ownership and a ‘breaking news 
culture’. 
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time television bulletins. Dimensions were taken from recent literature (Cushion et 

al, 2015) that has identified certain news conventions as symptomatic of 

mediatization of fixed-time evening news bulletins — in terms of form, style and 

structure of news conventions — in the United Kingdom, United States and Norway. 

A detailed description of these dimensions and the analytical strategy of the content 

analysis together with its limitations are described in section 4.2. While the content 

analysis specifically addressed RQ 2.1, both parts combined enabled an assessment 

of the various political, commercial and professional imperatives of the media 

system that PPP and PTI contentious claim makers used to create mediation 

opportunities, i.e. RQ 2.0. 

 

Prime time news bulletins of news channel with the largest market share 

before and after 2002, namely PTV and Geo TV respectively, were gathered for 

this content analysis. Bulletins of the state-owned PTV were gathered through a 

formal request by the researcher to the news director. PTV bulletins from the 1990’s 

were in VHS format and had to be digitized for the analysis. Oddly, the news 

director of the privately-owned Geo TV was not forthcoming with the same request. 

Consequently, bulletins were extracted from the channel’s YouTube page and then 

verified with the channel’s news producer who was referred to me by a colleague. 

More details of these news bulletins are presented in section 4.2.  
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Chapter 2 Literature review 
 
This chapter reviews the literatures on contentious politics and the media in the 

context of its contribution to understanding mobilizations in contemporary Pakistan. 

The first section reviews literature on protest tactics and the reasons why they 

become sensitive to, or reflexive of the media. The review starts with the definition 

of protest tactics and proceeds on to discuss the broader socio-political context and 

internal movement conditions that influence them in repressive regimes and beyond.  

 

The second section begins with a review of literature on the impact of 24-

hour news television channels on quality of television journalism. Focus is kept on 

television news because that is the media where the impact of commercialization in 

Pakistan has been most pronounced. Contours of this debate are traced, and the 

thesis is located within the relevant strand; the culpability of the medium in 

perpetuating a corrosive breaking news culture. At relevant points in the academic 

debates critical questions of enquiry that informs the research design have been 

included. 

 
2.1 Tactical innovation and media reflexivity 
 
Before the 1970s social movements were conceived as aberrations in collective 

human behavior. Movement scholars looked at citizen discontentment for 

explanations of why and how movements occur. Since the advent of civil right 

movements in America and Europe during the 1960s scholars began to challenge 

the emotional basis of movements by looking at other markers of strategic human 

cooperation. This was predicated on the assumption that discontent was always 

present in societies. “Social movement organizations started therefore to be seen as 

actors that mobilize resources in their environment for collective action” (della 

Porta, 2014)5. In Europe, the emergence of students, women and environmental 

action began to be seen as examples of new social movements (NSM). These 

movements were considered different from the more institutionalized labour 

movements seen earlier as they focused on emerging collective identities as a result 

of shift from industrial to post-industrial economy. The focus of scholars was also 

 
5 https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199756384/obo-
9780199756384-0050.xml?rskey=mFLelo&result=4&q=repertoire+of+contention#firstMatch  
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on how opportunities in the political structure at a macro-level influence protest 

activity at a meso-level. Since the 1990s, the field has been redefined as contentious 

politics where causal mechanisms relate action with structure and where social 

movements are just one among many other contentious phenomena, such as 

revolutions, democratization, and even acts of terrorism.  

 
2.1.1 What are protest tactics? 
 
Scholars of contention have found that protesters use only a handful of previously 

tried and tested tactics from an inventory of tactics at their disposal. They use the 

term “repertoire of contention” (Tilly, 1995; McAdam et al., 2001) to describe the 

distinct constellation of tactics developed by protesters over time for collective 

claim making. These performances are highly improvisational, much like the 

theatrical metaphor they imply. Riots, petition signing, rock pelting, barricades, 

protest events, effigy burning, marches, terrorist acts, sit-ins, vigils, civil 

disobedience acts, are all in this view performances of claimants bearing on the 

interest of their targets. While the variety of performances seem never ending upon 

closer observation scholars find that they clump together in a limited toolkit of 

recurrent, predictable and fairly narrow sets. They are predictable as they are 

causally coherent; mechanism governing their presence, sequence, variations and 

consequences can be identified.  

 

Reviewing the various meanings of the term ‘protest tactic’, Taylor & Van 

dyke (2004) define them as tactical repertoires that are “interactive episodes that 

link social movement actors to each other as well as to opponents and authorities 

for the intended purpose of challenging or resisting change in groups, organisation 

or societies. (p. 266)”. They distill three features of all tactical repertoires; 

contestation, intentionality and collective identity. Tactical repertoires or protest 

tactics are “a site of contestation in which bodies, symbols, identities, practices, and 

discourses are used to pursue or prevent changes in institutionalized power relations” 

(ibid. p.269). Without claims of contestation a protest tactic loses its purpose. 

Furthermore, it is not enough to just make a claim, but actions within a protest 

campaign must be intentionally, or strategically, setup to press such claims. Lastly, 

a protest tactic enables an oppositional consciousness or formation of a collective 
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identity among the claim makers. Claim making with these features invoke existing 

cultural frames in ways that bring actors together against perceived injustice.  

 

Scholars have also categorized performances according to their insider and 

outsider status (Cable, 2012). Insider tactics involve protesters seeking to gain 

influence within the political structure. Such actions put constraints on the scale of 

disruption that protesters want to achieve because they also need to maintain a 

positive relationship with their targets in the political structure. Examples of this 

strategy includes boycotts, lobbying, lawsuits and press conferences. Outsider 

strategies involve the use of spectacular stunts to put pressure on protest targets 

from outside the political structure by influencing public perception. These include 

vigils, demonstrations, strikes, symbolic action, sit-ins, illegal acts like bombings. 

A good example of this strategy that literature has focused on is collective action 

events, or protest events. Protest event research has evolved into a routine method 

of studying contention that involves coding of newspaper reports to understand how 

contention changes overtime (V. Taylor & Van dyke, 2004) .  

 

Repertoires of contention have increasingly become media reflexive, i.e. 

protesters have modified previous well established performances based on how well 

they capture the media spotlight (Cottle, 2008). Activists have learned to fight back 

through the media by using it as a resource to achieve their objectives. In the age of 

media abundance for instance, “dissent events” (Scalmer, 2002) and celebrity 

speakers on sites of contention, can be seen as protest events specially designed for 

dramaturgy. These tactics traverse both material and the symbolic realm in which 

movements operate.  

 

 Gamson (2004) sees media tactics as a means of influence for activists with 

limited access to decision makers to utilize the power of mass media and tip the 

scales in their favor. The means of influence include persuasion, by reframing the 

issue; and inducements and constraints, by adding new advantages or disadvantages 

to the situation in which the targets of claim operate. Persuasive tactics increase the 

prominence of preferred frames in the mass media by building a cultural resonance. 

Cultural resonance means reframing movement messages so that the public and 

bystanders in a particular socio-political and cultural context can better relate with 
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them. Norms, world view, rituals, practices and ways of thinking provide a tool 

chest to create preferred frames through the mass media. Inducement tactics involve 

resource strapped activists partnering with the corporate sector for advocacy 

support in return for marketing the constituency that activists claim to represent. 

An example of this is cause-related marketing. Constraint based tactics operates 

through a similar logic but involves creating negative publicity for targets by 

embarrassing them or boycotting their brand.  

 
2.1.2 Why do tactics evolve? 
 

While tactics are recurrent and predictable sets of claim making activities, within 

those sets, innovation happens continuously according to a movements context. 

Taylor & Van dyke (2004) have also examined the factors that influence ebb and 

flow in the kind of protest tactics used by movement actors. They divide these 

factors in two categories, external macro-historical conditions and internal 

movement processes. Macro-historical conditions refer to the socio-political 

environment in which the movement is embedded and technology, specifically 

mass media technology, available to protesters. Whereas movement processes 

consist of their level of organization, the relative socio-cultural position of activists 

within the movement organization and cultural frames used to justify movement 

activities. In the following subsections, these factors are discussed in terms of their 

influence on the evolution of direct action of opposition groups in a regime.  

 
2.1.2.1 Media-movement interaction in repressive regimes and beyond  
 
Theories about breakdown of authoritarian regimes have traditionally viewed 

political transition as a ‘top down’ or ‘bottom up’ phenomenon. Bottom up 

phenomenon in contentious politics involves the consequential involvement of civil 

society – political parties, associations, labor organisations, civic groups – posing a 

challenge to the regime against a perceived injustice. But the diversity of media 

practices and outcomes of contentious claim making in context that represent the 

most prevalent government structures in the world is staggering6.  

 

 
6 According to Freedom House 2019 report 44% of countries categorized were rated Free, 30% 
Partly Free and 26% Not Free. 
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There are some points of departure. For instance Zhao (2019) in her review 

of literature on media freedom and protests events explains that media were initially 

not considered an integral part of the POS. A cultural turn in social movement 

research however drew attention to role of alternative press in pro-democracy 

movements in the Philippines and Burma. Scholars also use the concept of a 

discursive opportunity structure whereby:  

 
Authorities react to social movement activities if and as they are depicted in 
the mass media, and conversely movement activists become aware of 
political opportunities and constraints through the reactions (or non-
reactions) that their actions provoke in the public sphere (Koopman 2004, 
p. 367).  

 

However, in many emerging media contexts, civil society, and therefore a coherent 

national public sphere, is not as functionally developed yet. Consequentially, our 

understanding of discursive opportunities is not well equipped yet to explain how 

oppositional groups make effective use of media facilitated political opportunities 

in such contexts. This raise concerns beyond censorship to media literacy in an age 

of information abundance. 

 

Other conventional theories in repressive settings emphasize “how small 

episodes can rapidly expand as previously hidden antiregime sentiment is revealed” 

(Kuran 1991 as cited in Radnitz 2010). Media provides people with not only the 

content of news coverage but also preferences and attitudes of other citizens in the 

society. In Eastern Europe before democratic transition, falsified public preferences 

tended to prevail (Kuran, 1997). As the media opened up people learned about the 

similar dissatisfaction of other people. The cost of joining oppositional groups 

decreased relative to the cost of preference falsification thereby contributing to a 

revolutionary bandwagon; as more people joined in, the participation threshold 

lowered even further. These findings may implicate media’s role as actors that 

cause or facilitate mobilization through “diffusion processes” (Soule, 2004). In this 

framework media act as a tie between sender and receiver whereby the coverage of 

the success of protest tactics results in groups adopting those tactics elsewhere.   

 

More recently, studies using social media data on movements have emerged 

utilizing the easy availability of data in regimes where media is restricted. A survey 
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of participants in Egypt’s Tahrir Square showed that social media usage positively 

predicts protesters decision to participate (Tufekci & Wilson, 2012). In another case 

an experiment found that social media usage increased the probability of protests 

happening in certain areas as well as the number of protesters in Russia (Enikolopov, 

Makarin, and Petrova, 2016).  

 

Classical works in the field based on anti-Vietnam War demonstrations of 

the Left in London and United States tell us that negative frames of public disorder 

dominate corporate mass media coverage of protest events (see Gitlin, 1980; 

Halloran, Elliott, & Murdock, 1970). Consequently, protesters rely on strategies of 

spectacle, conflict and controversy to generate opportunities to capture public 

attention while engaging in continuous discursive battle for the narrative and 

symbolic power.  

 

But protests no longer easily align with traditional political ideologies. In 

advanced democracies for instance, mass media has been instrumental for both 

conservative and progressive causes. The news media was crucial for information 

dissemination on the Civil Rights movements. But in recent years the Tea Party in 

the U.S, in collaboration with conservative media outlets, has successfully framed 

a “liberal media bias” that has a mobilizing effect (Banerjee, 2013).  

 

The news media itself is implicated in disproportionate support for certain 

causes relative to others. Kristy Milne (2005) argues that the press in Britain 

independently support single issue causes such as, fox hunting, Iraq War 

demonstrations and fuel prices, in the context of consumer driven politics, and a 

mistrust of both traditional political parties and existing press systems. The latter 

also in decline due to competition from the Internet. She explains that the press not 

so much as ‘manufacture consent’ as ‘manufacture dissent’. In doing so, press-

politics restrict problems that require nuanced solutions to a domain of simple yes-

no answers, where majority wins and losers are side-lined.  

 

The use of social media to disperse political information as an alternative to 

corporate and state-controlled press coverage can no longer be ignored by 

traditional party systems across the world. The case of the anti-corruption 
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movement in India in 2011 behind the formation of the new Aam Admi Party (AAP) 

stands out for receiving unusual media coverage. Scholars such as Sharma (2014) 

suggest that while such grassroots political engagement lack substance, in a highly 

hierarchal socio-economic context like India, the disruption it brings may be a 

“necessary step to enable ordinary citizens to reclaim political power in a more 

meaningful way” (p.56). 

 

However, much remains to be explored also regarding the nature of the 

impact of ICTs on political mobilization. Castells' (2009) seminal work identifies 

some characteristics of movements in the digital age where “production of the 

message is self-generated, the definition of the potential receiver(s) is self-directed 

and the retrieval of specific messages or content from (internet) is self-selected” 

(p.55). In a similar vein, Bennett & Segerberg (2013) believe that emerging forms 

of societal organisation only made possible by the communication networks require 

us to think of an altogether different genre of collective action they call ‘connective 

action’ enabled by personalised networks. These accounts challenge the long-held 

assumptions about centralized and hierarchal organisation of movement processes 

in contemporary societies.  

 

But they also have many detractors. As will be reviewed in section 2.2.4, 

novel interpretations of ‘networked protests’ in the digital age are criticized for 

using a “network metaphor” (González-Bailón & Wang, 2016) without grounding 

in principals of how networks actually operate. Using new methods to study 

mediated activism, network scientists argue that online networks operate just like 

any other offline network. These studies bring our attention back to fundamental 

questions of power and agency at the heart of the intersecting field of media and 

contentious politics. 

  
Mediation opportunity structure and protest performances 
 

A review of conventional bottom-up theories about media movement interaction 

reveals a vast field. Examination of these interactions thus needs to be mindful of 

the precise media political contextual conditions at a given moment of contentious 

activity. It also points towards a larger problem of a dearth of “theoretical 
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approaches that recognize the environmental role of media in contentious politics” 

(Cammaerts, Mattoni, & McCurdy, 2013, p.3).  

 

 Gamson & Wolfsfeld (1993) provide an early attempt towards such a 

framework by explaining how social movements need mainstream media for 

mobilization, validation and scope enlargement. Mobilisation occurs when 

movement messages, however distorted, reaches their constituency through the 

media; validation occurs temporally afterwards as recognition by media gives 

movements importance among the stakeholders in the society. Finally, through the 

media platform the contest plays out further as stakeholders join in or drop out 

affecting change in the scale of conflict. This thesis is mostly concerned with the 

mobilization aspect of movement media interaction.  

 

 One problem with their framework is that it is mostly applicable to a narrow 

range of contention i.e. social movement, as “sustained and self-conscious 

challenge to authorities or cultural codes by a field of actors – organizations and 

advocacy networks – some of whom employ extra-institutional means of influence” 

(ibid, emphasis mine). Analysing the media movement dance in diverse democratic 

contexts requires frameworks that take into account a broad range of contention that 

includes both institutional and non-institutional means of influence.  

 

In this regard, Tilly (2006) calls attention to WUNC-displays in protest 

tactics: movements must display Worthiness, Unity, Numbers and Commitment in 

their ostensibly public claim-making acts if they are to be taken seriously in public 

and policy circles. He argues that tactics and WUNC-displays are sites of 

bargaining over boundaries between tolerated and proscribed forms of claim 

making. More bargaining occurs in mature democracies compared with non-

democracies. Greater the WUNC of a movement greater the chances of political 

change or preservation of the status quo (Vliegenthart & Walgrave, 2012).   

 
Table 2.0 Mediation opportunity structure and protest logics7.  

 

 
7 Source: Cammaerts, B., (2012). Protest logics and the mediation opportunity structure. European 
Journal of Communication. P. 129.  
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  Numbers Damage Witnessing 

Media 
Opportunity 
Structure 

Media  
representation 

Opportunities: 
The spectacle of 
numbers 
Media 
management 
 
Constraints: 
Normalization 
Lack of media 
interest 
Internal resistance 
against media 

Opportunities:  
Attracts media 
attention 
A demonstration of 
seriousness 
 
Constraints:  
Liberal 
condemnation  
Loss of public 
support 

Opportunities: 
Producing media 
spectacles 
Invading the 
media structures 
 
Constraints: 
Ritualistic 
Becoming part of 
the elite event 
Co-optation 

Discursive  
Opportunity 
Structure 

Self-mediation Opportunities: 
Producing counter-
narratives and 
frames 
Arching protest 
artefacts 
Potential for 
movement 
spillover 
 
Constraints: 
Lack of resonance 
of counter-frames 
Speaking to public 
sphericules 

Opportunities: 
Deeds that speak  
Making resistance 
real and credible 
 
Constraints: 
Internal conflicts  
Risk of repression 
and escalation 
 

Opportunities: 
Mocking elites 
and elite 
spectacles 
Constructing 
collective 
identities 
Promoting 
alternative 
lifestyles 
 
Constraints: 
Inward-looking  
Little direct 
engagement with 
formal politics 

Networked 
Opportunity 
Structure 

Resistance  
through 
technology 

Opportunities: 
Recruitment 
Mobilization 
 
Constraints: 
Digital and skills 
divides 
Transferring online 
to offline 

Opportunities: 
Hacking  
Coordination of 
militant action 
 
Constraints: 
Dependency on 
market-based 
online platforms 
Digital footprints 

Opportunities: 
Sousveillance 
Clicktivism 
 
Constraints: 
Contributing to 
the 
panopticization 
of society 
Minimal 
participation 
Weak ties 

 
 

Through his conceptualization of a MOS Cammaerts (2012), builds on the notion 

of WUNC-displays by offering a more comprehensive explanation of the kinds of 

opportunities and constraints they afford to activists and activism. MOS combines 

the logic of claim-making performances with mediation. Mediation is a 

transformative social process through which “meaningfulness and value of things” 

are constructed (Silverstone 2002, p. 761). It gives us a sense of understanding and 

frames of reference of the world around us. Through mediation processes, “political 

parties, corporations, associations of many sorts, as well as movement actors, are 
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attempting to generate, aggregate, transform and articulate the interests of some 

underlying constituencies” (Gamson 2004, p. 247).  

 

Table 2.0 shows the variety of ways media and communication are relevant 

to contentious politics, including social movements under the MOS. The first level 

in MOS is the media opportunity structure which deals with the way protesters catch 

media attention, be it through performances or, internal movement organisation. At 

the second level, there is emphasis on movement’s becoming media as they are also 

sites of cultural production (Melucci, 1996). They produce artefacts such as 

movement media, pictures, symbols, videos and frames that challenge dominant 

cultural codes. At the third level are the performances and new ways of organizing 

dissent that are facilitated by ICTs. It also includes sousveillance tactics which 

involves protesters using technology to monitor the state itself even as they 

strategize performances.  

 

The various articulations of the MOS may allow us to explain the causal 

link between contention and the media environment of a regime in which it is 

embedded. This is because processes of mediation consider media as more than just 

carriers of symbolic meaning. They are also sites of material production, in term of 

technology and everyday practices of resistance they generate and, that in turn 

sustains them. In this sense, mediated resistance is not just a site of symbolic and 

ideological battle, but a form of direct action. The MOS allows us to organize the 

advantages and constraints of mediated resistance from the point of view of the 

political actor that is the focus of enquiry. The question to ask is:  

 
 
Q1.0 How did the news media mediate opposition group’s claim making 
performances? 
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2.1.2.2 Influence of political authority on contention  
 
The MOS assumes an increasingly powerful role of media as a political actor, 

institutional or otherwise, in its own right, since media cannot be separated from 

the broader socio-political contexts. Taylor & Van dyke (2004) in their review 

suggest that this environment that influences contention also comprises of the 

nature of political authority and its geographic reach.  

 

An example of the former can be made in the emergence of NSMs which 

are considered an outcome of societies transitioning from an industrial to a 

postindustrial economy. The politics of NSMs challenge the cultural codes of 

institutionalized power relations through symbolic events and evocative language 

that lend them coherent form as an ‘imagined community’ (Barker, 2004). The 

repertoires of contention that combine frames of social justice with identity, such 

as environment and women rights action are also examples of how changes in the 

nature of political authority influence contention.  

 

In addition, the stage of a “protest cycle” (Tarrow, 1989) also determines 

the tactics adopted by social movements. In this view a protest occurs in a recurrent 

1 0 

0 

1 

Democracy 
x-axis 

Governmental 
Capacity y-
axis 

Political 
opportunities, 
constraints & 
performances: A 

Political 
opportunities, 
constraints & 
performances: B 

Trajectory of 
regime change 
& performance 
innovation 

Figure 2.0 Changing media political opportunities, 
constraints & performance innovation of contentious claim-
makers according to regime trajectory. Adapted from Tilly 
(2006, p. 109).  
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cycle of increasing and decreasing frequency, intensity and formation. As the cycle 

advances a process of both increasing radicalization and institutionalization occurs. 

Frustrated by the pace of social change with routine tactics movement actors may 

adopt increasingly disruptive tactics that can frighten authorities. But repeated use 

of such tactics overtime can dilute their effectiveness leading to their routinization, 

state repression and activist exhaustion. Although, the outcome of the protest cycle 

may also be reformation of the government or some combination of all these 

outcomes.  

 

 Globalization has continued to expand the geographic reach of political 

authority in the twentieth century marked by formation of international institutions 

such as the World Bank, United Nations, International Monetary Fund and 

International Court of Justice. This has been accompanied by the rise of global 

concerns and transnational activism that combine radical demonstrations of 

people’s power against neo-liberalism, computer mediated communication and 

democracy (Chester & Welsh, 2006).  

 

To understand the causal links between mediated contention and its political 

context requires us to also consider the structure of political and economic 

opportunities in which the activists are embedded. This consideration must go 

beyond conceptualizations of the structure of discursive opportunities that activists 

can take advantage of given the complex nature of political authority in a regime. 

Specially regimes where discursive opportunities maybe limited for opposition 

groups despite of media abundance. Indeed, studies on mediatized protest diminish 

their theoretical value as they often focus exclusively on the spectacular and visual 

excess (Cottle, 2008). In other words, the ‘cultural turn’ in studying contention 

sometimes pay less attention to the role of production dynamics, strategic claims-

making and struggles over definition at the center of protests.  

 

One way to begin to understand this links is through the work of the notable 

political sociologist, the late Charles Tilly, on the relationship between Regimes 

and Repertories (2006). Tilly writes that performances innovate on the edge of 

well-established actions by actors within a contentious episode. The survival of 

innovative performances is associated with gain or loss of political advantage for 
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various actors although changes in the environment and internal organisation of 

actors as a consequence of struggle also matter (see next subsection).  

 

Due to their roots in deep socio-cultural context, clumping of innovative 

performances into new repertoires often happen slowly, incrementally, taking 

advantage of opportunities, although they are more decisive in the long run. 

Relatedly, changes in the POS also occur incrementally as they are associated with 

changes in power relationships in the polity. Thus, for relatively stable governments, 

strong repertoires prevail as challengers become aware of performances that work. 

Conversely, revolutionary events, civil wars and anarchy are examples of 

repertoires occurring within a POS of an unstable regime.  

 

As illustrated in Figure 2.0, a regime’s stability, or changes in power, is a 

function of its variation on a democratisation and governmental capacity space, 

where the former can be ranked along a path to consolidation, and the latter can be 

a measure of the civil and political rights a regime permits. Citizen rights are 

directly linked to the governance capacity of a state. Innovations in claim-making 

performances accelerate in times of heavy contention and slow down during periods 

of relative political stability and demobilization. Any causal link between mediated 

contention and its political context must consider the nature of regime stability 

during a contentious episode. This begs another research question:  

 
 
Q3.0 How have the political opportunities facilitated or hindered opposition 
group’s innovation in claim making performances pre-and-post media 
liberalization? 
 
 
2.1.2.3 Internal movement processes 
 
Protest action is also influenced by the characteristic of contentious actors. Taylor 

& Van dyke (2004) refer to these as internal movement processes that comprise of 

a movement actors level of organization, cultural frames used to justify collective 

action and structural power of participants. Organization of movement actors deals 

with their efficacy to mobilize resources and its relationship with the use of 

conventional or confrontational and disruptive tactics. Scholars find that more 

formal the organization involved in contention less likely it will associate with 
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confrontational tactics although the goal and constituency of the organization also 

matters (Van Dyke et al, 2001). Relatedly, the power relationships among and 

within movement actors also influence the choice of tactics; those with greater 

institutional access engage in much less disruptive protest than those with limited 

access. Finally, activist often also draw inspiration in their tactics from the cultural 

frames of meaning that resonate with the belief, values and motivations of citizens.  

 
2.2 Television News media  
 
The other key concern in the thesis is how prime-time news conventions have 

changed in a regime since the 90’s due to a proliferation of 24-hour news channels 

and the resulting outcome on the quality of television journalism. The first 

subsection traces the contours of the debate around 24-hour news channels in 

television studies and locates the thesis within the relevant strand; the culpability 

of the medium in perpetuating a corrosive breaking news culture. To examine this 

culture the next section focuses on what (Bolin, 2014) refers to as the 

“commercialization thesis” in television journalism, understood as a zero-sum 

relationship between commercial and professional imperatives. Examining the 

culpability of 24-hour news values in perpetuating a commercialization thesis it is 

suggested that analysing news values outside Anglo-American contexts can 

improve this debate. Downey & Neyazi (2014) framework of mediatization of 

politics is shown as useful to understand quality of journalism and avoid pitfalls of 

the “commercialization thesis”. The role of information and communication 

technologies is also discussed. 

 

 In explaining the various commercial, political and professional imperatives 

on journalism, conceptualized as logics of mediatization of politics, we deepen our 

understanding of the variations in the mediation opportunities and constraints for 

public, collective, makers of claim. The interplay of these logics results in various 

outcomes of media political opportunities for contentious claim makers and will be 

illustrated in chapter 4. These form the basis for comparison of contentious 

performances. 

 
2.2.1 Global rise of the 24-hour television news channels 
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Within television studies there has been a normative tension between the notions of 

journalistic objectivity rooted in ideas of journalism as a public service, and the role 

of television journalism in opinion formation (Ryan, McLaughlin, & Sholle, 2015). 

Before the advent of satellite and cable earlier in the 20th century, this tension 

mostly manifested as scholarly attention on television’s role in state propaganda, 

cultural integration and even revolutionary changes. With the increasing 

sophistication and reach of media systems of a liberal orientation (Hallin & Mancini, 

2004), the tension has shifted to the perils of a mass media driven by neo-liberal 

imperatives, with media systems outside the West, including in Asia (George, 2015), 

becoming increasingly market driven. Some such as Thussu (2002) see this global 

convergence of media systems as a “globalization of the US” approach to media 

management where states see this model as beneficial for their local and foreign 

policy imperatives – sometimes studied under the ‘CNN-effect’ thesis (Livingstone, 

1997). This convergence could also be seen as a mark of a failure of conjoined 

international efforts to restore balance in global information flows (Miller, 2010).  

 

 It is in this context that the 24-hour international news channels have 

emerged, facilitated by developments in satellite and cable and advancements in 

ICTs more generally. Scholars have told the history of the rolling news age and the 

evolution of 24-hour news channels. Cushion (2010) identifies three overlapping 

stages: the ‘coming of age’ when Cable News Network (CNN) was launched and 

reached global recognition; the proliferation of competing international channels 

facilitated by satellite and cable; and finally a proliferation of channels nationally, 

regionalization of markets, high competition and localization of content. Studies of 

24-hour news channels have looked at military reporting (see El-Nawawy & 

Iskandar, 2003; Thussu & Freedman, 2003), the ‘CNN-effect’ and the policy debate 

surrounding it. A rise in breaking news culture is also part of the discourse, where 

“these channels taken together overlap in transnational reach and influence and 

compete not only with each other but with a growing army of national and 

state/local news channels that emerge year on year” (Cushion & Lewis 2010, p. 23). 

The thesis contributes to the latter strand of scholarship as it tackles the competing 

media logics of 24-hours news television in Pakistan.  
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2.2.2 24-hour news values: professionalism versus entertainment 
 
The thesis focuses on television journalism and in particular the 24-hour news 

channels, given the intense debate around their role in creating a breaking news 

culture. The most relevant contours of this debate are interlinked and spread across 

a range of sub-disciplines within communication studies – political communication, 

television studies, journalism studies, and other subfields – as well as political 

science and political sociology. In political science, it is part of a wider normative 

debate on the impact of technology, where the television medium is seen as 

corrosive for political knowledge and engagement (see Putnam, 2000). However, 

the study grounds itself within political communication and forms part of a 

discourse labelled The Third Age of Political Communication by Blumler & 

Kavanagh (1999), that is characterised by “media abundance”. It also shares many 

concerns with journalism studies, including two major trends identified by Bolin 

(2014) within television journalism; firstly, where journalism is increasingly seen 

as subsumed by an economic logic and resulting impact on political reasoning and 

public sphere, also known as the “commercialization thesis”; secondly, the 

changing power dynamic between journalism and politicians. This thesis 

specifically deals with the first and the second trend identified by Bolin (2014).  

 
2.2.2.1 24-hour news conventions 
 
The first trend identified by Bolin (2014), commercialisation, fits our understanding 

of 24-hour news conventions as an outcome of the competition between 

proliferating TV news channel. Tabloidization since the 1980s has been used to 

describe trends in journalism that diminishes traditional journalist standards (Bird, 

2015). Often it is discussed as popularization and ‘dumbing down’ of news items, 

trivialization of important issues, gradual shift from public affairs news to crime, 

sports and other forms of human interest (Barnhurst & Nerone, 2001) often also 

referred as ‘hard news’ becoming ‘soft’ and sensationalizing of content. Partly, the 

debate alerts us of a moral panic seen as emerging formats eroding the public sphere 

and public knowledge. Lewis & Cushion (2009) for instance, explored the growth 

and character of breaking news on 24-hours news channels in the United Kingdom 

between 2004 and 2007. They found that the range of topics associated with the 

‘breaking news’ tag is steadily increasing and that such news items were 
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significantly less informative in terms of number of sources they cited compared 

with conventional items.  

  
 Relatedly, a major problem scholars face is how exactly to define tabloid 

news (Bird, 2015). This is partly an old debate for the ‘universal and the particular 

in journalism’ where professional standards can be seen as contextual (George, 

2013). For instance, Bird (2009) suggests that “knowledge and reporting skills can 

offer audience something more than mere ‘truthiness’ and special interest 

information” (p.47), what those skills are can be highly contextual. Some have 

called attention to factors that must be seen in conjunction with commercial factors. 

For instance, Porto (2007) in discussing the impact of liberalization of Brazilian 

media also calls attention to ‘social democratization factors’ – strengthening of 

democratic institutions, division of power, electoral system and rule of law. 

Generally, it appears that scholarship welcomes changes in news values, as a sign 

of evolution of the field and media culture, as long as the ethos of a public service 

to educate the citizenry are upheld (see Zelizer, 2009). In fact, in the same book 

Gans (2009) critically frames tabloidization as popularisation; to distinguish the 

value of simplified content, that informs millions, from a built-in obsolescence 

similar to “breaking news black holes” (Tuggle & Huffman, 2001). There is 

consensus that challenges the assumption that commercialism or populism have an 

inherent dumbing down effect.  

 

With regards to commercial influences on evening news bulletins recent 

literature empirically shows a growing influence of editorial practices associated 

with a ‘rolling news logic’ in United Kingdom, United States and Norway (Cushion 

et al., 2014a, 2014b; Cushion & Thomas, 2013; Cushion, Lewis, & Roger, 2015). 

In this body of work, a rolling news logic in television journalism is associated with 

greater ‘live’, instant and interpretive formats in contrast to pre-edited, fact-based 

and serious styles of ‘traditional’ news presentation. These editorial practices, or 

formats, styles and routines, can impact news coverage. For instance, greater use of 

‘edited’ as opposed to ‘live’ packages in evening bulletins; shortening of length of 

news items; greater reliance on internal sources i.e. media organizations own 

journalist instead of ‘external’ experts, especially for political topics.  
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An empirical analysis of news conventions in an emerging media context 

not only sets the ground for a systematic analysis of developments in quality of 

journalism, i.e. the competition between commercial and more professionally 

oriented news formats but is also a step to generalize the literature. In line with 

Cushion, Lewis, & Roger (2015), the thesis will examine changes in prime-time 

television news conventions in Pakistan since the 90’s with regards to their 

commercial and professional values. The research question 2.0 was put forward in 

chapter 1 and deals with this change by proposing the following hypotheses: 

 

H a) Live news items will increase, edited items will decrease 

correspondingly in evening bulletins.  

H b) News items will shorten in length.  

H c) Internal sources will be used more, external sources will be used less. 

H d) Live news items will be mostly on political topics (50% or more).  

H e) External sources on political topics will decrease.  

 
2.2.2.2 24-hour news conventions outside Anglo-American television 

 

Researchers argue that news formats should be carefully scrutinized before 

attributing change entirely to commercial impulses. Indeed, Esser (1999) argues 

that it’s important to understand ‘tabloidization’, or ‘softening of news’, or 

‘increasing infotainment’ at a micro-and a macro-level. A micro-level can be 

understood in terms of media formats driven by reader preferences and commercial 

imperatives. At a macro-level, tabloidization “can be seen as a social phenomenon 

both instigating and symbolizing major changes to the constitution of society. For 

examples, “…attaching less importance to education and more to political 

marketing, resulting in an increase in political alienation” (ibid p.293).  

 

The proliferation of commercial and plural 24-hour news channels in the 

literature thus suggests that changes in primetime news conventions with regards 

to their news quality may fit such trends in the literature. However, in emerging 

media contexts, such as Pakistan, commercial, professional, political and 

technological processes operate in complex ways. Our understanding of the 

commercialisation thesis can benefit by analysing commercial imperatives of 
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television journalism at a micro-level. But it will be incomplete without also a 

macro-level understanding of development of journalism in Pakistan’s unique 

historical context.  

 

Research on the development of 24-hour news channels in India, a country 

which shares many characteristics with Pakistan, for instance, invites us to look at 

the possibilities of rapid media expansion and globalization. Rao (2009) describes 

the mainstreaming of ordinary voices and concerns as one impact of a massive 

growth in these news channels. She looks at “glocalization” as a positive 

development in Indian journalism dominated by a state-led developmental 

paradigm. Mehta (2009) cites open-air television questioning programs between 

local elite politicians and ordinary people in India that builds on an existing 

‘argumentative tradition of India’ (Sen, 2005 as cited in Mehta 2009). Across Asia 

generally, the marketization of satellite and cable television has been devoid of 

safeguards to the public interest. However, the reason for it seems to be an absence 

of public service broadcast rather than economic imperatives of the industry 

(George, 2015). This tells us that there might be more to the 24-hour news culture 

as it is currently understood in the Anglo-American context.  

 
2.2.3 Conceptualizing commercial and professional imperatives in television news 
 
The second trend identified by Bolin (2014) in the literature on television 

journalism is the growing influence of journalism over politics albeit where 

commercial imperatives dictate the power dynamic. His attempt to restore a 

‘balance’ in the equation between economic, political and journalism factors is 

timely. But in turn he gives more agency to a journalism field in shaping its own 

outcome at the expense of trivializing other influences. He claims that the economic 

determinism in the literature “…reveals a supposed direction of influence from 

entertainment to news and information”; an assertion that “the active component is 

entertainment and passive receiver is news” (p. 337-338). While his solution to 

restore this imbalance is to argue for an opposite scenario: 

  
…how journalism is affecting entertainment as a consequence of the fact 
that the field of journalism (in the Bourdieuan sense) as a specific subfield 
of cultural production has grown more autonomous, and has come to be 
differentiated into several different kinds of journalism. (ibid. 338) 
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Certainly, in some contexts, such as in Western Europe, where a rich history of 

often state supported press freedoms exists in practice, the argument holds weight. 

However, in many democracies, outside Europe but including the US, the 

relationship between professional, commercial, political and cultural factors is 

much more complex and ever changing. Instead of looking at the variables that 

compete with journalism in terms of what came first, or what is active or passive, a 

conceptualization that is more conducive to generalizations and banks less on a 

normative account of the dominance of one factor over another is better suited. Such 

a research epistemology would be inspired by:  

 
…the French sociologist Durkheim (who) had argued that human societies 
were like biological systems, in that they were made up of interrelated 
components. As such, the reasons for irregularities (such as kinds of 
journalism) were to be found not in the intention of the individuals but in 
the structure of the social environment in which they were embedded.  
(Durkheim as cited in Borgatti et al 2009, parenthesis mine, p. 892) 

 
To further clarify this point, I turn to the ‘complementary and competing logics of 

mediatization’ (Downy & Neyazi 2014). This framework provides a useful lens to 

deal with commercial and professional imperatives, complexity of contexts and 

theory synthesis proposed in this thesis.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Media politics interaction10 

 
2.2.3.1 Competing and complementary logics of mediatization of politics 
 

 
10 Diagram adapted from a reading of Downey and Neyazi (2014). 
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Mediatization of politics is the holistic view that political institutions are gradually 

becoming dependent on media and their logic (Hjarvard, 2013). These logics are 

the forms, routine, production processes that make news content. But mediatization 

is a process, like globalization, industrialization, individualization, that enables us 

to look at the broader impact of media on society also. Particularly the effects of 

mass media on institutions, such as politics, in terms of their aims, statutes, 

conducts and logics. “Since politics is one of the social institutions most closely 

aligned with the evolution of media forms it bears the most notable marks of 

media’s influence” (Altheide & Snow 1979, p. 103).  

 

Although there are a number of useful definitions for mediatization of 

politics the core concerns of the thesis are best served by the illustration in Figure 

2.1 which has been adapted from Downey & Neyazi (2014). In their account, 

“mediatization of politics is a process with complex mediated relationships between 

three sets of basically mutually exclusive actors; mediatized publics, media actors 

and political actors” (p. 481):  

 

• Mediatized publics are heterogeneous group of people that maybe 

subdivided for instance through demographics, class, education and so on. 

Mediatization occurs when this group, over time, within a territory, 

consume an “…increasing amount of mediated content about politics 

produced either by political or media actors…”. They maybe light or heavy 

consumers of this content, or may or may not engage in political discourse 

or activity. With growing salience of Internet, they may also engage with 

other actors.  

 

• Political actors are representatives of political parties, pressure groups, 

lobbies or interests that recognize the importance of mediatized publics and 

aim to form public opinion and/or engage in political logic to win votes. 

They seek to do that directly or indirectly through media content and media 

institutions. They may also use media for resource mobilization. 
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• Media actors are owners or employees of media institutions. However, the 

influences on production of political news are myriad and complex. They 

can be the degree of independence of media institutions from political 

power, professional norms of journalists, degree of political or ideological 

support for political actors, commercial imperatives, media owners and so 

on.  

 

According to Downey & Neyazi (2014), the complexity of these 

relationships means that these actors should be seen through an interplay of 

commercial, political and a professional logic instead of an all-encompassing 

‘media logic’. The configurations between commercial and political imperatives 

are either competitive and/or complementary depending on political imperatives of 

news media. Examining the complex relationship of these actors in an emerging 

media context like India their research tells us that the goal of maximizing political 

power as well as wealth can co-exist even as a democratic society is growing to 

accept professional journalism practices that serve the public in addition to elite 

interests.  

 

Through their account, the outcomes of mediatization in society are better 

seen as analytical categories instead of normative ones based on how politics or 

media ought to function. The framework is suited for this study as firstly, it 

challenges the notion of an inherent malice in commercial imperatives (although 

such imperatives often have consequences for the public interest). But unlike 

Bolin’s (2014) account, the agency of journalism and other key fields is 

operationalized through variables considered relevant in press and politics. This 

limits determinism of any one factor and avoids the zero-sum assumptions between 

commercial, professional and political imperatives.  

 

Secondly, the variables used to explain prime-time television news 

conventions, as elaborated in the earlier sub-section, squarely fits the framework. 

They can be seen as combinations of competing and complementing commercial 

and professional logics of the media depending on political circumstances in 

Pakistan since the 90s. The research question 2.1 also presented in chapter 1 deals 

precisely with this concern.  
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2.2.4 Internet and the media politics of dissent 
 
Since mid to late 90’s the growth in digital media technology has had a significant 

impact on social movement research. While much remains to be explored regarding 

the nature of this impact, (Castells, 2012) seminal work identifies some 

characteristics of movements in the digital age that “they are all (now) interwoven 

inextricably with the creation of autonomous communication networks supported 

by the internet and wireless communication”. He believes that in the information 

age, “production of the message is self-generated, the definition of the potential 

receiver(s) is self-directed and the retrieval of specific messages or content from 

(internet) is self-selected” (Castells 2009, p.55). What this implies is that the 

boundary between producers and receivers has become almost non-existent 

(Bennett, 2003). Changes in media studies are part of this debate as: 

 
1. new ways of consuming media, which explicitly contest the social 
legitimacy of media power; 2. new infrastructures of production, which 
have an effect on who can produce news and in which circumstances; 3. 
new infrastructures of distribution, which changes the scale and terms in 
which symbolic production in one place can reach other places” (Couldry 
2003, p. 44 as cited in Della Porta, 2011) 
 

Considerable scholarly attention is given to the impact of digital media on the nature 

of citizenship, civic engagement - particularly that of the youth – and normative 

concerns regarding political participation and media literacy. The views are 

polarised, on one end there are those heralding the inherent participatory, 

democratic and revolutionary power of networks (Castells, 2009) as during Arab 

Spring (Tufekci & Wilson, 2012), Occupy Movement (Bennett & Segerberg, 2013) 

and Chilean Winter (Valenzuela et al, 2012).  

 

On the other hand, there are who challenge this intrinsic new identity 

construction, political fertility and networked nature of modern protests. Markham 

(2014) argues that “there is nothing intrinsically about a protest culture, network, 

or space that is politically fertile or generative of new identities, as conceptions of 

protest networks as viral or rhizomatic presume” (p. 90). Some like Evegny 

Morozov (2011)  have taken a pessimistic view in what they see as political 

continuities in online networks. Morozov in his sceptical analysis of The Net 

Delusion, cautions against cyber-utopianism; “a naïve belief in the emancipatory 
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nature of online communication that rests on a stubborn refusal to acknowledge its 

downside” (p. xiii). The debate echoes global reception of digital technology; the 

initial public excitement when a medium enters a market that is immediately 

followed by scepticism and a moral panic or some combination of this response. In 

this view the various interplay of logics of mediatization may not fundamentally 

alter relations of power in the regime. From the perspective of the networked 

opportunity structure this implies that performances and new ways of organizing 

dissent are facilitated by information and communication technology. However, 

they are equally, and perhaps more so, affordances for powerful states to counter 

dissent.  

 

There is certainly room for a more nuanced understanding of the impact of 

Internet on media politics of dissent. Scholars are now findings ways to address the 

imaginaries and expectations of what communication networks are perceived as 

and what they actually are. Network scientist for instance challenge the inherent 

decentralized and anti-hierarchal assumption of media scholars interested in 

Internet related disruptive change. González-Bailón & Wang (2016) criticizes 

recent theoretical accounts, such as that of Castells (2012) and Bennett & Segerberg 

(2013), for their use of network as a metaphor without an understanding of how 

networks actually operate. They suggest that online networks of political 

mobilizations, just like any other network, are heterogeneous and highly 

fragmented, with certain actors exerting profound influence than others.  

 

Similarly, Mark Graham’s methodologically eclectic research situated 

distinctly between geography and ICTs at the Oxford Internet Institute focuses on 

context specific understanding of impact of Internet. Rather than information 

processing models, he combines empirical political economic analysis, geo-data 

mapping, structured interviews and grounded theory approaches (see M. Graham, 

2011; Mark Graham, n.d.); http://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/research/projects/). In line with 

the literature that focuses on a nuanced understanding of the impact of Internet the 

thesis will examine its role in the complex media political processes of an emerging 

media context. 
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Chapter 3 Pakistan’s political environment since 1988 
 
This chapter deals with the socio-political influences that have shaped modern 

contention in a military dominated regime. It examines the regime’s political 

evolution since 1988 with an emphasis on the structure of political opportunities 

and constraints for mainstream opposition groups.  

 

The first section analyses a contradiction of prescribed, tolerated and 

proscribed modes of protest tactics in literature on Pakistan. It shows that 

contention can be considered an intrinsic part of mainstream politics even as 

successive regimes have violently resisted class-based mobilization. It is suggested 

that such contradictions are partly a result of a movements seen purely from a Cold 

War era security and human rights paradigm.  

 

The second section examines the two strands in the literature on political 

authority in Pakistan. One is a top-down perspective focusing on institutional and 

unstable executive power struggles of a patrimonial multi-party regime visible in 

the Presidential Troika between 1988-1999, the Armored Troika between 2002-

2008 and Emerging Parliamentary Troika between 2008-present. The second, and 

less understood strand is politics from the bottom-up, focusing on extra-institutional 

and more stable clientelist ties among political actors in a weak post-colonial polity. 

 

The third part combines these sets of literature to study the changes in the 

POS for mainstream opposition groups in the regime since 1988. It shows that the 

concept of a “mass mobilization infrastructure” (Radnitz 2010), a form of collective 

action found in uncertain and predatory institutional environments, is useful to 

understand the POS for political parties at a given moment. The chapter concludes 

by describing that limited trajectory of Pakistani regimes on a democracy and 

governing capacity space is the basis for some political advantages for contentious 

collective actors. This conceptualization is put to a more rigorous examination 

through case studies on tactics of opposition parties in two different political 

contexts in chapter 5 and 6. 
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3.1 Contentious politics in modern Pakistan  
 
Part of the story of struggle in Pakistan is what scholar Matthew J. Nelson 

characterizes as the emergence of an increasingly violent stalemate between and 

amongst student political groups. Nelson (2011) explains that studies on Pakistan’s 

student politics have focused on the competition between secular and religious 

groups irreconcilable differences since 1960s. Increasingly, disenchanted students 

have developed an interest in non-state based forms of Muslim solidarity free from 

constraints of territorial Muslim nationalism behind Pakistan’s formation itself, in 

favour of a transnational Muslim solidarity. His research shows that this kind of 

nationalism failed to break a violent political impasse between student groups that 

it had originally intended. 

 

But student politics was also forcefully brought under the domain of such 

religious groups as a matter of policy. The selective clampdown of the regime of 

General Zia Ul Haq in the 1980’s on student unions for instance is a case in point. 

Ammar Rashid, researcher in social and economic development and public policy, 

explains that introduction of gun violence on campus was in fact a state project to 

curb progressive student unions. “As arms started to flow in to fight the communists 

in Afghanistan, the regime also took the fight to Pakistani universities by arming 

notoriously violent right-wing outfits like the Islami Jamiat-i-Talaba's Thunder 

Squad” (Rashid, 2019). Later, the state used the pretext of violence it itself had 

instigated to ban student unions altogether. Subsequently, in recent decades the 

politics of the marginalized, the ‘left’, the nationalist and the working classes have 

been systematically curbed by successive Pakistani regimes. These regimes popular 

or otherwise disillusioned the working classes (Sulehria, n.d.).  

 

At the same time, national political parties mobilize year-round through 

rallies, corner meetings and contact drives. Some even execute sophisticated 

advocacy campaigns that are fairly disruptive and involve street demonstrations 

ranging from hundreds to tens of thousands called Million Man March. Thousands 

of token demonstrations also take place outside government offices and press clubs 

in major urban centers each year by a fairly diverse range of political actors across 

the country. Of course, certain political actors at war with the Pakistani state also 
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engage in sinister displays, involving mass shootings and bombings, generally 

categorized as ‘terrorist’ activities.  

 

Interestingly, Islamists have never won popular support in a democratic 

Pakistan. Islamist parties, i.e. those seeking votes for the creation of a Pakistani 

Islamic state, have never won more than 5 percent of the vote in any year except 

2002, when a coalition of such parties won 11 percent (Haqqani, 2013). Meaning, 

that they were never really a substantive part of an executive power sharing 

agreement between the powerful military and other elites during periods of 

democratic governance.  

 

Moreover, successive Pakistani regimes, including Islamists themselves, 

instrumentalize identitarian, including religious, issues for political gains. Indeed, 

research on Islamist voting behaviour in Pakistan has shown that both politico-

religious (confessional) and manifestly secular groups, move between a 

surprisingly fluid continuum on a “sharia-secular model” (Ullah, 2014) depending 

on circumstances.  

 

Farzana Shaikh (2009), a Pakistan expert at Chatham House, thinks that 

greater attention must be paid on Pakistan’s troubled relationship with Islam, and 

in particular the question of Pakistan’s Identity. In her book Making Sense of 

Pakistan, she says that a generation of scholars inspired by neo-Marxist tradition of 

Cambridge School of History have looked at socio-economic and political interests 

as causal factors of state dysfunction, rather than as symptoms of underlying 

uncertainty about its identity13. The perennial confusion over Pakistan’s raison 

d'être she argues, has led to persistence of competing world views of the religious 

community, the nation and the exercise of power in the country. 

 

Shaikh also argues that this confusion has made it difficult for Pakistanis as 

a society to come to terms with pluralism. She terms this as Pakistan’s “consensus 

problem” whereby perennial disagreement over the meaning of ‘Islam’ has 

compelled the state to make it vital for the population to contend with the notion of 

 
13 There are numerous descriptions of this uncertainty but a dominant one is the, as yet, unresolved 
question of whether Pakistan is a Muslim majority state, or an Islamic state in (Shaikh, 2009).  
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a ‘good Muslim’, as a prerequisite for citizenship, irrespective of political flavor of 

the moment. But in a Muslim world of irreducible diversity, the idea of a ‘good 

Muslim’ with multiple meanings is inherently contradictory. The most extreme 

manifestations of the contradiction can be seen in the anti-Ahmedi riots in 1953 

which culminated in the official declaration of Ahmediya minority as ‘non-

Muslims’. A tag which has resulted in their marginalization and persecution to this 

day. At other times, legal instruments were created, such as the infamous 

Blasphemy Law and the Hudood Ordinance, with the putative aim to protect 

perceived threats to sanctity of Islam, and therefore the symbolic meaning of a 

Pakistani citizen. But human rights activists are concerned that such laws encourage 

vigilantism, enables state clamp down on dissent and their highly selective 

application highlights usage to settle personal vendettas. 

 

This discussion on mobilization misses many important details about the 

nature of contentious politics in Pakistan. A fuller appraisal would require a 

scholarly review of collective action which is a research project in its own right. 

However, these limited examples complicate the notion of powerful mobilizations 

as aberrations in political behavior within a weak democratic state. The tolerance, 

willingly or by compulsion, of contention in successive Pakistani regimes demands 

explanation beyond the prism of security and human rights through which 

demonstrations are often seen. This security led paradigm is a major axis of debate 

between those who traditionally identify as conservatives and progressives. But it 

is also a pressing concern globally in a post-Cold War era and rise of new conflicts 

post-911 where demonstrations and mobilizations can be considered a part of 

routine politics (Cottle, 2008).  

 

3.2 Political power in successive regimes  
 

One way to look beyond the security and human rights paradigm in contentious 

politics in Pakistan is to understand political power in successive regimes since 

1988.  Politics is about who has the authority for resource distribution and enact 

policies based on what ideologies and value systems. So, one dominant view in 

political science is that of ‘production of politics’ whereby policies enacted are a 

means to ultimately attain power. Conversely, the ‘self-presentational’ view of 
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politics is that of power as a means to implement policies according to a certain 

ideological framework (Esser, 2013).  

 

Both ontological positions have reasons for and against, however following 

Sheikh’s reasoning in the previous section, scholars on political authority in 

Pakistan can be seen to prefer a production-based view of politics whereby the focus 

is on processes such as the stage of policy making, implementation, negotiation, 

and long-term solutions. Less attention is paid on the self-presentation aspects such 

as stage of interest articulation, preference mobilization, problem definition, policy 

communication and short-term effects. The latter is important to understand the 

exercise of power in Pakistan since 1988 when there is arguably improvement in 

democratization led by advancement of the electoral process.  

 

Katherine Adeney (2017) explains that there is somewhat consistent 

improvement on democratic indicators in the periods 1988-1999, 2008-2013 and 

2013-present. She argues that Pakistan is a “hybrid regime”, a category of transition 

where the polity may not be on the path to consolidation but there is an overlap 

between authoritarian and democratic governance. That “there is real competition 

for public office, resulting in alternation in power between different coalition of 

political parties” (emphasis in original, p. 130) within the bounds of powerful 

military imperatives.  

 

The profound influence of armed forces on Pakistani society deserves 

special mention. A political history mired in coup d'états has meant that a civil-

military nexus is a persistent feature of politics (Nawaz, 2016). This nexus is a 

pejorative for the way armed forces maintain control over vital policy issues and in 

doing so set the terms for functioning of elected governments, all the while 

restricting public criticism of a national security state. The net result of this nexus 

critics argue is that popularly elected governments deal with the thankless task of 

day-to-day governance and any backlash from state policy, while the General 

Headquarters (GHQ), Pakistan’s counterpart to the U.S. Pentagon, located near the 

capital, can devise and enforce vital policies without taking any responsibility.  
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Over the years, the role of military in policy making has received criticism. 

In her acclaimed book Military Inc. Inside Pakistan’s Military Economy, Ayesha 

Siddiqa has analyzed the hidden capital of armed forces and the cost to human 

development20. But while the state of Pakistan may be weak it is by no means a 

failing one, as is often portrayed in a West centric discourse (read War on Terror), 

in research which lacks anthropological rigor, stresses Anatol Lieven speaking from 

more than a decade reporting on Pakistan for the The Times in his book Pakistan: 

A Hard Country. Lieven echoes voices which emphasize analysis of the internal 

structures that have brought a degree of political stability through research from the 

ground up. “Few books or articles on Pakistan are concerned with the values and 

attitudes of its larger publics. Interpretations of events and elite personalities 

dominate discussions” (Weinbaum 1996, p. 640).  

 

Indeed, for popular legitimacy of Pakistan’s military dominated regimes, 

military elites needed to work with various power centers, in particular the 

politicians of the landed gentry who were intimately familiar with people’s pulse at 

the grassroots in a post-colonial context. In the absence of well-articulated 

programmatic party platforms based around common issues, parties in Pakistan 

behaved essentially as fiefdoms of elite political actors. Nevertheless, this marriage 

of convenience between political leaders (including the military) opens an uncertain 

window for oppositional groups to safeguard their interests from regime predation 

as we shall see in section 3.3.  

 

Thus, a fuller appreciation of polity from both top-down and bottom-up 

perspectives is necessary to analyze political power. Polity is also the third 

dimension of the “political logic” (Esser, 2013) in representative democracies. It 

refers to the system of rules and institutional structures that determines the political 

process. Together, the production side of politics, or ‘policy’, the self-presentational 

side, or politics, and polity, are three elements of what can be described as a 

 
20 Siddiqa introduces a concept of “‘Milbus’ as military capital used for the personal benefit of the 
military fraternity, especially the officer cadre, which is not recorded as part of the defense budget 
or does not follow the normal accountability procedures of the state, making it an independent genre 
of capital. It is either controlled by the military or under its implicit or explicit patronage” (emphasis 
mine, p. 5). She also argues that this predatory Milbus manifests in other countries such as Turkey, 
Indonesia, Myanmar and Thailand as well, but it is the pre-capitalist socioeconomic structures 
(Pakistan and Myanmar) where exploitation reaches militarist-totalitarian proportions. 
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country’s political logic. Pakistan is nowhere close to a representative democracy, 

but this conceptualization is useful to examine her political environment. After all, 

Downey & Neyazi (2014) see political logic as driven by the goal of electoral 

success. Or in other words, a political system where publicity usually drives policy 

within the bounds of the polity.  

 

On the one hand, there has been an improvement in the electoral process 

since 1988. Otherwise repressive regimes increasingly feel the weight of public 

opinion in policy making. On the other, chronic instability of an under-developed 

state with a festering consensus problem is reflected in the constant restructuring of 

formal executive authority from a top-down perspective as illustrated in Figure 3.0 

below. However, from a less understood bottom-up perspective, the population has 

responded by forming informal networks of patronage in a clientelist relationship 

that persist and provide a greater measure of stability through a “mass mobilization 

infrastructure” (Radnitz, 2010) as illustrated in Figure 3.1 in section 3.2.2. The 

following sections expands on these two claims and finally provide a way to 

conceptualize the regime POS. It does so primarily through an interpretation, rather 

than historical analysis, of existing literature and media texts on political 

developments. 
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3.2.1 Institutional power: struggle over executive authority 
 
Pakistan’s consensus problem since 1988 and the state dysfunction associated with 

it can be explained in part by the constant restructuring of executive authority. 

Adeney conceptualizes the political developments in Pakistan using three 

dimensions of democratic quality mentioned here in the order of most to least 

democratic progress achieved; competitiveness of elections and office, reserved 

domains of public policy and defense, and civil liberties such as press freedom, 

freedom of assembly and rule of law. She proposes that this trichotomous 

dimension of democratization can help us understand “challenges to further 

democratization”. Her analysis is in line with an emerging political logic by 

electoral success. But one which is under persistent threat from reserved domains 

of power by the military led security apparatus and an even greater threat to 

consolidation on account of poor civil rights situation.   

 

The electoral competition for office, and public and defense policy under 

reserved domains together can also be taken as the struggle for executive authority. 

Indeed, Adeney does allude to scholars who treat both dimensions as actually one, 

since the existence (or otherwise) of reserved domain restricts the electoral regime. 

This allows us to look at political history in three distinct periods; between 1988-

1999, when four elected governments were dismissed and re-elected without 

finishing their terms; between 1999-2008, when a ‘soft’ martial law was imposed; 

between 2008-present, which is arguably the most stable period of democratic 

transition to date.  

 

3.2.1.1 Presidential troika 1988-1999 
 
In the 90’s, political power was shared between a ‘troika’ of political actors; an 

elected prime minister and president (usually a career civil servant), and an 

appointed COAS. However, the president enjoyed discretionary legal authority to 

dismiss the Parliament (including the prime minister and cabinet) through the Eight 

Amendment21 to the Constitution of Pakistan. The amendment, eventually scrapped 

 
21 This controversial instrument pushed through the assembly on Oct 17th ,1985 in effect turned the 
constitution into a Presidential System, where the president was authorized to dissolve the National 
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in 1997, was a legacy of the technocratic-martial law government of General Zia 

Ul Haq that came to an end after his death in a mysterious plane crash on August 

1988.  

 

While the military establishment could directly influence policy making 

between 1977-1988 martial law, a more sophisticated mechanism was needed after 

the ‘restoration of democracy’ when some measure of public opinion and an 

assertive judiciary began to weigh in political decision making. Through the Eight 

Amendment, four successive elected governments were dismissed without 

completing their terms - between 1990 and 1996 - when they fell out of favor with 

the armed forces, in a period sometimes known as “the lost decade” (Zaidi, 2018). 

 

The politics, I was told in an interview23 with a group of journalists familiar 

with the subject, revolved around an army chief and a president who would stand 

together against an elected prime minister (treasury benches) using the opposition 

of the time, in the National Assembly. Indeed, Benazir Bhutto’s own elected 

government which first came to power in 1988, was summarily dismissed on 

August 1990 without completing its five-year term. The opposition at that time was 

led by Nawaz Sharif through a coalition of conservative parties called the Islami 

Jamhoori Ittehad, or Islamic Democratic Alliance (IJI). 

 

 Bhutto’s government at the center was charged with corruption and failure 

to work with the provinces. But the more likely reason were her actions that the 

army brass considered interference in their internal affairs (Shafqat, 1996); she 

replaced the powerful chief of Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) and a veteran of 

Afghan War, Lt. General Hamid Gul, with an officer of her choice. She also 

attempted to influence appointments of corps commanders and the chairman of the 

Joint Chief of Staff Committee (JCSC).   

 

 
Assembly (parliament) and provincial governments at his discretion. In addition, it ratified all orders 
and proclamation of martial law between July 5th, 1977 until September 3rd, 1985. Martial laws 
throughout Pakistan history were given legal cover by a judiciary of questionable independence.       
23 Group interview conducted at the Karachi Press Club on December 30th, 2016. 
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Experts on civil-military relations in South Asia, such as Ayesha Siddiqa, 

tell us that opposition politicians lean on the military to tip the balance against their 

opponents in elected governments. A practice carefully managed by the army brass.  

In her book Military Inc.: Inside Pakistan’s Military Economy, Siddiqa shows that 

this practice of opposition groups has inadvertently polarized the fledgling 

democratic culture of Pakistan in addition to further politicizing the armed forces. 

One example she gives is of a slush fund of approximately US$ 1.03 million (Rs 

60 million) obtained by the ISI from a private bank to buy loyalties of certain 

politicians and manipulate general elections of 1990 that followed Benazir’s 

dismissal. While IJI opposition was widely understood to have the tacit support of 

the ISI, which had helped design its campaign for the 1988 elections (Lamb 1991, 

p. 36 as cited in Yasmeen 1994, p. 575). 

 

In the elections subsequently held in 1990, the IJI coalition won a majority 

and Nawaz Sharif became prime minister. It was expected that the incumbent 

government would work smoothly considering that both, President Ghulam Ishaq 

Khan and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, were products of the Zia era. And initially, 

the two supported each other’s independent policy making. Ishaq Khan supported 

Sharif’s Gulf War policy. A policy publicly criticized by the military. But their 

paths collided on the appointment of a new COAS25 which both understood was a 

powerful ally in any quest for re-election for another term. Ishaq Khan was able to 

appoint General Asif Nawaz Janjua in August 1991, a man he perceived would be 

‘pro-president’ much to Sharif’s dismay. However, the sudden death of Janjua in 

January 1993 changed the opportunity structure for everyone when Ishaq Khan 

appointed General Waheed Kakar for the top post after superseding two senior 

generals. As the situation between the two deteriorated, ousted former-prime 

minister and leader of the opposition, Benazir Bhutto, found herself in an opportune 

position to be wooed by both. This she did by continuing her agitation against the 

government. 

 

The Long March was aimed to overthrow the government in 1992. However, 

its it real impact became publicly apparent in late 1993 (see chapter 5). Bhutto then 

 
25 The constitutionally mandated term for a COAS in Pakistan is three years, while that of an elected 
government is five years.  
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began a process to appease the prime minister and left for London to deliver her 

third child. Her husband, in jail on corruption charges, was subsequently released 

on bail and allowed to join her. Convinced that he would now have the support of 

the opposition, Sharif made overtures to review the Eight Amendment.  

 

In April 1993, events took an odd twist characteristic of Pakistani politics; 

the widow of General Janjua publicly claimed that her deceased husband had been 

poisoned. In the ensuing confusion, Ishaq Khan dismissed the prime minister on 

charges of corruption, nepotism, maladministration and failure to work with the 

provinces and dissolved the National Assembly. But throngs of supporters greeted 

Sharif as he delivered speeches against the president’s decision while critical 

commentary against the decision also appeared in the media. The decision was 

finally challenged by a judiciary asserting its independence in an unprecedented 

move. The Assembly and the prime minister were restored legally.  

 

It was now Ishaq Khan’s turn to maneuver as he sought another term in 

office. While initially accepting the verdict, he attempted to create post-factum 

justification for his judgement and prepared grounds to dissolve the assembly again. 

Meanwhile, Sharif maneuvered to repeal the Eight Amendment. The ensuing tussle 

spread to Provincial Assemblies this time and divided MPAs with loyalties to 

different power centers thereby severely effecting centre-province relations. Sharif 

now made overtures to seek support from Bhutto who had by now returned from 

London. As she made calls for another long march on July 16th, amid a political 

environment conducive to a prolonged and violent factional conflict, the military 

intervened, called for fresh election, and asked both the prime minister and 

president to resign.  

 

Bhutto became prime minister again through a thin majority in the 

Assembly on October 19th as the PPP was able to form a coalition in Punjab and 

Sindh, two of the largest provinces. These and subsequent events would reveal a 

pattern whereby Bhutto and Sharif’s popularly elected governments were dismissed 

in arguably similar fashion, just two and half years in power, in a game of musical 

chairs; 1988-90 and 1993-96 for the former, 1990-93 and 1997-99 for the latter, 

respectively.  
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It was much later in 2006, near the end of Pakistan’s last martial law that 

Bhutto and Sharif, populist leaders of the two strongest parties at the time, who 

ended up pegged against one another in a presidential troika, pledged to strengthen 

political institutions and to not approach the army to seek power in a “Charter of 

Democracy,” (2006) .  

 
3.2.1.2 Armoured troika 1999-2008 
 
Nawaz Sharif’s second government got into confrontation with the military over a 

series of issues that threatened to diminish its political economic interests, 

according to Siddiqa. With the confidence of two third majority in the parliament, 

Prime Minister Sharif was able to remove article 58(2)(b), synonymous with the 

Eight Amendment, from the 1973 Constitution. He was also able to secure the 

resignation of two service chiefs; to prevent the installation of a Turkish-style 

National Security Council (NSC) where uniformed officers could monitor the 

civilian governments, and appointment of a preferred candidate for the dual charge 

of COAS and JCSC. The preferred candidate was General Pervez Musharraf, 

former ISI chief and war veteran.   

 

But the straw that broke the camel’s back were events surrounding the 

Kargil Crisis in 1999. Around the time the Government of Pakistan (GOP) invited 

Indian prime minister Atal Bihari Vajpai for the famous Lahore Declaration, where 

both countries decided to resolve all outstanding disputes and expand contacts in 

other areas, like trade and tourism, a group of senior army generals launched a 

military operation in Jammu & Kashmir at the behest of Musharraf.  

 

The resulting backlash pitched the civil-military tensions out in the open 

when a civilian enquiry into the operation appeared likely. But Sharif was accused 

of risking the lives of 200 passengers of the Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) 

flight bound from Sri Lanka from landing in Karachi, Pakistan. Also on board was 

by then replaced army chief, General Musharraf. As the plane managed to land in 

Karachi officers loyal to the general staged a coup.  
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Conscious over the precarious events and international pressure, the army 

wrested political authority over society in a more subtle manner. Among the first 

actions his regime took after the coup, was an engineered election held in October 

2002 that resulted in a coalition of ‘favorable’ parties forming a majority 

government. The exercise served three major goals (Shah, 2003); first, to 

undermine civilian opposition, mainly from the two largest established parties, the 

PPP and PML-N (the faction of the PML loyal to Nawaz Sharif, in contrast to the 

PML-Q, Q for Quaid-e-Azam, the faction of the PML that had defected in favour 

of Musharraf. PML-Q became popularly known as the king’s party). Second was 

to ensure success of the military backed Grand National Alliance (GNA), a 

coalition of mainly center-right parties, including many Islamist parties and, 

factions carved out of established parties. Third goal was to devise more lasting 

institutional basis for military control over politics.  

 

A series of executive orders barred Sharif and Bhutto – by then in exile - 

from again holding office. A controversial Legal Framework Order 2002 that 

sought to legitimize Musharraf’s elections, among other sweeping controls, was 

promulgated as the seventeenth amendment to the constitution. The NSC was also 

created.  

 

Gerrymandering also took an elaborate form whereby political opponents 

were arm twisted and cajoled in to joining the GNA or otherwise prevented from 

canvasing. The coalition of Islamists (MMA), ‘political clerics’ in the alliance, 

could readily mobilize their constituents through mosques and madrassahs, even as 

traditional party campaigners were harassed. A National Accountability Bureau 

(NAB) was established in 1999 to punish and arrest those found guilty of corruption 

from holding public office but was in effect used to coerce politicians in to 

compliance. Politicians who had joined the PML-Q for instance were cleared of 

charges by NAB. A process of selective accountability with precedents in earlier 

regimes now became institutionalized and continues in present day Pakistan where 

rule of law are among the least developed of Adeney’s dimensions (see next 

section).  
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Dubbed as an “armored democracy” (Shah, 2003), whereby the military saw 

it beneficial to maintain an appearance of  democratic compliance, in keeping with 

the norms of a post-Cold War world, while firmly in control of levers of power 

behind the scenes. Incidentally, it was in this period that media liberalization 

policies were implemented by the military due in part to the Kargil Conflict 1999 

with India27. In this ‘armored troika’ there was no question where political power 

lied in practice. COAS General Musharraf, now also President, had the authority to 

dismiss an elected government in conjunction with the NSC. Although, a toothless 

National Assembly was still necessary for the regime to claim popular legitimacy. 

This was formally a military dictatorship between 1999-2002, but an elected regime 

under a military president between 2002-2007, reminiscent of the final years of 

General Zia Ul Haq. Similar to that period, the National Assembly comprised 

mainly of factions from traditional parties and Islamists subservient to the president 

with whom they had a client-patron relationship. While at the provincial level 

elections were held on a non-party basis. Local politicians worked with the local 

administration to implement the development plan of the central government but 

without grassroot compulsions of populist traditional parties.   

 
The Lawyer’s Movement as an aberration 

 
In this highly centralized moment in the regime, powerful mobilizations of a kind 

enabled by populist parties in the opposition in Pakistan since 1988 were restricted 

compared to other two periods. But one populist protest that came to be known as 

the Lawyer’s Movement posed a serious political challenge to Musharraf’s 

government and arrived near the end of this era.  

 For the first time commercial electronic media, Musharraf had himself 

liberalized in 2002, played a creative role in state governance (see chapter 4 for 

details). In 2007 numerous television channels supported a kind of a political 

protest, the ‘lawyer’s movement’, against the sacking of Chief Justice (CJP) Iftikhar 

Chaudhry by Musharraf. The president was worried about the popularity of an 

 
27 Kargil conflict was a limited skirmish instigated by Pakistan in Indian occupied Kashmir in 1999 
that followed nuclear weapons tests conducted by the two states in 1998. Its domestic fallout was 
the overthrow of Nawaz Sharif’s elected government through a military coup. The military also gave 
impetus to a media liberalization policy due in part to what it saw as largely a propaganda victory 
of India led by her commercial television news channels. 
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assertive Supreme Court that had started a series of public interest litigations at 

local government level which culminated in illegal detention cases. These cases 

questioned apex institutions, and in particular the role of army and intelligence 

services in the restive province of Balochistan. But when Musharraf asked the CJP 

to resign, an indignant Chaudhury refused to abide, resulting in his forced ouster on 

corruption charges in March 2007. Shoaib Ghias, a scholar of jurisprudence writes: 

Since Chaudhry had been a regime loyalist, his sensitivity to public and 
media image can provide an explanation for the transformation of the 
Court’s political function. As the Chaudhry Court delivered on public 
interest cases, the media embraced it as the people’s court and encouraged 
it to address pressing constitutional and political issues as well. (2010, p. 
998) 

Chaudhry was reinstated four months later. The unprecedented weight of public 

opinion of the kind generated by privatized broadcast media and to some extent the 

digital media-based activism that supported Chaudhry, and the courts maneuvering 

the legal fraternity to protect its institutional interests against the regime, is a case 

study in judicial activism in authoritarian context.  

Buoyed by its success Chaudhury’s Court blocked the elections that 

Musharraf had scheduled for October 2007 on grounds that he was a presidential 

candidate while still in the army. In a preemptive move the president abrogated the 

constitution and declared an emergency in November 2007. But protests against the 

emergency, organized by a loose coalition of bar associations, civil society activists, 

traditional political parties (in particular, the PMLN), erupted across the country.  

The lawyer’s movement seemed an aberration in Pakistani politics, or, in 

the restructuration of the political logic of a patrimonial multi-party regime. During 

the emergency which lasted for one month, Musharraf had to resign from his role 

as COAS. He subsequently made overtures with exiled opposition leaders Bhutto 

and Sharif, through a National Reconciliation Ordinance (NRO), a legal instrument 

designed to pardon opposition politicians, from mainly financial irregularity cases 

he had earlier slapped on them, in one broad stroke.  

But there is some expert consensus that Musharraf outlived his political 

currency and thus posed a risk to army’s own institutional interests. This can also 

explain, as Siddiqa points out, the pressure on the top brass from its officers’ cadres 
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to retire the general. But in the absence of hard evidence on internal functioning of 

Pakistan army this account remains subject to speculation. Although, Musharraf is 

facing treason charges and was allowed by Sharif government, under tremendous 

pressure from then COAS Raheel Sharif, to exit the country. The dictator is in exile 

at the time of writing this thesis.  

In the subsequent elections, held on April 2008, the PML-N and PPP formed 

a government. The PPP at the center and Sindh – its home province. The PML-N 

in Punjab, the largest province and one most vital for the army. President Musharraf 

now without explicit backing of the military finally resigned on August 2008. A 

new era in popular democratic transitions had begun.  

3.2.1.3 Emerging parliamentary troika 2008-present 

A highlight, of the Charter of Democracy was a commitment by major parties not 

to approach the barracks with their grievances against each other. At least not 

publicly. Similarly, the 18th Amendment to the Constitution of Pakistan, signed into 

law on April 2010 was the next big effort by established parties to counter military 

imperatives and strengthen constitutionalism. Discretionary powers were stripped 

away from the presidency, and significant authority was devolved from the center 

to the provincial governments. The 17th amendment was repealed and with it the 

machinations of the Armored Troika. Or so it was hoped. 

 Indeed, the popularly elected government in 2008 paved way for another in 

2013 after completing its mandated term. This was a first such transition in 

Pakistan’s tumultuous history and raised hope that a continuity of the democratic 

process may finally be underway. Indeed, Adeney’s analysis tells us that 

democratic indicators have consistently improved between 1988-1999, and 2008-

present. The “armored democracy” (1999-2008) she opines was more a tutelary 

than a hybrid regime. But she also concludes that in the short to medium term the 

country will likely remain unchanged. Mohammad Waseem, an expert on 

Pakistan’s civil-military relations, similarly shows that while direct military rule at 

diverse points in Pakistan’s history aggregate to 17 years and civilian supremacy 

for 6 years, the country has spent the most amount of time i.e. 48 years, in some 

form of an elected parliament with military oversight (Waseem, 2009). 
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The 2013 elections were also notable for a resurgence of youth in politics 

and regionalization of political parties, writes Maya Tudor, a scholar of government 

and public policy (Tudor, 2014). The emergence of a relatively new party, the PTI, 

reinvigorated the electoral climate that culminated in a 55% voter turnout - highest 

since 1970. Imran Khan, the party’s chairman, and sport celebrity turned politician, 

arguably became a darling of the young, urban and the educated. With his 

aggressive and targeted media campaigns projecting a message of tabdeeli (change) 

and hope, Khan was widely accredited for tapping in to a pool of previously 

apolitical voters disillusioned with ‘politics-as-usual’ of established parties. 

Although the PTI only won enough seats to form a provincial government 

in 2013, its meteoric populist rise pitched it squarely against the might of traditional 

political parties, previously dominated by the PPP and PML. Founded in 1996, it 

only won a single seat in the National Assembly in elections of 2002, boycotted 

those held in 2008, won 34 seats in 2013, and then 156 seats in 2018, which was 

enough to finally form a national government.  

 

But critics were skeptical about the urban, young and educated 

constituencies that the PTI claimed to represent with regards to their impact on 

democratization. Like other national parties before it PTI lacked features of a 

programmatic party necessary for consolidation. The skepticism was glaringly 

visible during lengthy public confrontations between Khan and the Nawaz Sharif 

government at the center in 2014 and in 2016.  

 

After elections in 2013, the PTI embarked on an aggressive campaign 

against what it saw as PMLN stealing its national mandate through a rigged election. 

The confrontation came to head in August 2014 in the form of a political protest 

organized by Khan and a progressive religious cleric, Tahir Ul Qadri, who besieged 

the capital city. For several months Khan and his supporters staged a sit-in outside 

the National Assembly, a spectacle that was given blanket coverage by television 

channels. Independent international observers did not find much evidence for 

Khan’s claims beyond the usual irregularities endemic in an imperfect election 

management system. While the Supreme Court dismissed petitions contesting the 

legality of May 2013 elections on account of alleged rigging the protests continued. 
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What was different from previous such altercations between oppositional 

groups and the government was that major opposition parties in the parliament, 

such as the PPP, and interestingly, even the largest Islamist party, the Jamat-i-Islami 

(JI), sided with the government.   

 

Parallel to this more public confrontation and less scrutinized by the media 

however was Sharif’s government’s attempt to prosecute ex-COAS-President 

Musharraf for treason, against the wishes of the GHQ. The army was also angry 

with Sharif’s overtures to improve business ties with India. In April 2014 a popular 

journalist Hamid Mir was attacked by unidentified gunman. The attack was blamed 

by his employer Geo TV, in an unprecedented move, on the premiere Inter-Services 

Intelligence (ISI).  Mir had earlier raised the issue of illegal detention cases of 

missing personnel from Balochistan. Sharif visited Mir in hospital to show 

solidarity, but the channel was shut down for 15 days in June by army induced 

pressure. Jamat-ud-Dawa, an ISI-backed militant organization, staged angry 

protests, while pro-military media questioned the patriotism of Mir and Geo TV 

(Shah, 2014). These actions were considered by the military establishment of 

civilian interference in its affairs; Musharraf’s treason case posed a reputational risk 

to military power, while the latter issues challenged reserved domains of policy.  

The group of journalists consulted for this thesis say the old troika formally 

went with the promulgation of the 18th Amendment. But they now see another 

troika emerging where an inquisitorial judiciary is gradually acquiring said powers 

in an increasingly complex political climate and to an extent a maturing political 

logic. Although at the time of PTI sit-in a cautious judiciary preferred to stay aloof. 

Two events in 2016 raised the political temperatures again. On April 3rd, 

2016 the International Consortium of Journalists (ICOJ) made public confidential 

details of thousands of offshore entities. Eight of the offshore entities were reported 

to have links with the Sharif family. The documents had been sourced from a 

Panamanian law firm, Mossack Fonseca, and the story came to be known as the 

Panama Papers in Pakistan. Imran Khan led the charge to hold the Prime Minister 

to account on corruption, money laundering and tax evasion. This time various 

shades of oppositional parties supported the PTI. 
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Adding to civilian government’s problem was a story published in the 

country’s premier newspaper Dawn on October 6th, 2016 reporting details of a 

confrontation between top government officials, including Sharif, and the army 

brass, including COAS and ISI-chief, on policy over banned militants operating in 

the country (see Almeida, 2017). The story became a considerable source of 

international embarrassment for the military and the journalist reporting it was 

hounded by courts. The government’s information minister resigned in the 

immediate aftermath, but certain events, such as the continual harassment of the 

newspaper, indicated that the military establishment was not pacified. Around this 

period a transition was also underway for the post of a new COAS which history 

has shown is a subject of much public intrigue, secrecy and behind the scenes 

politicking32.   

On September 30 Imran Khan launched another wave of street agitation that 

began with a large demonstration outside the residence of Nawaz Sharif. The 

protesters than made encampments outside Khan’s residence in the capital city in 

preparation for a larger drawn out confrontation with the government similar to the 

one in 2014. But on the eve of the planned protest temperatures mysteriously cooled 

as the Supreme Court announced a decision for the formation of a commission to 

investigate Sharif’s family, while Khan, originally demanding for the prime 

minister to resign, did an about face and declared that the protest objectives were 

achieved. 

Imran Khan became the popularly elected prime minister of Pakistan in 

2018. Critics continue to view him as an ‘army’s boy’. Despite gains made by 

constitutionalism, the elections of 2018 were also mired in controversy over a so-

called “political engineering” attributed to the powerful military seen as making it 

difficult for PMLN and PPP to campaign while bolstering support for the PTI  

(Haqqani, 2018). An elaborate process that also involved increasing pressures on 

commercial media, intimidation of journalists and a financial accountability drive 

aimed at certain politicians by a partisan judiciary (Shahzad & Jorgic, 2018).  

 
32 Around the time, I argued in a local newspaper that if we look at Pakistan’s political history from 
1990 to the present, in four-year intervals, the number of transitions of the chiefs of army staff 
(COAS), quite accurately, corresponds to transitions in the government. Op-ed, December 28th, 2016 
[online version] https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/174954-Tracing-the-transitions.  
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The nature of political power in the new parliamentary troika is complex 

and undergoing a process of transformation, not least due to the tribulations of a 

judiciary that has legitimized authoritarian regimes. Scholars also believe that 

media management has in many ways played an instrumental role in this equation. 

For Siddiqa, the military’s stranglehold on governance of the country since 2007 

has made the top brass shy of being seen to lead a formal government. A strategy 

she opines depends on three-aspects; “a) building its image as supporter of 

democracy, b) while keeping civilian governments weak and unstable, and c) 

developing partnership with political and societal actors (2018, p. 308).”   

 
Figure 3.1 The mass mobilization infrastructure based on subversive 
clientelism. Protests leveraging patronage networks (e.g. vote banks) can be 
seen as part of a similar mechanism. This is the most stable mechanism of the 
regime at least since 1988. Source: Radnitz (2010, p.32). 

 
3.2.2 Extra-institutional power: networks of patronage and hope 
 
Successive regimes continue to restructure executive authority in the face of 

chronic governance challenges of a post-colonial state with collective action 

problems. Meanwhile, the disillusionment of Pakistanis with formal institutions to 

provide public service is also reflected in the poor state of their civil liberties i.e. 

freedom of the press and association and rule of law. As mentioned earlier, Adeney 

ranks this dimension as the most problematic for democratization raising concerns 

of the extent to which elections are meaningful in Pakistan. More importantly, the 

link between civic rights and governance is demystified in Tilly (2006). He explains 
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that civic rights for citizens are difficult to provide by regimes lacking the capacity 

to enforce rule of law.  

It is no coincidence that Pakistan is a highly patrimonial society. Amidst the 

uncertainties the population have found it effective to rely on networks of patronage 

in a clientelist relationship with societal elites that continue to persist and provide 

a greater measure of stability. Alexander Evans, an expert on South Asian politics 

suggests that the resilience of Pakistan’s traditional political system, one that has 

experimented with multiple forms of governance, since the country’s inception can 

be more fruitfully explained by the persistence of patronage networks in socio-

political life:  

 
Sifarish, or recommendation, is widely understood across Pakistan and 
refers to the importance of networks, influence and patrons. In some 
instances, it can mean the corruption required to get a decision made or a 
service completed. In others, it simply refers to the nexus among networks, 
people and privilege in a highly gradated, patronage-based society. Similar 
concepts are used around the world, including China (guanxi), Russia (blat) 
and Bangladesh (tadbir). (2012, p. 214) 

 

He believes that the persistence of these networks in Pakistan is because of three 

major reasons; a) restructuring of patronage networks to accommodate any social 

change, b) high power distance related hierarchies that distort the nature of political 

activism and, c) successive governments failure to provide effective service 

delivery to the public. The persistence of such informal networks of governance is 

one reason why formal institutions have struggled to develop. In this subsection, 

we will look at the steady death of class in mainstream politics and sway of elites 

as reasons behind the persistence of patronage in Pakistan.   

 
3.2.2.1 Electables and vote banks 
 
The role of Pakistani elite with access to corridors of power, social capital and 

resources deserves special mention. These elites are often also electables35 with 

 
35 An electable according to Oxford Dictionary is: “(of a politician or party) having the qualities 
which make election likely or plausible”. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/electable 
[Accessed on 18th Feb, 2017]. In Pakistan these have traditionally been notable religious, feudal, 
business leaders and members of the landed gentry that command a vote bank. In recent times, 
celebrities, artists and sports personalities with fan followings can also be electable.  
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large vote banks36 at their disposal with whom they are in a symbiotic relationship. 

In many instances, the electables serve informally as ‘the state’ where a resource 

starved state has abdicated its responsibilities. Lieven’s insights are telling: 

 
…the Pakistani system creates immense barriers to revolutionary change, 
including that offered by the Taleban and their allies; and these barriers are 
formed not just by the raw power and influence of ‘feudals’ and urban bosses, 
but also by the fact that, for a whole set of reasons, the system requires them to 
use at least some of that influence and patronage for the good of poorer sections 
of the population. (Lieven 2008, p. 213) 

 

This interpretation of patrimonialism challenges a misleading assumption that 

voters in Pakistan are irrational actors who blindly follow the whims of their 

political patrons. These voters were not always ‘subjects’ in a feudal sense. For 

patrimonial networks can be altered and rearranged (Theobald 1982). This 

distinction is important as it can explain how struggle for executive authority, 

through competitive elections since 1990’s discussed previously, materialized 

within a political calculus of a client-patron relationship between political party 

leaders and the military establishment. But more on this in the next section.  

 

Now vote banks in Pakistan have traditionally comprised of five segments, 

writes Salman Yousaf (2016), scholar of marketing; the Islamists, such as the 

Jamat-e-Islami (JI) and Jamiat-e-Ulma-e-Islam (JUI); the ideological vote bank, 

comprising of various factions of the Pakistan Muslim League (PML), the party 

that led the constitutional struggle for a Muslim state in British India; the victim 

vote bank, exploited by the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) for the executions of 

members of the Bhutto family which rules the party; various solidarity groups based 

on ethnicity, castes and tribes; and finally, the powerful feudal landlords and 

hereditary Sufi ministers, operating mostly out of the rural areas.  

 

While such crystalized categorization is useful for discursive contests, a 

closer examination will reveal that these are in practice superficial categories 

similar to ‘imagined communities’. Programmatic parties are absent in Pakistan 

 
36 (in South Asia) a group of people who can be relied upon to vote together in support of the same 
party. Online accessed on 10th June 2019 https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/vote_bank.  
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(Tudor, 2014), and, it would be a mistake to think of these parties as organisations 

that behave as unitary actors united around a common objective38.  

 

A programmatic focus would mean that party campaign promise/message 

is also the party’s objective. For instance, the Pakistan Muslim League (PML), is 

in theory a conservative national party that continues the struggle for the uplift of 

Muslims in South Asia. However, in practice, the League exists as independent 

factions chiefly to advance the interests of its various factional party leaders. The 

PML-N, or, Nawaz League, is mainly a coalition of industrialist, tycoons and land 

barons from Northern and Central Punjab province, under the patronage of Nawaz 

Sharif’s family. PML-Q, Quaid League, similarly, is mainly a break-away faction 

of similar elites from North East Punjab, under patronage of the Chaudhry’s of 

Gujarat. PML-F, Functional League, is a political party headed by a dynasty of Pir 

Pagara, a spiritual and a tribal chieftain in Rural Sindh province. The PML with its 

factions is an archetype of national party organizations in Pakistan. 

 

Furthermore, the electables within these parties are notorious for changing 

allegiances for personal rather than any ideological inclinations, and by same 

currency, that of their individualized patronage networks. It is common to see 

defections from a party on a ‘downward trend’ or, one losing the confidence of the 

military establishment, to a favorable party of the day. It is these individualized 

patronage networks, or vote banks, which can be relied upon for collective action, 

contentious or otherwise. In other words, these elite parties behave like imagined 

communities based on shared values and identity but only for campaign purposes. 

In practice they are collectives that share common challenges and it is proximity of 

residence that better explains their comradery for collective action39. 

 

Such an electoral landscape has implications for the emerging vote bank 

that the PTI claims to represent. Yousaf explains that the spectacular rise of PTI 

party in elections of 2013 can be attributed to a sixth voter segment he refers as the 

 
38 I have taken Kitschelt & Smyth (2002) definition of programmatic parties. A process where 
electoral competition is based on political parties competing on the basis of clearly articulated 
issue-based programs. The authors use it to compare emerging Post-Communist democracies. 
39 The definition of ‘community’ is adapted from Taylor (1988) as cited in Radnitz (2010, p.21). It 
is different from the more common definition based on shared ethos, values and identity.  
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“anti-status quo”; comprising largely of young voters and those from other five 

segments, particularly from their perceived urban and educated classes. 

Interestingly, these voters cut across the political and class spectrum. But in the 

context of elite led politics and support of military it is unlikely that the PTI party 

establishment is significantly different from the unconventional institutional 

context in which it has emerged. An old wine in a new bottle so to speak. 

 
3.2.2.2 Death of ‘class’ in mainstream politics  
 
Since 1990s this electoral landscape was dominated by two dynastic parties, the 

PML and PPP, making a two-party system of sorts. One forming the treasury 

benches, and the other forming the opposition. All other parties, participated in a 

coalition either in government (preferably) or, in the opposition. However, many 

times families of electable politicians have membership in major parties both in the 

government and the opposition.   

 

But another way of seeing this dynamic is through the gradual elimination 

of the question of class in mainstream politics. For instance, most high-level leaders 

and political entrepreneurs of the PPP, unlike their vote bank, continued to be 

Western educated strategist with ties to corridors of power and patronage (Ullah, 

2014). By the time Benazir inaugurated her political career in the 1980s, minor 

gains achieved by class politics of the 1970s had by and large reversed. Benazir 

followed in the footsteps of her father, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, into political life. Like 

him she was also “torn between the democratic-liberal ideal (acquired through her 

education) and an autocratic reality, which was part of her feudal social background 

in rural Sindh” (Shafqat, 1996). She took the helms of the party following the trial 

and execution of her father by General Zia in 1979. While she became a popular 

symbol of democratic resistance to Zia’s military government, she expanded her 

own influence by appointing loyalist and restricting internal democratization within 

her party.  

 

Similarly, despite much fan fair around the rise of the PTI party as a 

reformer of the political system its reliance on electables was highlighted time and 

again by the elite press. Particularly when the results of 2013 elections came out. 

Riding on the popularity of Imran Khan the party had to reconcile with the 
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continuities of realpolitik as it formed a provincial government in the restive KP 

province.  

 

To be sure, a young and urban constituency of the PTI party made it 

somewhat different from other national parties. This emerging vote bank saw Imran 

Khan, not just a legendary sportsman turned politician, but also an honest celebrity 

dedicated to public service. The former due to the national prestige from leading 

the Pakistan Cricket team to a first and only win in the World Cup in 1992. The 

latter attributed to his founding the country’s first cancer hospital. This was also 

reflected in the fresh candidates the party nominated for elections in 2013, 80% of 

whom had no prior experience in contesting elections.  

 

However, the phenomenal success of the party on the ballot cautions against 

simplistic explanation rooted in the perceived rise of civic consciousness. For one 

thing, young party ticket holders were less encumbered by the ‘paradox of 

governance’ in South Asia, i.e. the incumbency factor that works against 

established parties. This paradox of governance in the subcontinent is articulated 

by Jalal in Democracy and authoritarianism in South Asia: A comparative and 

historical perspective: 

 
It is common to cheerfully greet an ascendant politician with a barrage of 
expectations whose chances of realization are only remotely related to the 
reality. And it is all too common to berate the same individual when on the 
downward incline for personally failing to deliver the goods. (p.79)  
 

Secondly, while much of the post-colonial state continues to be rural and dependent 

on traditional systems of patronage, the massive growth of urban areas over the 

years was less about social mobility and more about survival (Javed, 2015). Many 

urban voters of mainstream parties belong to a system of well-entrenched socio-

economic hierarchies. Rampant urban migration is a phenomenon that predates the 

PTI party.  

 

Unfettered urbanization in Pakistan has overwhelmed the resource 

constrained state. Majority of urban dwellers today live in Katchi Abadis, or 

informal settlements, writes Arif Hasan, a Karachi based architect and researcher, 

in The Unplanned Revolution: Observations on the Processes of Socio-economic 
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Change in Pakistan. The hinterland has been all but neglected by the state where 

even the most basic facilities such as water, gas, electricity, are not readily available. 

Meanwhile, in cities, islands of relatively planned elite enclaves exist around an 

ocean of working-class peri-urban settlements. The dynamics of urban development 

will be revisited in section 4.1.3. 

 

 But one consequence of unequal development is what analysts refer to a 

burgeoning “middle-income” class that was in the middle of the wealth and power 

spectrum (Aftab, 2017). These were distinct from a “middle-class” considered the 

engine for growth and political moderation in classic economic theory. Instead, the 

middle-income class in Pakistan spends a fifth of its income on staple foods raising 

concerns about its limited purchasing power and therefore potential to generate 

significant demand. While this class was upwardly mobile it was as politically 

conservative as the elites it despised. Media actors, jihadis, bureaucrats, NGO 

sector, legal community all according to Siddiqa, depend on a kleptocratic 

distribution system in modern Pakistan42. This extended middle class was frustrated 

with the pace of social change and preferred the use of force rather than a 

democratic process.   

 

The consequence of gradual erosion of class in mainstream is that civil 

society, an informed group of citizens deliberating towards a common objective in 

a mature democratic sense has struggled to develop. “Civil society means non-

governmental organizations,” explains a flustered Jibran Nasir, a lawyer and 

activist43. By this he meant that a market for activism exists in Pakistan, as in other 

semi-democratic contexts, with the support of mostly external aid agencies with 

polished offices in major cities that have little grassroot legitimacy and are looked 

upon with suspicion by authorities. Organic campaigns and social movements that 

inspire social change are rare and have yet to create any meaningful space in the 

emerging public sphere.  

 

 
42 Ayesha Siddiqa was quoted in the press coverage of her lecture titled ‘Bringing change in a 
praetorian state’. Staff report, ‘Pakistan’s middle class can’t be harbinger of change,’ Dawn, 
December 18th, 2011.  
43 Interviewed on September 3rd, 2015. 
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3.3 POS for mainstream opposition groups since 1988 
 
That Pakistan is a highly patrimonial society is conventional wisdom. Yet, “there 

is a lack of focus on institutional framework of patronage politics, particularly in 

terms of how legislation, political parties, and the formal apparatuses of the state 

shape and determine the receipt and disbursement of patronage,” (Javid, 2019). This 

is to say that any general principles upon which the political logic of the regime is 

based must explain both executive struggles and patronage networks through which 

they occur. This section shows that subversive clientelism, a less understood form 

of patrimonial collective action in uncertain institutional environments, is useful in 

this regard.  

 

Describing the conditions that enables clientelism in Pakistan’s context is 

the same as describing the multiplicity of centers of power, regime openness to new 

actors, the instability of political alignments, influential allies upon which those 

alignments are based, and regime toleration or repression of claims-making since 

1988. In other words, the POS of successive regimes begins to emerge as we look 

at the executive struggles and patronage networks upon which they are based. As 

will be seen, contention is an intrinsic part of Pakistan’s mainstream politics even 

as successive regimes have violently resisted class-based mobilization. Finally, 

some implications of this framework for study of contention in Pakistan will be 

discussed.    

 
3.3.1 Subversive clientelism 
 
A starting point to understand the political logic of Pakistani regimes while being 

mindful of both conventional and unconventional politics is through a condition 

known as subversive clientelism. Scott Radnitz explains that in uncertain 

institutional environments, elites outside the regime have three strategies to 

safeguard their interests from regime predation; relocate abroad with their movable 

property, form partnerships with regime actors utilizing formal avenues such as, 

rule of law, and embed themselves in informal networks of common political and 

economic interests such as associations that can lead to political party formation44. 

 
44 Radnitz, S. (2010). Weapons of the wealthy: Predatory regimes and elite-led protests in Central 
Asia. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press. 
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Subversive clientelism is a fourth and less understood ‘insurance policy’ that these 

elites may use.  

 

These conditions are prevalent in Central Asia according to Radnitz who 

also draws parallels in Rural China, Early modern Europe and Nineteenth-century 

Mexico. Here clientelism exists, or existed, in a form that further corrodes or 

subverts the functioning of the state i.e. to provide for citizens. Before elaborating 

the dynamics of this form of collective action let’s look at the conditions that 

support it. Describing these conditions in Pakistan’s context is the same as 

describing the multiplicity of various centers of power and regime openness to new 

actors since 1988. 

 

According to Radnitz subversive clientelism is supported by social contexts 

where a) formal institutions of governance are weak, in the sense of their not being 

independent; b) economic opportunities have allowed actors outside regime to earn 

and dispose wealth; and, c) there is a deficit of public goods.  

 

Since, civil-military nexus is a stable feature of successive regimes, it can 

be argued that the military is de facto the apex executive institution as described in 

section 3.2.1. Analyst take this as evidence for the encroachment of military 

institutions over civilian ones in a developing context. However, the prevalence of 

elites and electables that are not necessarily engaged in formal politicking and 

Evans’ assessment of challenges faced by a weak state in service delivery in section 

3.2.2 reveals a more complex reality.  

 
When looked through the lens of subversive clientelism, we can expand the 

scope of political actors beyond electables and their vote banks of a resource 

constrained state. They include those not traditionally considered political such as 

military elites, i.e. army top brass with clientelist ties with the religious 

establishment, including confessional party vote banks and allied political 

entrepreneurs from the civilian bureaucracy and private capital. This particularly 

vast crisscrossed patronage network arguably has the highest social capital and 
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forms the bedrock of conservatism in Pakistan. Other powerful actors include but 

not limited to senior bureaucrats, media barons, judges of apex courts and business 

and religious elites. Various pro-scribed militants in Pakistan, usually seen as 

‘terrorists’ by a U.S led security paradigm, can be seen as severely resource 

constrained political actors.  

 

Previously, we also saw the emergence of new political actors in different 

periods, namely the judiciary and media actors. Partly, this is related to economic 

liberalization in Pakistan. A noteworthy development was the increase in size of 

the networked media system with its unique political economy. However, the role 

of this system within the structure of political opportunities and constraints will be 

discussed in chapter 4.  

 
3.3.2 Mass mobilization infrastructure of national parties 
 

Radnitz describes how regime actors in subversive contexts may target autonomous 

elites; to appropriate their assets, for fear that they pose a political threat, or for 

some ideological or other personal motivation. But when these elites feel threatened 

in a repressive regime, often the last form of self-preservation at their disposal is 

activation of networks based on a “mass mobilization infrastructure”. As illustrated 

in Figure 3.1 above, this patronage network is made up of interlocking ties, 

horizontally i.e. between embedded autonomous elites in a clientelist undeveloped 

society and vertically i.e. in a mutually beneficial (albeit disproportionate) 

relationship between those elites and communities of shared challenges within the 

society. Describing the former in Pakistani context is similar to describing the 

instability of political alignments whereas describing the latter is similar as looking 

at the influential ties upon which those alignments are based. 

 

Radnitz brings our attention to elites who wield power and influence on the 

basis of their active control of a disproportionate share of society’s resources. They 

are independent or autonomous if they are not formally part of the executive or 

ruling party (or, regime) - and their assets are under the regime’s discretionary 

control. Although, the autonomous elites may have more in common with actors in 
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the regime, such as through demographics and culture, rather than with the rest of 

the population.  

 

The electables commanding vote banks and resources in Pakistan can be 

seen as autonomous elites both in the opposition and the government of the day. 

The three forms of executive authority described in section 3.2 then are coalitions 

of autonomous elites, protecting their interests in three different regime 

configurations. A given configurations is an outcome of shifting horizontal ties 

among elites, and their respective vote banks, based on elite understanding of the 

political calculus.  

 

Horizontal ties exist among electables who are also vertically tied to vote 

banks. In essence, the vote banks are communities based on shared challenges – 

such as food insecurity, limited public services, maintenance of law and order 

within communities – rather than ‘imagined community’, based on shared values - 

like ethnicity, religion, and sect. Although, shared identities are useful in the 

absence of other vehicles for collective action. The underlying motivation behind 

them is resource precarity more than perceived threats to social values.  

 

Radnitz opines that institutions such as the parliament can facilitate 

horizontal ties at the national level as it functions like a gathering of communal 

power brokers in villages. It is here that new and cross-community ties can be 

formed. While a local or provincial government can strengthen existing elite ties. 

Often such ties are based on prior experiences and existing networks of elites in 

their dealings with the regime. Whereas the ‘common man’, as it were, can be relied 

upon to demonstrate party strength - which is in fact the strength of the electable in 

the party comprising of a coalition of such electables - for instance through voting 

and street agitation, in exchange for resources or other favors. Section 5.2 and 6.2 

of the case studies uses this framework of collective action to present findings on 

how the PPP and PTI parties mobilized support.  

 

This mass mobilization infrastructure is a useful reference for the political 

calculus of the regime. In other words, it enables us to link conventional and 

unconventional power dynamics in the polity. It can in turn be used to examine 
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contention among political actors. For instance, in the way mainstream opposition 

groups, such as national parties, form successive governments in Pakistan.  

 

Lieven explains that every government makes two sets of promises as it 

comes to power; a general one, to the citizenry, which usually includes widespread 

reforms like higher living standards, health services and jobs. A specific one to 

smaller parties and other elite actors, that had politically supported those elite actors 

to form the government, by special favors, ministerial posts, subsidies and 

governments jobs. But the severely constrained exchequer means there is little 

patronage to go around. Sooner or later, public discontent reaches a point where: 

 
…the ‘outs’ have come together and found that they out-number the ‘ins’; and 
also find that the state’s failure to improve the lot of the population means 
growing discontent on the streets, or at least a public mood of disillusionment 
which inclines more and more people to support whoever is in the opposition. 
(p.206) 

  
This effect according to Lieven is almost cyclical and defines not just the implicit 

terms of elections in Pakistan, i.e. who gets popularly elected, but also anyone with 

favorable public opinion. Meaning that direct military rule is no different although 

much is made of the unwavering loyalty of Pakistanis towards their armed forces. 

The armed forces, and in particular current and retired officer cadres with their 

financial autonomy and burgeoning economic empire that is hidden from civilian 

scrutiny act as ‘a new class of land barons’ Siddiqa explains. They are autonomous 

elites that wield the most influence in this equation on account of their monopoly 

over coercion. But they too at the end need to work with mainstream parties for 

popular legitimacy, all the better to keep the system functioning. This is perhaps 

why no direct military government has stayed in power for long.  

 

This ‘paradox of governance’ forms a tenuous political logic of the regime. 

At one level this political logic, led by the goal of ‘self-presentation’, manifests in 

parliamentary, court and media intrigues discussed in section 3.2.1. At other level 

however, elite competition is necessary for them to maintain power and to be able 

to provide for their respective communities of shared challenges. Lieven provides 

interesting insights in this regard: 
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In so far as it is entwined with patronage and family allegiances, corruption 
is an integral part of the system as a whole. In fact, to reform Pakistan 
radically along the lines of how Western states supposedly work would 
require most of the population to send itself to gaol. Corruption cannot 
therefore be ‘cured’. Rather, as in South Korea and other societies, it may 
over time be possible to change it organically in less destructive forms of 
patronage. (p. 207)  

 

This is an important point as it takes us back to the assertions at the beginning of 

this chapter i.e. contention appears to be an intrinsic part of Pakistan’s mainstream 

politics where elites wait for their turn to regime access. A threat in this sense is not 

necessarily through predatory regime attacks, for instance through corruption and 

media trials which are a staple of Pakistani politics, but also through a perceived 

opportunity cost of not being in office, for instance to extract lucrative government 

contracts. Perhaps that is why the perceived sanctity of the ballot in Pakistan is 

perpetually in question when protesters come out against alleged rigging. Or, when 

‘secular’ and ‘religious’ groups appear to be in a “violent stale mate” (Nelson, 2011) 

over what is really contention over the authority, and the authority to define the 

terms, to implement policy about state resources. The case studies of party 

mobilizations and their performances in chapters 5 and 6 will illustrate this point 

further. 

 

Perversely, it is this very political impasse, the zero-sum game politics, that 

makes the system tick. The cyclic competition (read contention) between Pakistani 

elites and their cronies generates a political culture, one that is confrontational 

rather than deliberative, if and when not outright authoritarian. Other institutions of 

the state, such as the media, become a party to the arrangement. The focus on 

publicity at the expense of the policy makes contention prone to mediatization as 

the performances of the opposition groups shall reveal in chapter 5 and 6. 

Identitarian, including religious, symbolism fit right into this often violent culture 

thereby polarizing the emerging public sphere. 

 

The link between powerful movements and elections in South Asia have 

historical precedents. McAdam & Tarrow (2010) have referred to movement states 

i.e. movements that came to power via elections. Indeed, the Indian elections of 

1945-46 which were part of a wider mobilization effort of communities of Indian 
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Muslims resulted in the Muslim League – the party of Muslim elites vying for the 

communal vote - sweeping victory in North East and North West territories of 

British India. These elections were also instrumental in British India’s official 

partition into the states of East and West Pakistan in 1947. Again, the former state 

eventually became Bangladesh in 1971 after a bloody war due in part to a 

controversy over electoral outcomes. In a sense however, while a mass mobilization 

infrastructure is useful to compare social movements in various contexts, it may 

partly explain every day formal politics in post-colonial South Asia. This is a fertile 

topic of enquiry.   
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Figure 3.2 Minimal change of Pakistan’s patrimonial multi-party regime 
in her trajectory on a capacity & democracy space since 1988. A granular 
version of regime trajectory has also been provided.  
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3.3.3 A stagnant political process  
 
The discussion in this section thus far describes and explains how contention is an 

important part of mainstream politics in the regime and that it maybe useful 

framework to analyze mobilizations as well as every day politics of regime elites. 

At this point it is important to recap Tilly’s (2006) definition of POS that connects 

changes in the regime with performance innovation: 

 
(a) the multiplicity of independent centers of power within the regime, 
(b) the openness of the regime to new actors, (c) the instability of current 
political alignments, (d) the availability of influential allies or supporters, 
(e) the extent to which the regime represses or facilitates collective 
claim-making, and (f) decisive changes in a to e. (p.44) 

 
In explicating the notion of mass mobilisation infrastructure in Pakistan’s context 

we dealt with points (a) to (d). The final point (e) and (d) on the extent to which the 

regime represses or facilitates collective claim-making and decisive changes to 

other aspects of POS deals with how protest tactics, or performances, are negotiated 

within the bounds of a territorial nation-state. This is a point of departure towards 

a better understanding of contentious politics in Pakistan beyond the prism of 

security and human rights.  

 

In this regard, Tilly explains how contention is an outcome of a bargain 

among claim-makers and the regime in question. This bargain, between the activists 

and regime targets, results in prescribed, tolerated and proscribed performances. 

But it is the POS that determines the implicit terms of the bargain. Therefore, any 

changes in the democratisation and governing capacity of the regime that influences 

the political calculus also impacts the choice of tactics for the discerning activist. 

 

 This suggests that if there is limited, marginal or no change in a regime’s 

trajectory on a governing capacity and democratisation space the choice of tactics 

for the performers will correspondingly remain unchanged. In other words, without 

significant changes to the regime calculus there remain little incentives for the 

activist to rethink their strategies. They are aware of what has worked in the past 

and what continues to work. This point becomes clearer as we compare the 

similarities in contentious performances between the PPP and PTI parties in section 

7.1. 
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This is also important to understand performance innovation between two 

different media political contexts; if one goes by the stable patronage networks at 

the substate level that the strategic impetus behind innovation doesn’t exist. Yet the 

changing political process of successive regimes institutionally manifests through 

the executive power arrangement of the time. Since it is institutions like the 

parliament where communal power is brokered.  

 

Figure 3.2 above expresses this by illustrating the trajectory of Pakistani 

regime that have largely remained within a low capacity low democracy end, 

despite some improvements. Tilly (2006, p. 34) classifies Pakistani regime in this 

corner of ‘fragmented tyranny’ together with Iraq, Colombia, Nepal and Uganda. 

In such settings rival claimants constantly arise and challenge government authority. 

As highlighted earlier, scholars on may refer to this phenomenon as Pakistan’s 

‘paradox of governance’. A granular version of regime trajectory has also been 

provided based on contention of mainstream opposition groups discussed in 

previous section. Note how regime capacity registered some increase during the 

relatively more centralized Armored Troika (1999-2008), while democracy 

marginally suffered. But within this stagnant political process, or limited regime 

trajectory, tactics of opposition groups appear different in some ways as we shall 

see in section 5.3 and 6.3. These differences, and what they might mean for 

contention in Pakistan and globally are issues we shall revisit in chapter 7 after 

accounting for the specific role of media in the political process.  
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Chapter 4 Pakistan’s media environment since 1988 
 

Chapter 3 described the political opportunity structure of successive Pakistani 

regimes and the emergence of newer political actors. This chapter is concerned with 

the evolving media system of Pakistan as a political actor in its own right with the 

aim of understanding its subsequent impact on the political process, if any.  

 

 The chapter describes Pakistan's media system using a framework that 

takes in to account formal as well as informal political influences that characterize 

media systems in the Global South, where a new form of television-based 

journalism has gained prominence (Chakravartty & Roy 2013; Downey & Neyazi 

2014). In these frameworks, the relationship between commercial, professional and 

political imperatives in an age of media abundance can complement each other 

rather than just compete - as is usually understood in the literature.  

 

 To understand these relationships the analysis has two parts; first is an 

examination of the media political map of Pakistan before and after the 

promulgation of media liberalization policies of early 2000’s. Focus is maintained 

on the development of commercial news media and news consumption habits of 

Pakistanis in the two periods. As will be seen the aim of the analysis is only to make 

a broad generalization of news consumption patterns of Pakistanis rather than 

precise assessment of audience reach and measurements. The maps are used to 

discern at least two distinct intranational media systems, the “networked” and 

“partisan” (Chakravartty & Roy, 2013), operating within the regime. Both systems 

are characterized by unique relationships between commercial, professional and 

political imperatives.  

 

 To better understand these media political imperatives, the second part is 

a content analysis of evening news bulletins based on previously tested variables in 

television journalism (Cushion et al, 2014a, 2014b; Cushion & Thomas 2013; 

Cushion et al, 2015). The aim of the content analysis is to understand commercial 

influences, such as speed and immediacy, on editorial practices of news media, such 

as fixed-time television bulletins post-and-pre liberalization in Pakistan. 

Subsequently, a comparison is done of PTV evening primetime bulletins from 1992 
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with Geo TV and PTV primetime bulletins from 2016 and 2014, respectively. The 

role of the Internet in the dual media system is also discussed by assessing the 

attitudes of the Internet users in Pakistan’s authoritarian context. The chapter 

concludes by describing a logic of mediatization that opposition groups in Pakistan 

must be mindful of if they are to be taken seriously by their targets. Case studies on 

tactics of opposition groups in chapter 5 and 6 will reveal more about these media 

political processes.   

 
4.1 Evolving media system of a patrimonial multi-party regime 
 
The media of Pakistan is embedded within her socio-politico-cultural context. But 

owing to the rampant growth in the media industry in a span of a few decades we 

understand little about this media environment and how it has evolved at a systems 

level. Before the promulgation of media liberalization policy in 2002 the sector, 

and in particular the electronic news media, served as a mouthpiece of the regime. 

Some alternative opinion in the marketplace of ideas came from a small segment of 

commercial but influential newspapers that catered to the elite urban population. 

The liberalization of the sector paved the way for greater commercialization of 

electronic news media. This opened an uncertain window for greater diversity in 

the marketplace of ideas as millions of Pakistanis consumed locally produced news 

content for the first time.  

 

Media liberalization also enabled oppositional political groups to highlight 

their grievances in new and profound ways. Writing at the time Khan & Joseph 

(2008) claimed that media liberalization had improved the prospects of a liberal 

democracy in Pakistan. They cited the example of the 2007 emergency imposed by 

the regime to counter civil society, lawyers and opposition political parties who 

took their grievances ‘live’ on television amidst curbs on public gatherings. The 

political circumstances around this so-called Lawyer’s Movement were discussed 

in the previous chapter.  

 

But the role of a freshly liberalized media in the regime’s quest towards 

consolidation remains under question. Pakistan currently ranks 142 out of 180 
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countries on the world Press Freedom Index45. There are explicit and implicit red 

lines that editors and news directors must tread carefully specially those related to 

policies of the powerful military and intelligence services. In addition, the 

concentration of media ownership and lack of professionalism particularly of 

journalists operating outside urban centres is a huge challenge to pluralism in the 

public sphere.  

 

The industry is also ripe for manipulation by those with power, resources 

and particularly the capacity for violence. Beyond its deal with the security 

apparatus the commercialized media has become embroiled in various sectarian, 

religious and ethnic tensions and Pakistan is one of the most dangerous places in 

the world for journalists (Campagna, 2014). While violence towards journalist is a 

global phenomenon it has special significance in a developing militarised post-

colonial state with a festering “consensus problem” as was explained in the 

introduction of chapter 3. The confusion also manifests in the public sphere. In her 

study of media discourse on the PTI protests in 2014, Ayesha Mulla found that there 

is a seething tension between the liberal discourse about the transformation of the 

mediascape in Pakistan and the illiberal aspects of populist politics in that discourse 

(Mulla, 2017). That while the English language press, initially welcomed 

opposition politician Imran Khan’s protest against systemic election rigging and 

corruption, it soon became sceptical of what it saw as a familiar ‘elite-dictated’ 

mobilization. The political circumstances surrounding this protest were discussed 

in previous chapter.     

 

 What is certain about this system is that it is a “work in progress” (Ricchardi, 

2012). Lawrence Pintak, journalist and an expert on media in the Muslim world, 

and colleagues, characterize the industry similar to how media systems outside the 

Western world are usually seen:   

 
(Pakistan) media system reflects many aspects of Hallin and Mancini’s 
(2004) Polarized Pluralism Model. In this model, media are integrated into 
party politics, but there remains a strong role for the state amid a weak 
history of commercial media development. (Pintak et al., 2018)  

 

 
45 Reporters without borders “2019 World Press Freedom”. 
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Subsequently they say that there is a high degree of parallelism where Pakistani 

media organizations at present operate within a highly polarized political 

environment and are closely allied with either of the three rival power centres or, 

political actors; the Parliament, the Supreme Court and the Military, the latter 

serving as the ultimate arbiter of power. The media are also characterized by 

clientelism where individual interests and patronage are the basis of social 

organisation. The top commercial news television channels for instance reflect the 

political allegiances of various media and business barons who own major cross-

platform media houses such as the Jang Group, the Dawn Group, ARY, Express 

News and Nawa-i-Waqt Group. In a similar vein, Siddiqa characterize Pakistani 

media like the Turkish media “highly clientelistic and politicised” (p.319). 

 

The problems with this characterization of Pakistan’s emerging media 

system, and by extension of media systems in the Global South, are three-fold, as 

summarized by Chakravartty & Roy (2013) in their conceptualization of the 

complex Indian media system. Firstly, it does not adequately account for informal 

political influences in media politics. In chapter 3 I described in detail how at a 

micro-level the population has responded to the state’s consensus problem by 

forming informal networks of patronage in a clientelist relationship that provides 

some measure of stability in a regime where executive, or formal, authority 

continues to fluctuate. The shifting allegiances of wide array of commercial news 

channels to three centers of power reflects the formal constitution of media politics. 

For instance, Geo TV, arguably the most watched news channel, was widely 

reputed to be supportive of the elected government when PMLN party came to 

power in 2013. However, the channel increasingly followed a more confrontational 

line against the government as the PTI party emerged on the national scene and won 

the elections in 2018. The conversation on commercial news media, such as Geo 

TV, however, leaves out majority of Pakistanis, residing in rural and peri-urban 

areas where commercial media infrastructure is threadbare or non-existent, and who 

still depend on state-controlled electronic media for their world view. Indeed, 

Pintak and Syed (2013, p. 649) also note that:  

 
Pakistani media’s relationship with the government is not primarily one of 
the confrontations. Rather, there is a strong echo of the ‘development 
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journalism’ of Southeast Asia, in which media and government partner for 
the good of the nation.  
 

McCargo (2011) in his analysis of Thai media points out that “media in the new 

democracies, illiberal democracies, and semi-authoritarian nations of Pacific Asia 

are commonly characterized by intense partisanship, persistent state interference, 

ambiguous modes of ownership, and questionable profitability” (p. 223). This leads 

to a phenomenon he terms “partisan polyvalence”, where partisanship of media is 

not limited to formal party systems as they are understood in the West. In addition, 

unauthorized and authorized voices characterize media in the region and beyond. 

One instance of these unauthorized, or informal, influences are the pressures on 

journalists in Pakistan who fear reprisal not just from the state but also political 

parties and media owners themselves, armed gangs, Islamist militants, real estate 

barons and other autonomous power holders. Given that informal structures of 

power maybe the most stable and resilient feature of Pakistani politics it is 

imperative to understand how these intertwine with media politics.  

 

The second problematic issue is that of the national scale of politics, “or the 

fact that each nation-state has a single and integrated political system organized 

around a set of apex national institutions” (Chakravartty & Roy 2013, p. 351). For 

the Indian case, and likely much of the Global South, the authors advocate "an 

intranational approach to the study of comparative media systems, where the unit 

of comparative analysis is the subnational region or state rather than the nation-

state as a whole”. In Pakistan’s case such an intranational comparison can be 

provided by bifurcating the media system into two broad administrative units, 

namely, urban and rural. As I will explain, such subnational media systems would 

have their distinct social worlds, and while the administrative unit is a starting point, 

the two worlds often co-exist side-by-side irrespective of geographic boundaries. 

 

Thirdly, the authors challenge the settled character of political democracy, 

or the idea that media systems mostly mirror existing patterns of political order. 

Instead, they contend that the media across much of the world are “agents and 

enablers” of political contests giving rise to new structures of power. From this 

vantage point the role of a liberalized electronic media during the lawyer’s 
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movement, or the PTI sit-in in 2014, was not so much about advancing a liberal 

democracy as it was about creating new structures of political authority at the time.  

 

In summary, scholarship on Pakistani media is a work in progress, and it is 

not immediately clear how it shapes up in the long term. Available literature has 

drawn comparison of the media system with the Polarized Pluralist model which 

characterize media systems in Southern Europe. Similar to Pakistan’s media these 

are polarized, parallel political cleavages, clientelistic, lack professionalism and 

heavily influenced by the state. However, this comparison assumes that political 

parties and civil society are the only legitimate expression of democratic politics. It 

pays less attention on ancillary and informal political processes which dominate 

political life in much of the Global South and are arguably the most stable feature 

of Pakistan’s militarized regime. The comparison also assumes that the state is a 

unitary actor and therefore the media system is uniform across the country which 

as I will explain is clearly not the case in Pakistan. And, finally it assumes that a 

media system simply mirrors existing political cleavages even though the 

liberalized media have challenged the existing order in unforeseeable ways in the 

country.  

 

In the next section, I address these concerns by examining the media 

political map of Pakistan before and after the promulgation of media liberalization 

policies of early 2000’s. Focus is maintained on the development of commercial 

news media in the two periods. I then use this map to describe at least two distinct 

intranational media systems, the “networked” and “partisan” (Chakravartty & Roy, 

2013), operating within the regime. Administrative units of the state are taken as a 

unit of comparison. Through this analysis it is hoped that further research on 

Pakistan’s emerging media system can be carried out. 

 
4.1.1 Market for commercial news media before 2002 
 
While newspapers were introduced in the subcontinent by the British colonist they 

played an instrumental role in the collective self-determination of Indians of all 

political? colors (Niazi, 2010). A tradition of a radical press in Pakistan has 

continued to this day. Until 2002 there was only one state owned news channel in 

Pakistan which served as a mouthpiece of the state-government of the day (and it 
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still does). Any alternative opinion in the marketplace of ideas came from 

commercial newspapers.  

 

But these newspapers in Pakistan, while influential like those elsewhere in 

Asia, are limited in circulation and cater to the educated, cosmopolitan, elite 

primarily based in urban centers. Arguably, news from electronic media is the major 

source of information for most Pakistanis. While the combined newspapers and 

magazines circulation in early 1990s did not exceed one million copies with a reach 

of less than 10 million in a population of roughly 120 million. The state-TV reached 

an audience of 25 million 47 . Only the state-owned radio had the potential to 

realistically cover the entire territory of Pakistan. Thus, commercial media’s 

potential reach was 8.3 percent if the combined newspaper and magazine reach is 

taken as a valid measure. Considering that the state-TV reached 20 percent of 

Pakistanis it follows that the vast majority of Pakistanis and most of the hinterland 

depended on state broadcast for current affairs.  

 
Table 4.0 Literacy in Pakistan48. 

Year of Census National literacy rate 
National Urban Rural 

1981 26.2 47.1 17.3 
1998 43.92 63.08 33.64 
2017 62.3 76.6 53.3 

 
Before the promulgation of media liberalization policies in early 2000’s, the state-

run Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation (PBC) controlled both the state-run radio 

and terrestrial television networks. A 30-minute news bulletin, Khabarnama, aired 

daily at 9 pm from all Pakistan State Television (PTV) centers. News over the much 

older Pakistan radio network also came under the PBC’s policy ambit. In other 

words, news from electronic sources was directly controlled by the monolithic state 

 
47 Reliable circulation figures are hard to find and are likely exaggerated when they are reported. 
These figures were cited in a column written by Javed Jabbar, a former federal information minister 
and member of Media Commission of Pakistan. Jabbar, J., “Democratising the media,” Dawn, June 
23rd, 1992. A career desk editor at Dawn offered a similar combined newspaper circulation in 
Pakistan of 1.2 to 1.6 million in my conversation with him.  
48 Literacy rates for the year 1981 and 1998 are as reported by Government of Pakistan census for 
those years and were reported in Literacy Trends in Pakistan, UNESCO office, Islamabad February 
2004 (revised). Although 2017 was the year of the latest census, literacy rates have not been 
disclosed in the provisional results as of time of writing. They are instead based on Labour Force 
Survey (2017-2018) reported in Dawn https://www.dawn.com/news/1487420. All results are 
compiled by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics.     
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apparatus. As will be seen, electronic news media sources after 2002 comprised of 

commercial television channels and Internet sources in addition to state broadcast. 

The state had to devise indirect strategies in an ongoing process to keep in check 

the newfound media independence.    

 

Many analysts cite poor literacy rates and reading habits of Pakistanis as the 

main reason for low newspaper circulation. This meant that the market for 

commercial news before 2002 was limited. Indeed, Dawn, the most read English 

daily in the country, draws only 10 percent revenue from circulation, 90 percent 

revenue comes from advertising. The paper’s marketing team has built a brand 

persona of an informed, urban, elite Pakistani (Siddiqui, 2018).  

 

The problem with a purely literacy cantered explanation for decline in 

newspaper led commercial media development is that it doesn’t square with the 

steady increase in officially reported literacy figures in the past 30 years (see table 

4.0). Nor has the government’s definition of literacy significantly changed 49 . 

Meaning the rates are comparable across time. Moreover, rural literacy appears to 

have climbed. Given the positive literacy trend one expects an increase in 

newspaper consumption across the urban-rural divide. But the fact remains that 

newspaper audience in Pakistan have concentrated primarily in urban centers and 

continues to decline (see next section).  

 

This pattern of media development has partly to do with unfettered 

urbanization and internal migration from rural areas as explained in the previous 

chapter. Rural migrants come to cities not only for public services barely available 

to them but also education, employment and social mobility. And, as will be 

explained in the next section, regional and alternative media remains 

underdeveloped and under studied.  

 

 
49 In 1981 census it was “One who can read newspaper and write a simple letter.” In 1998 census it 
was “One who can read newspaper and write a simple letter, in any language.” Precise definition 
for 2017 was not available but can be assumed to be similar as the surveys were compiled by the 
same government department.  
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Commercial print media is also threatened by commercial television that 

has steadily encroached upon advertising revenues. While cable and satellite based 

commercial channels did not exist as they are at present, the state had begun to 

experiment with new media technologies since the 90s. The first commercial 

channel STN (Shalimar Television Network) was licensed by the government of 

Benazir Bhutto in 1990 in a 50 percent private and government equity. Although 

the channel was entertainment driven. Then in 1996 the country’s first pay TV - 

Shaheen Pay TV – having 50 percent foreign equity was launched. The company 

offered eight to ten channels including CNN, BBC, Sony, HBO, National 

Geographic, and other local channels through MMDS technology (Ali & Gunaratne, 

2000; Jabbar & Isa, 1997 as cited in Rasul & Proffitt, 2013). While commercially 

produced local news content on electronic sources was still an alien concept at the 

time Pakistanis got a taste for diverse content thanks to media globalization. 

Internet was not a significant source of information at that time. 

 

News consumption habits of Pakistanis offer a more nuanced picture of 

commercial media development. While publicly available surveys from this period 

are rare one exploratory study published in the Asian Journal of Communication 

surveyed a sample of Pakistanis on their media usage during the politically charged 

period three weeks prior to elections in 19905051. The study found that the major 

sources of information about political parties were newspapers, followed by 

television, word of mouth, posters and radio in that order of importance.  

 

The survey supports the claim that the print medium at the time indeed add 

some modicum of diversity in the marketplace of ideas. But this diversity was 

limited to islands of modernity in urban centers. While the researchers account for 

an urban-rural dichotomy for a more representative sample they also caution against 

a distinct “urban bias” in the sample; a total of 42 urban and eight rural areas, where 

rural locations were identified as the ones adjoining urban locations. 

 

 
50 Even proprietary research during the period was rare. The first subscription-based TV rating 
service (‘the diary method’) was launched in Pakistan in 1992. Staff Report, “TV viewers rating 
service launched,” Business Recorder, June 9th, 1992. 
51  Goonasekera, A., & Gilani, I. S. (1992). Mass media and the electoral process: A study of 
Pakistani national elections 1990. Asian Journal of Communication, 2(2), 168–180. 
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Interestingly, the study also found that while “election-related information” 

was gathered from television, it seemed to feature on special programs rather than 

on news bulletins. Whereas radio news broadcast was not perceived as an important 

source of information on elections. These findings are in line with our 

understanding of a barely existent media public sphere based on state-broadcast at 

the time.  

 Table 4.1 summarizes the discussion on the market for commercial news 

media before 2002 in the context of national news consumption patterns. Surveys 

on audience reach and information seeking behaviour of Pakistanis are scarce and 

in the case of former, depends on who one asks. It will also be nearly impossible to 

work on providing all the necessary information to understand viewing habits of 

Pakistanis given the resources for this research. Therefore, in devising a scale for 

news consumption I have used both available data and qualitative assessment of 

media experts. A purpose of the proposed scale is to show a method by which news 

consumption patterns in Pakistan can be simplified and generalized given the 

challenge of making precise assessments. It sets the ground for revising this scale 

with more robust data which is a research project in its own right. Similarly, Table 

4.2 in the next section will provide commercial news consumption patterns after 

2002. 
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Scale of national news media consumption  
i) Consumption is based on audience reach & information seeking behavior.  
ii) Reach percentage is provided where quantitative data was available.  
iii) Scale is based on i) & ii) for each media. It is applicable to Table 4.1 & 4.2. 
iv) Commercial media have been labelled (comm).   
Low Negligible penetration 

Moderate Patches of connectivity 

High High penetration & easy access 
 
 
Table 4.1 Pakistan media political map before 2002. 

 
Commercial media reach: 8.3% (newspapers). 
 
Size range of mediatized publics (min based on State TV - max based on State TV 
+ x): 20.8% - 29.1% (+ newspapers only). 

Electoral layout News consumption through national media 

Province(s) Constituenc
y 

National 
newspapers 

(comm) 8.3% 

Electronic media 

Cable & 
Satellite 

State 
radio 

State  
Television 

20.8% 

Sindh 

Peri urban Moderate 

Low Low 

Moderate 

Urban High 

Punjab 

Peri urban Moderate 

Urban High 

Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa Peri urban Moderate 

Balochistan Peri urban Moderate 

All Rural Low - High 
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4.1.2 Market for commercial news media after 2002 
 

Before the advent of (commercial) news channels, news viewership – 
notwithstanding extremely prejudiced state broadcast – had a reach of 
roughly 1.2 to 1.6 million as it depended on newspaper circulation. Private 
news channels have suddenly given news nationwide coverage as literacy 
has ceased being a factor52. - Nizamuddin Siddiqi, edition in charge Dawn 
newspaper 

 
In 2002 then President, General Pervez Musharraf liberalized the electronic media 

industry and ushered in a media boom. There were two major impetus for this policy. 

One was the Kargil Conflict in 1999 when the military establishment felt it lost the 

narrative to the media, led by 24-hour commercial news channels, in India. 

The Minister for Information Javed Jabbar explained the liberalization as an attempt 

“to develop an indigenous capacity to counter increasing Indian propaganda.”53 

Ironically, the other impetus was Musharraf’s attempts to legitimize his regime to 

local audience and Western political allies by an approach he called ‘enlightened 

moderations’. He promoted the idea of modernity, tolerance and democracy against 

that of Islamic extremism in the context of America’s War on Terror following 911 

(Mulla, 2017). Thus, the media boom’s close alignment with the enlightened 

moderation policy also highlights the continued salience of military imperatives in 

media and politics. 

 

From one state run news channel there were 89 domestic commercial 

television channels, including 15 news channels primarily in 24-hour format, 

broadcasting a multitude of content in Urdu by 2011 (Yusuf, 2013). In this 

seemingly vibrant and plural media environment, 86 million electronic news 

consumers remained roughly divided between a terrestrial state-owned channel – 

48 million - and commercially-owned satellite/cable channels – 38 million by 

conservative estimates. What Siddiqi meant by nationwide coverage was the 

unprecedented choice for 38 million (up to 70 million) of mostly urban Pakistanis 

to consume news programming on commercial television channels55. Thus, for 

 
52 Email conversation with Nizamuddin Siddiqi, edition incharge Dawn newspapers, on February 
23, 2014. 
53 The News (Rawalpindi), 5 March 2000 as cited in (Z. Khan & Joseph, 2008) 
55 Due to the battle on rating scores exact figures for television reach, just as with newspaper 
circulations are difficult to determine accurately. In the Open Society Foundation report cited above, 
Yusuf estimates satellite and cable reach of 38 million. At a seminar at the Woodrow Wilson Centre 
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many, these channels became a window into local commercial news content for the 

first time.  

 

If there was any doubt about the primacy of television media in hard news 

consumption nationally, it was put to rest after media liberalization. A Gilani Poll 

conducted by Gallup Pakistan nation-wide in 2012 found that Pakistanis get their 

information on politics and current affairs mostly  through television (49%), friends 

and family (22%), newspapers (9%), radio (8%), Internet (4%), political parties 

(2%), public service for voters (1%)56. And these results hold irrespective of age 

even as the electorate is one of the youngest in the world – nearly half of the 

registered voters are under the age of 35 (British Council, 2009).  

 

A new state body the Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority 

(PEMRA) was created to manage the commercial television, radio and the cable 

industry. The PEMRA Ordinance promulgated in 2002 by a presidential decree 

marked the beginning of new era of commercial media development in Pakistan. 

Interestingly, much of rural hinterland continued to rely on state broadcast due to 

limited satellite and cable infrastructure in these areas. Although the PTV has lost 

the bulk of its viewers in urban and semi-urban areas.  

 

Regarding ‘non-television’ media some increase in newspaper and 

magazine circulation - up to 6.1 million - also took place compared with the earlier 

period likely due to increase in national literacy rates. Commercial FM radio 

stations were present as far back as the 90’s but media liberalization saw an 

additional 129 FM radio licenses given to the private sector. However, until 2012, 

commercial radio was only allowed to relay bulletins of PBC and to a limited extent 

the BBC Urdu service and Voice of America (VOA), both broadcast programmes 

in local languages. Radio remains primarily entertainment driven and not allowed 

to independently produce news content although sometimes this restriction is 

 
in 2011 she estimates “unofficial” figures of cable and satellite industry as 70 million. Official 
figures are 40 million she says.  https://youtu.be/xQsiWMvLDkQ.   
56 Gallup Pakistan (March 2012), “What do young voters think in Pakistan?” [Accessed online on 
19th August 2019]. http://gallup.com.pk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/09/ReportFinalDraftVotersStudy20121.pdf. Gallup Pakistan is affiliated 
with Gallup International Association not the Gallup or Gallup Poll.  
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ignored. In any case, commercial radio barely has penetration in rural areas as 

transmitter strengths are restricted by the state and the PBC retains a virtual 

monopoly (Infosaid, 2013). Millions of Pakistanis in the hinterland rely on state 

radio for news and this is especially true for conflict areas near the Afghan 

border. For instance, in Balochistan, 46 percent of respondents reported listening to 

the radio at least weekly, rivaling rural television viewership at 47 percent (Yusuf 

2013, p. 19). 

 

The influence of broadcast and digital media for Pakistani society should 

not be underestimated given the state of illiteracy according to BBC Media Action 

policy brief in 2013 (Yusuf & Schoemaker, 2013). Again, simple literacy counts do 

not factor in the complex problem-solving skills necessary for thriving in the 

information age. The World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Index ranks 

Pakistan as 128 and 123 out of 138 countries on two major indicators related to 

education development. The country also ranks lowest in the South Asian region 

(excluding Afghanistan) on these indicators. It seems that the advent of media 

globalization has tapped into a demand for information where stale state-run 

broadcasts have been substituted by the visual spectacles and excesses of electronic 

media. 

 

Thus, in a population of roughly 192 million in 2014 commercial media had 

a potential reach in the range of 19.7 – 36.4 percent, if commercial television reach 

is taken as a valid measure. This is much higher than before 2002 when newspapers 

were arguably the only commercial media. Mobile enabled Internet complicates 

media consumption patterns; 83 percent of rural population and 94.7 percent urban 

population owned a mobile phone in 2013 (Pakistan Demographic and Health 

Survey 2012-2013, 2016). But the potential for mobile Internet to match mobile 

phone usage has a long way to go before it is realized; according to a report by 

Bytes for All (2016), a local Internet research and advocacy firm, Internet 

penetration in Pakistan is limited by a host of factor such as low smart phone usage, 

income and education, poor infrastructure in rural areas, arbitrary government 

regulation and censorship and cultural attitudes. It is also much lower than the Asian 

average of 33.8 percent. Nevertheless, the 29.32 million broadband subscribers 

(mostly via mobile based platforms) form a 15 percent strong mostly urban Internet 
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user base. Section 4.3 discusses the role of the Internet in the regime’s media system 

in more detail. 

 

The limited penetration of Internet is reflective of the state of commercial 

electronic media development. Specifically, it is reflective of the failures of 

PEMRA to inculcate diversity and plurality of voices in the market place of ideas 

originally espoused in the mandate of the new public service regulator (Rasul & 

Proffitt, 2013). The PEMRA ordinance was amended in 2007 to bring the regulator 

under supervision of the Ministry of Information and silence critical voices on 

television channels following a wave of public protests against Musharraf’s regime 

(see the Lawyer’s Movement in chapter 3). A stifling of critical voices that has 

continued to this day.  

 

Diversity is hampered in other structural ways as well. The BBC Media 

Action policy brief also highlights the tremendous potential for development of 

regional/provincial channels and its potential for media democratization. But the 

lack of media infrastructure outside major urban centers is a severe impediment. 

Yusuf’s report shows that while some commercial regional-language channels have 

emerged - for example, Apna TV in Punjabi, Waseb TV in Saraiki, KTN in Sindhi, 

and Khyber News in Pashto - that cater to ethno-linguistic groups they are under 

severe budget constraints due to advertisers opting for much higher rated national 

Urdu-language channels. The dominance of national Urdu channels has meant that: 

 
There is little space [in our media] not only for alternative ideas or narratives 
but also for issues of a common citizen ... The narratives that we have seen 
in the mainstream media in Pakistan are basically controlled by three media 
centers in Pakistan: Islamabad, Karachi, and Lahore. There is little space in 
the mainstream media for views, perspectives, and information from other 
parts of Pakistan. (Yusuf 2013, p. 63) 

 
These issues suggest that the development of an commercial media is hampered not 

only by literacy rates or, competitiveness of Pakistanis, but also an urban-rural 

dichotomy. Regional media development has lagged woefully behind commercial 

media in cities.  Since, it is the urban areas that are the engine of socio-economic 

change and where development of any kind has taken place in a developing state. 
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This not only has the anti-democratic effect of marginalizing rural residents in the 

national conversation but also restricts research about them.  

 
Table 4.2 Pakistan media political map after 2002. 
 

Electoral layout News consumption through national media  

Province(
s) 

Constituen
cy 

Electronic media National 
newspaper
s (comm) 

3.6% 
State 

television 
25% 

State radio 

Cable & 
Satellite 
(comm) 

20%  

Internet 
(comm) 

15% 

Sindh 

Peri urban 

Low  Low 

Moderate 

Urban High 

Punjab 

Peri urban Moderate 

Urban High 

Khyber 
Pakhtunk

hwa 
Peri urban Moderate 

Balochista
n Peri urban Moderate 

All Rural Moderate High Low 

 
Commercial media reach: 20% (cable & satellite); 15% (Internet); and/or 3.6% 
(newspapers).  
 
Size range of mediatized publics (min based on State TV - max based on State TV 
+ x): 25% - 45% (+cable only), 25% - 35% (+Internet only), 25% - 28.6% 
(+newspapers only). 
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4.1.3 Dual media system of a patrimonial multi-party regime  
 

As we simplify news consumption patterns across Pakistan a picture of a 

heterogeneous media system begins to emerge loosely based around broad 

administrative divisions of the state. Comparing Table 4.1 and 4.2 we find that the 

commercial news media is predominantly consumed in urban and peri-urban areas 

of the state and this pattern seems unaffected by liberalization. While state-media 

continues to be predominantly consumed in rural areas not least because of poor 

access to commercial media. And, these differentiations further crystalize post-

media liberalization; although state-TV was consumed relatively equally between 

urban and rural areas prior to media liberalization that was likely due to an absence 

of alternative sources of electronic news content before 2002. When such alternates 

were available to urban residents after 2002 in the form of commercial news 

channels and online sources of information the popularity of state-TV dropped in 

those areas. I have illustrated this dichotomy in media consumption through double 

and single border lines on the media political maps. Also, the high television 

viewership in both eras, irrespective of constituency, highlights the centrality of this 

medium for Pakistanis.  

 

This dichotomy is not surprising considering that the development of media 

infrastructure, as with development of any kind in the patrimonial multi-party 

regime is a predominantly top-down and centralized process. But while media 

experts on Pakistan often identify an urban-rural dichotomy they say less about its 

impact at a systems level. I contend that this dichotomy gives rise to two 

qualitatively different media systems co-existing within Pakistan. There is a 

precursor to such a claim. Khan & Gilani (2002) describe their experience of 

dealing with a “dual economy” as they devised strategies to establish the first 

digitized box-based audience measurement tool in Pakistan 62 . They highlight 

several characteristics of this duality which they say are pertinent for advertising 

and media research on Pakistan. The nature of this duality however should be 

 
62 The People Meter was established after 2002 in view of the size of the advertising industry that 
grew parallel to commercial television channels. It now serves as the backbone of Pakistan’s 
television rating industry.  
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similar in other developing countries where Islands of highly cosmopolitan elite co-

exist in an ocean of subsistence living standards:  

 

1. State of the art high tech coexists with extremely primitive technology. The 

country is fairly advanced in rocket science or missile technology, but bullock-

carts are abundant at the same time in rural and even many urban areas. 

 

2. A small segment of the market consumes world-class branded products in 

garments, toiletries and household gadgets. However, a large section of the 

population consumes homemade items, unpacked, unprocessed and on 

occasions exchanged in a barter market. 

 

3. A few corporate-owned large organisations with modern management run 

alongside hundreds of thousands of micro-enterprises that are owned by 

individuals and operated out of their personal residence. A few large 

organisations in the commercial sector employ 20,000 or more persons, whereas 

the majority of enterprises operate on an average of less than five persons 

including family members (FBS, 1999). 

 

4. The country is a significant exporter of professional manpower such as doctors, 

engineers, and IT specialists and has educational institutions that train them. 

However, a little over half the population is completely illiterate. Less than 1% 

of the adult population is qualified from a university (Census, 1998). 

 

5. The country can boast having an advanced fibre optic-based telecom structure. 

It has adopted fast to ICTs in both urban and increasingly rural areas. However, 

one-third of rural households do not have electricity so far, and more than 50% 

do not have a toilet and use open fields for faeces (Gallup a and b, 2001)65. 

While 30% of urban TV viewers live in a one-room house which serves as 

bedroom, living room, kitchen and TV lounge all combined into one (Census, 

1998). 

 
65 Gallup (a) Pakistan study on 'Hygiene and Sanitation in Pakistan' conducted for Unicef, 2001. 
Gallup (b) Pakistan, 'The status of IT industry in Pakistan' conducted for the Ministry of Science 
and Technology in 2001. Gallup. 
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6. The country has attracted large international names (or inherited them from the 

British colonial period) such as Unilever, Shell, Proctor and Gamble, Colgate, 

Nestle, Coca-Cola, Pepsi and many others in consumer products but per capita 

consumption is tiny. It has attracted major international banks as well as fast 

food chains. However annual direct foreign investment remains under half a 

billion dollars; exports have unsuccessfully struggled to reach ten billion dollars 

and total advertising expenditures in electronic and print media is so far around 

100 million dollars (Aurora, 2001). 

 

7. While two out of three Pakistanis live in small villages and rural areas, one in 

five homes have at least one person who has travelled or worked abroad. The 

lifestyle thus combines extremely local features with a touch of globalisation 

(Gallup, 2000). Globalisation is very apparent in the field of advertising where 

all of the top ten advertising agencies are now affiliated with global giants in 

their field. 

 

While Khan & Gilani (2002) highlight two different management cultures and 

modernities that exist amidst poverty as a result of economic duality, less theorized 

however is the political duality which exists in the interrelated realm of media 

politics. The term ‘political dualism’ refers to the fact that the practice and pursuit 

of democratic politics takes place within as well as outside the formal political 

system. In the media politics of Pakistan this means that the presence of dual media 

system has further crystalized along an urban-rural axis in an era of media 

abundance. For most Pakistanis, pressing issues such as, terrorism policy, education, 

leadership selection, trade, resource allocation, are increasingly being decided in 

urban centers. Rural areas are outside this conversation and continue to be led by 

and large through the state’s archaic development paradigm. This duality is not 

always geographic and the two media systems and the distinct social worlds they 

generate often exist side-by-side. Nor is there a rigid demarcation between the two 

social worlds. There are ample grey areas in between that reflect shades of 

competing influences within Pakistan’s diverse and differently democratic system. 

These competing influences embedded within an urban-rural axis can be better 

understood by the typography of media systems in various regions of India, as 

proposed by Chakravartty & Roy (2013): 
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First, instead of gauging proximity between political parties and media 
institutions to distinguish between partisanship and autonomy, we 
distinguish between traditional partisan political fields dominated by formal 
political parties in contrast to “polyvalent” (McCargo, 2011) political fields, 
where there exist strategically changing alliances between political and 
media actors. Second, instead of contrasting public versus private news 
media architectures, we draw distinctions in terms of the “character of 
media ownership” in each (Indian) state. (p. 360-361) 

 
The first dimension was discussed earlier as we look at the power of media as an 

‘agent and enabler’ of an uncertain political fertility enabled by the influence of 

unconventional political structures over conventional authority. The second 

dimension refers to the understanding of the public about the nature of media 

ownership which varies regionally in India based on varying experiences with 

economic liberalization. Similarly, while examining changes after economic 

liberalization policies in Pakistan we find variations in media development and 

patterns of ownership across constituencies or, administrative units. The authors 

propose a typology for comparison they call a) (direct or indirect) partisan media 

system. Here the public may be aware, if it so desires, about ownership of particular 

media. But political actors curry support from the media through direct financial 

stakes in media organisations or indirectly through media political entrepreneurs; 

b) the network media system is characterized by shifting alliances where 

opaqueness in ownership is structurally in-built. It is often difficult to separate 

political and economic goals of the media and political actors. Based on this 

comparative framework the next section draws on the discussion on commercial 

media development in Pakistan to describe her emerging media system.  
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KNOWN 
 
 
 
Knowledge 
Of Media 
Ownership 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OPAQUE 
 
           POLYVALENT       PARTISAN 
                Structure of the Political Field 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1.3.1 Partisan system 
 
This media system is found mostly in rural districts of the state where commercial 

media infrastructure is either threadbare or non-existent. But it may also be due to 

a combination of factors such as state negligence, poor demand based on factors 

such as illiteracy, lack of higher education and resources, cultural attitudes and 

continuous emigration. These divisions may exist even in peri-urban districts and 

are thus not entirely based along geographic lines. Rather they are based along the 

‘dual economy’; they are better seen as catering to two predominant communities 

of shared challenges. 

 

The highly partisan state-broadcast, such as the PTV and Radio Pakistan, is 

the main source of local news content. It is widely accepted and perceived by the 

public and, particularly the policy community that the media is the de facto 

mouthpiece of the political party that has formed the government of the day. Other 

Mostly 
Rural 

Mostly 
Urban 

Networked 

Direct Partisan 

Figure 4.0 The dual media system of Pakistan 
adapted from Chakravartty & Roy (2013, p. 360) 
typography of partisan and network media systems 
in India. The subnational region in India has been 
substituted with broad administrative units of 
Pakistan state, as a unit of comparative analysis, 
rather than nation-state as a whole. 
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apex institutions of the state such as the armed forces and the security apparatus 

have de jure as well as de facto support of the ‘public service’ broadcaster.  

 

 The news media are heavily subsidized by the state therefore ownership 

and funding are also widely known. Partisan ties are usually prioritized over profits. 

For instance, before elections, “from 11 December 2007 to 17 February 2008, the 

Centre for Civic Education recorded 36,339 advertisements carried on 38 television 

channels all of them together costing an estimated US$8.6 million. Tellingly, only 

13 percent of all party ads appeared on the state-run PTV; the remaining 87 percent 

went out via commercial stations. Each of the leading parties used paid ads.” ( Khan 

& Joseph, 2008, p.36). This likely means either that opposition parties did not 

advertise on PTV keeping in mind its partisan coverage, or, wanted to advertise on 

PTV but were refused for similar reason. 

 

The media operates under the distinct regulatory framework of the PBC 

rather than PEMRA, although both are state institutions. The competition and 

partisanship among regime elite and office bearers of the day structure everyday 

practice of news production. The media serves as the flag bearer of the unique world 

view and ideology of Pakistani people as dictated by the patrimonial multi-party 

regime. 

 
4.1.3.2 Networked system 
 
This media system is one found mostly in metropolis, peri-urban and some rural 

districts adjoining urban centres of Pakistan. Media ownership and its influence is 

known less through legally recognized entities such as political parties or listed 

corporations, and more through differentially formalized networks of business, 

political and social actors. It is important to understand this subtle difference, 

because arguable, the top news channels in Pakistan are owned by a handful of well 

known  media and business barons who in turn also own major cross-platform 

media houses such as the Jang Group, the Dawn Group, ARY, Express News and 

Nawa-i-Waqt Group. So, one could argue that media ownership is transparent. 

However, simply the knowledge of owner business interests is not enough to 

understand the ties that structure news production processes. That requires publicly 

available information on for instance company finances, sources of funding that are 
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many times from overseas, relationship with advertising and media-buying 

agencies, employment terms and prevalence of paid news. Nor is this information 

audited when available, to my knowledge, by reputable independent third parties, a 

practice more common in the small but more regulated banking and FMCG sector. 

Yusuf in her assessment on the media ownership trends in Pakistan says: 

 
The financial model of liberalized media has undermined its independence 
and the quality of journalism. Since media owners are almost entirely reliant 
on advertising revenue to continue operations, they use their media outlets 
to provide positive coverage of or defend the vested interests of a business 
elite. The media’s independence and credibility is also damaged by the fact 
that many outlets are owned by major business conglomerates with multi-
sectoral companies and investments. These outlets are seen as a tool for 
large business groups to promote and defend their own 
interests… Politicians have found it easier to coerce and influence the media 
market through government and private-sector ad spend and direct 
censorship through cable operators, rather than ownership. (2013, p. 87) 
 

Despite an objectively opaque financial model, the vibrancy of the polyvalent 

environment in Pakistan is astonishing. Dawn newspaper is the flagship product of 

Dawn Media Group which also operates a typical 24-hour news channel in a rating 

driven market. But the newspaper is well-regarded internationally and locally for 

its commitment to editorial independence and a professional ethos (Siddiqui, 2018). 

That commitment ironically is carefully managed and enforced by a legacy of 

principled proprietors; the Group’s wealthy CEO Hammed Haroon, is also the 

president of All Pakistan Newspapers Society (APNS), a premier body of 

newspaper publishers, and a patron of the arts and heritage for the local 

government. Muhammad Ali Jinnah, who was arguably the paper’s first CEO, was 

a lawyer by profession and the president of the All-India Muslim League—the 

political party in British India which fought the constitutional battle for a separate 

Muslim majority nation-state, later called Pakistan. He became independent 

Pakistan’s first Governor General.  

 

If on one end there are murky and relatively corporatized and household 

channels such as Geo TV, ARY, Dunya News, Dawn News TV, Express News, on 

the other end of the networked system are lesser known and murkier organisations, 

such as Bol TV. The channel shook the saturated and cash strapped news media 

industry upon its arrival by poaching star talent from rival channels by offering 
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unusually high salaries. Bol TV’s parent company, Axact, brands itself as 

Pakistan’s largest software exporter and a ‘model’ corporation. But a New York 

Times investigation in 2015 revealed Axact’s main business (Walsh, 2015):  

 
…to take the centuries-old scam of selling fake academic degrees and turn 
it into an Internet-era scheme on a global scale… Revenues, estimated by 
former employees and fraud experts at several million dollars per month, 
are cycled through a network of offshore companies. All the while, Axact’s 
role as the owner of this fake education empire remains obscured by proxy 
Internet services, combative legal tactics and a chronic lack of regulation in 
Pakistan. 

 
The Times article that made global headlines also highlighted the scale of disruption 

linked to Axact; for instance, in 2007 the British police had to re-examine 700 cases 

previously investigated by Gene Morrison, a fake police criminologist who claimed 

to have graduated from Rochville University, one of a hundreds of fake degree mills 

connected to Axact. At that time the ‘software exporter’ had skipped the radars of 

investigators. The story created a ruckus in the Pakistani media, following the 

Time’s article, Axact CEO Shoaib Sheikh was arrested and prosecuted by the 

Federal Investigation Agency (FIA). The Pakistani government investigation 

further revealed that Axact took money from at least 200,000 people in 190 

countries, funds then routed back to Pakistan via shell companies in the US and 

Caribbean (Dawn, 2018). The sums involved are huge in the context of Pakistan’s 

flailing economy and Axact is still in business at the time of writing:  

 
A US department of justice report says that Axact has collected atleast 
US$140 million from customers world wide. Tens of thousands of 
Americans have thought to have bought degrees from universities linked to 
the company. But no American has been willing to travel to Pakistan to 
pursue their grievances their.  

 
Networked media systems are likely more common in the Global South as they 

reflect the preponderance of paralegal “gray zones” of power and politics explains 

Chakravartty and Roy (2013). These are the most common form of media systems 

in India where ownership and influence are shrouded in secrecy. The growth of 

Pakistan’s commercial news industry appears to mimic this trend within its unique 

political economy. Even if financial information is publicly available in Pakistan, 

hardly any systematic studies on the political economy of the industry exists. 
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Meaning that it is difficult to assess with confidence any consistent chain of 

influences between ownership patterns and media production.  

 

In such a polyvalent environment commercial and partisan interest work in 

conjunction; sometimes competing but often complementary. It is difficult to 

separate business from politics when the nouveau riche are seeking to win political 

influence through ownership of a channel presumably ultimately for economic 

advantage. This polyvalence in Pakistan appears to be accelerated by the growth of 

electronic media, particularly the commercial television channels, brought on by 

media liberalization policies of the multi-party regime. For it is here that dubious 

business interests, and other autonomous elites have quickly made inroads.  

 

The net result I reckon is a media environment that is not so much polarizing 

as it is confounding. It generates a fog of disorientation given the high odds of 

public service discourse to get lost in the cacophony of (mis)information where 

media literacy is low. Chakravartty and Roy (2013) point out that networked 

systems “might be seen to pose greater ethical challenges for journalistic praxis” (p. 

363). A view echoed by Dawn editor, Zaffar Abbas, a career journalist who is 

familiar with reporting during the ‘Islamized’ military dictatorship of the 1980s, 

believes that the current media environment is “far more deceptive and damaging 

than direct censorship” (Abbas, 2017). Meaning that before liberalization, it was 

easier at least to identify who the journalist was up against. 

 

The dual media system of Pakistan then is in stark contrast to the notion of 

a polarized pluralist system of many Southern European countries. Before 

liberalization we have a high level of partisanship but with very low diversity in the 

marketplace of ideas. But when such diversity was inculcated by the patrimonial 

multi-party regime after 2002 the outcome was a system more disorienting for the 

general public. 

 
4.2 Content analysis of news bulletins 
 
One way to understand the relationship between commercial and professional 

imperative of the media is by systematically examining to what extent have 
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television news conventions focused on commercial values relative to professional 

journalist values since 90s. This section aims to answer this question by presenting 

a content analysis of evening news bulletins of PTV in 1992, PTV in 2014 and Geo 

TV in 2016.  

 

Falling professional standards in the media industry, and in particular the 

electronic media industry, is also a common self-critique among Pakistani 

journalists. Surveys of journalist self-perception of role in Muslim-majority 

countries, including Pakistan found that: 

 
They (Muslim journalists) face a variety of pressures: from governments, 
from business interests and from Islamist militants. These reporters and 
editors’ daily risk their freedom and their lives. It is thus striking that in all 
three regions (14 Arab countries, Pakistan and Indonesia) they said the 
greatest threat to journalistic independence was their own lack of 
professionalism. All groups also cited poor ethics and corruption among 
journalists as major problems. (Pintak, 2014 p. 490) 

 
Building professional capacity of the industry has now become a matter of policy. 

The mission of the newly established Centre of Excellence in Journalism (CEJ-IBA) 

in Karachi with the support of the U.S. State Department is to improve 

professionalism of journalists. The concentration of media ownership is also widely 

considered the reason for poor ethical standards and inclusivity in the media. These 

arguments appear to suggest that commercial forces are constantly at war with 

journalists in Pakistan. 

 
4.2.1 Methodology 
 
The aim of the content analysis thus was an empirical assessment of the impact of 

commercial influences, such as speed and immediacy, on editorial practices of news 

media, such as fixed-time television bulletins post-and-pre media liberalization in 

Pakistan. Subsequently, the PTV evening primetime bulletins from 1992 with Geo 

TV and PTV primetime bulletins from 2016 and 2014, respectively were content 

analyzed. PTV state broadcaster was the only news television channel in Pakistan 

prior to 2002 and thus was the largest market for news consumers. It was the major 

source of information about political developments for Pakistanis at the time and 

for many it still is. Empirical analysis of PTV thus gives an idea about quality of 
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journalism in the country prior to 2002. Geo TV arguably commands the largest 

market share of the commercial news industry at present. It often sets the news 

agenda for its rivals. Empirical analysis of Geo TV can shed light on the quality of 

journalism after 2002. While PTV analysis in 2014 acts somewhat like a control. 

The state broadcaster itself has changed during the period studied although no 

empirical studies have documented this change.   

 

I operationalised the interaction of commercial and professional logics 

according to dimensions that recent literature has identified as symptomatic of 

mediatization of fixed-time evening news bulletins - in terms of form, style and 

structure of news conventions - in the United Kingdom, United States and Norway 

(see section 2.2.2.1). These editorial practices, or dimensions, have been adapted 

from those previously piloted and tested and can be classified in to ‘edited’ and 

‘live’ television news conventions or, journalist interventions72:  

 

Edited - Anchor Only; an anchor narrating a story with no visual assistance. The 

anchor is set against a ‘blank’ backdrop before 2002, but with some ‘visual or 

multimedia’ after 2002. 

 

Edited - Anchor Image; an anchor narrating a story with visual assistance from 

moving images or graphics packages. Visuals completely dominate the screen. 

 

Edited – Reporter Package;  a reporter is the main voice over a pre-packaged report 

that typically features a journalist on location.   

 

Live – Anchor Reporter; a reporter remote from the studio (or in a different studio) 

and where there is no interaction between reporter and anchor. Or, a reporter is 

remote from the studio (or in a different studio) interacting in some form between 

reporter and anchor (even if only briefly). 

 

 
72 Cushion et al, (2015) takes the idea of Semetko et al, (1991) on ‘discretionary power’ of 
journalist during election coverage and apply it to routine use of editorial conventions/formats. 
Through these news conventions or, journalist interventions, editors can influence news 
production, and in theory, how the audience receives news.  
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In line with my literature review in section 2.2.2, I look at changes in quality of 

journalism as a competition and complementarity between commercial and 

professional imperatives in editorial practices. To empirically understand these 

changes five hypotheses were proposed keeping in mind the values of speed and 

immediacy that are associated with 24 hours news logics: 

 

H a) Live news items will increase, edited items will decrease correspondingly in 

evening bulletins.  

 

H b) News items will shorten in length.  

 

H c) Internal sources will be used more, external sources will be used less.  

 

H d) Live news items will be mostly on political topics (50% or more).  

 

H e) External sources on political topics will decrease.  

 

Eighteen hours of evening bulletin, or fixed-time slot, footage was analyzed; six 

hours of PTV (three hours each from March 1992 and September 2014) and 15 

hours of Geo TV footage for November 2016. The analysis depended heavily on 

the footage that could be procured given the limited resources of the author, time 

frame and skepticism of channel producers with researchers. The smaller sample 

size for PTV raises validity issues. However, the high uniformity of monopolized 

state news content meant that this issue can be overlooked for the purposes of this 

thesis. Similarly, Geo TV footage was extracted for 2016 and there is a risk of 

significant deviation of formats as the channel likely continuously evolves in the 

emerging market. But the analysis aims to understand broad trends in shifting news 

logics rather than any specific format that was used. A more precise and robust 

assessment will ideally require a longitudinal design, a larger and more 

representative data set. Although the analysis of news conventions does offer an 

empirical assessment of media characteristics within the movement media 

interaction with regards to visual formats in the period before and after media 

liberalization in an emerging media context.  
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 Complete details of the operationalization of editorial dimensions is 

provided in the Appendix I and II. To minimize reliability issues, two university 

students were hired as coders for the intercoder reliability test. I used Cohen’s 

Kappa (κ), one of the most conservative reliability tests as it takes into account 

measurement of chance, rather than simply measuring agreement. Cohen (1960) 

interprets kappa co-efficient in the following ways: <0 indicates less than chance 

agreement; 0.01–0.20, slight agreement; 0.21–0.40, fair agreement; 0.41–0.60, 

moderate agreement; 0.61–0.80, substantial agreement; and 0.81–0.99, almost 

perfect agreement. After numerous meetings in person and online, substantive 

revisions of the codebook (see Appendices) and re-coding about 10 per cent of the 

overall sample, our intercoder reliability test achieved substantial to almost perfect 

agreement across all three latent variables:  

 

Variable   Cohen Kappa   p-value 

[1]"Topic”   "0.792354335403004" "0"                 

[1]"Source.type”  "0.808984047019311" "0"                 

[1]"News.convention.used"   "0.741092343730736"  "0"                    

[1]"Duration"             "0.0612563502117804" "0"   

 

Based on the discussion at the introduction of section 4.2, if professional 

and commercial imperatives are indeed competitive, and only competitive, in the 

ratings driven television news market we should expect to see either of these sets 

of results with our hypothesis a, b, c, d and e; 

 

1. If commercial logics impinge on professional ones: a shortening of news items, 

greater reliance on media actors as source compared to reliance on outside sources, 

increase in ‘Live’ versus ‘Edited’ packages, especially for political topics in 

bulletins. These variables were previously tested on evening news bulletins in the 

U.S, U.K and Norway to explain the prevalence of certain journalistic interventions, 

associated with more interpretive and instant values of 24-hour news television, in 

fixed-time bulletins over time (see section 1.3.1.2). The 24-hour news logic is 

presumably notorious for following a commercial logic at the expense of 

professional responsibility. And, since the Pakistani emerging media market is 

known for its 24-hour news cycle, this is the impact we should expect to see.  
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2. Conversely, if commercial logic is appropriated by journalistic logic: like for 

instance through the rise of new kinds of journalism or some other reason we do 

not yet understand, we would expect to see an increase in length of new items, lesser 

reliance on media actors as sources themselves and greater comfort with outside 

experts, and increase in ‘Edited’ instead of ‘Live’ packages, especially for political 

topics in bulletins.   

 

Put another way, if the commercial or, entertainment logics are in a zero-

sum competition with journalist responsibilities in Pakistan we would expect that 

all proposed hypothesis are either approved or, disproved.  

 
4.2.2 Findings 
 

 Duration (in sec) Number of conventions 

Mean 
duration/length 
of convention 
(in sec) 

News 
conven
tion 

PTV 
1992 

GE
O 
2016 

PTV 
2014 

PTV 
1992 

GEO 
2016 

PTV 
2014 

PT
V 
199
2 

GE
O 
201
6 

PT
V 
201
4 

Edited: 
Anchor 
Only 

6000 
(50.6
%) 

2527 
(8.6
%) 

2823 
(13.4
%) 

300 
(65.6%
) 

285 
(29.9%
) 

286 
(43.5%
) 

20 8.8
7 9.87 

Edited: 
Anchor 
Image 

5801 
(48.9
%) 

1547
5 
(52.8
%) 

1138
3 
(54.1
%) 

156 
(34.1%
) 

518 
(54.4%
) 

325 
(49.5%
) 

37.
19 

29.
88 

35.0
3 

Edited: 
Reporte
r 
Packag
e 

48 
(0.41
%) 

1003
6 
(34.2
%) 

6163 
(29.3
%) 

1 
(0.22%
) 

125 
(13.1%
) 

43 
(6.5%) 48 80.

29 
143.
33 

Total 
Edited 

1184
9 
(100
%) 

2803
8 
(95.6
%) 

2036
9 
(96.7
%) 

457 
(100%) 

928 
(97.5%
) 

654 
(99.5%
) 

25.
93 

30.
21 

31.1
5 

Live: 
Anchor
-
Reporte
r 

0 
1297 
(4.4
%) 

690 
(3.3
%) 

0 
24 
(2.52%
) 

3 
(0.5%) 0 54.

04 230 
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Total 
Live 0 

1297 
(4.4
%) 

690 
(3.3
%) 

0 
24 
(2.52%
) 

3 
(0.5%) 0 54.

04 230 

Grand 
total 

1184
9 
(100
%) 

2933
5 
(100
%) 

2105
9 
(100
%) 

457(10
0%) 

952(10
0%) 

657(10
0%) 

25.
93 

30.
81 

32.0
5 

 
Table 4.3 Aggregated length & frequency (with percentage) and mean 
duration of news conventions in Pakistan’s evening news bulletins pre-and-
post media liberalization. 
 

Table 4.3 summarizes the result of the content analysis. It shows that live items 

have indeed increased, in terms of duration, post-media liberalization from 0% on 

PTV in 1992 to 4.4% on Geo TV in 2016. Total edited items share has 

correspondingly fallen to 95.6%. A similar trend holds between PTV in 1992 and 

PTV in 2014, live items increased from 0% to 3.3% and edited items fell to 96.7%. 

Meaning, that the trend is applicable across the media industry rather than simply 

the commercial sector. Hypothesis a is thus approved. 

 

Interestingly, the mean length of news items in Pakistan have actually 

increased in the era of media abundance, from 25.93s on PTV in 1992 to 30.81s on 

Geo TV in 2016. Similar trend holds with PTV in 2014 where mean length is 32.05s. 

Hypothesis b had conversely proposed that news items will shorten in length. It is 

thus disproved.  

 
 
Source 
type 

PTV1992 GEO2016 PTV2014 

Internal 249 
(48.6%) 

399 (37%) 224 
(29.6%) 

External 263 
(51.4%) 

679 (63%) 532 
(70.4%) 

Total 512 
(100%) 

1078 
(100%) 

756 
(100%) 

 
Table 4.4 Number & percentage of source type used in news conventions in 
Pakistan’s evening news bulletins pre-and-post media liberalization. 
 
The results in Table 4.4 show that the use of internal sources has decreased and that 

of external sources has increased, post-media liberalization and the trend holds 

across the media industry. This is opposite to our expectation in Hypothesis c of an 
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increase in interpretive and instant editorial practices which would have resulted in 

an increase in internal sources. Hypothesis c stands disproved. 

 
 PTV 1992 GEO 2016 PTV 2014 

Topics of 
Anchor 
Reporter 
news 
conventions 

NA 

International 
diplomacy 7 
Terrorism 4 
Politics 4 
Human 
Interest 4 
Crime 2 
Other 1 
Accidents 1 
India 1 

All three 
news 
conventions 
are on topic 
of 
'international 
diplomacy' 

 
Table 4.5 Topics covered by ‘live’ news convention in Pakistan’s evening 
news bulletins pre-and-post media liberalization. 
 
The field of politics is particularly influenced by interpretive and instantaneous 

editorial practices led by commercialization. Hypothesis d expected to find live or, 

instantaneous items to be mostly on political topics. But my findings in Table 4.5 

show that while politics may be an important topic for instantaneous formats post-

liberalization, it certainly isn’t the most important. Stories in the live genre are wide 

ranging from significant global events and Pakistan’s foreign relations, terrorism, 

to even celebrity news and crime. In addition, the use of live conventions in the 

state-media is much limited than commercial media. This indicates that state-

broadcast is less sensational than commercial media in some ways. Hypothesis d is 

thus disproved also. 
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 PTV 1992 GEO 2016 PTV 2014 
No# of 
sources on 
politics 

22 338 113 

No# of 
news 
conventions 
on politics 

15 331 101 

External 
sources 
per 
political 
topic 

1.46 1.02 1.12 

 
Table 4.6 External sources used for political topic in Pakistan’s evening news 
bulletins pre-and-post media liberalization 
 
However, the use of external sources for political topics have decreased as shown 

in Table 4.6. This suggests that the media actors rely less on outside talent and 

experts to source stories. Many times, the journalist themselves become the story. 

This is a sign of an increase in interpretive news formats as a result of 

commercialisation. Hypothesis e holds. 

 
4.2.3 Discussion 
 
The data reveals that the impact of commercial imperatives on the television 

journalism post-liberalization is mixed. In some ways, fixed-time news conventions 

have indeed responded to more interpretive and instant values of 24-hour news 

television. ‘Live’ formats were practically unheard of it seems in the pre-

liberalization era where the PTV had a monopoly over the market. Limited satellite, 

cable and Internet technology at the time certainly also impacted the formats that 

were possible. In addition, outside sources have decreased in favor of internal 

source for political stories which means media actors may now prefer more 

interpretive formats. This is in line with “tabloidization of news” (Frank Esser, 1999)  

where media formats at a micro-level are seen to be driven by reader preferences 

and commercialization as understood in European systems. Although, the choice 

for outside versus inside sources is also a function of costs.   
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But in other ways, a “commercialization thesis” does not hold. This includes, 

quite contrary to expectations, the increase in mean lengths of news items post-

media liberalization for both the public and commercial broadcasters. In addition, 

more external sources, considered less interpretive, are being used and there is a 

corresponding decrease in the use of internal sources, considered more interpretive. 

Finally, it is unclear whether ‘live’ and instantaneous formats have anything to do 

with political topics in a networked system unlike in many Western systems where 

there is evidence of a preference for instantaneous formats for political topics. This 

contradictory evidence complicates the notion of ‘hard news’ becoming ‘soft’ 

simply by lessening topics that are manifestly political. Or, increase in topics that 

are not. It calls attention instead on the built-in obsolescence of ‘black hole’ (Tuggle 

& Huffman, 2001) breaking-news that are informed more by commercial than 

journalist concerns.  

 

These findings tell us that commercial imperatives do not necessarily clash 

with the work of television journalists in Pakistan. That in fact there is evidence for 

both set of assertive imperatives - commercial and professional – on media content. 

This supports the notion that both imperatives are often complementary but can be 

competing. The findings also support the idea of a shift towards a networked media 

system post-liberalization where both set of imperatives interact in ways more 

complex than zero-sum. These are contrary to the notion that media liberalization 

or, concentration of ownership in Pakistan, in the Global South, is inherently bad. 

Although, Pakistani journalists are rightly worried for the kind of built-in 

anonymity the system affords to formal and informal capital. Specially, given the 

objectively bad professional standards within the industry. But we would need to 

be more surgical in tackling commercial pressures in the system. This has 

implications for media accountability, journalism education and media literacy 

particularly in Pakistan and the Global South, but also more mediatized 

democracies where in recent times public insecurities are instrumentalized in ways 

that are threatening democratic institutions. This is in line with the analysis of Porto 

(2007) on liberalization in Brazilian media, whereby they site ‘social 

democratization factors’ – like strengthening of democratic institutions and rule of 

law - as important for improvement in quality of journalism.  It is also in line with 

Adeney’s analysis of the greatest threat to democratic consolidation in Pakistan; i.e. 
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on civil liberties, rather than reserved domains of power (usually the focus of 

scholarly criticism) and competition for office.  

 

The findings also support trends elsewhere in Asia where media 

liberalization was welcomed after a long history of stale state-run broadcasts 

(George, 2015). However, the enthusiasm was soon replaced with disappointment 

as societal elites found ways to appropriate the liberalized media in the dearth of 

independent media regulators. Rampant media development in Pakistan appears to 

be following a similar script. Media liberalization does open a small window, 

however uncertain that may be, for some plurality of voices. The market and the 

journalism field has become opaquer, but it doesn’t take away from this.  

 

The networked system in Pakistan challenges another widely accepted 

notion of commercial imperatives on journalism; the increase instead of decrease 

in size of news items. My best guess for this is that there are simply more stories 

and perspectives to report in heterogenous markets where access and plurality was 

previously severely constrained. It can be seen as an invitation to look at the 

democratizing possibilities of rapid media expansion and globalization of Pakistani 

news content, as has happened across the border in India (Rao, 2009). However, 

comparative content analysis of such markets will be needed to verify this 

hypothesis. What is certain is that the character of media industry has permanently 

altered by commercialization and even the state broadcaster has been affected.  

 
4.3 The role of the Internet in the dual media system 
 

At this point it is worth describing the place of the Internet in the dual media system. 

As elsewhere in the world, the advent of digital, social and new media has had a 

transformative impact on Pakistan’s media political environment although not in 

the way academics had initially hypothesized. Huma Yusuf (2009) explained how 

the effective use of ICTs by civil society around the Lawyer’s Movement 2007 

“illuminates the way for Pakistan to become a full-fledged digital democracy”73. 

Similarly, an earlier case study of PTI’s electoral strategy relying mostly on 

 
73 Yusuf, H. (2009). Old and new media: Converging during the Pakistani Emergency. Center for 
Future Civic Media. MIT. 
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analysis of Tweets concluded that “strategized online-offline campaigning targeted 

at the youth” (Ahmed & Skoric, 2014, p. 139) was a major factor in the party’s 

unprecedented success in 2013 elections. These claims broadly echo academic 

debates heralding the emancipatory power of Internet enabled networks for civic 

groups (Tufekci & Wilson, 2012). They were also in line with the hope that media 

liberalization had improved the prospects of a liberal democracy in Pakistan. 

 

 So, on first glance the potential for ICTs as alternative media in Pakistan 

appeared to be promising. Yusuf describes how a convergence between old media, 

such as commercial news television channels, and new media, such as mailing lists, 

blogs, online forums, SMS text messages, social media sites, resulted in a 

decentralized and freer flow of information. Musharraf’s regime was thus unable to 

enforce a media blackout. Civil society in Pakistan, understood as upper-middle 

class with substantive social and cultural capital instead of the bourgeoisie, tapped 

into the diaspora and global media sources to pressurize the regime in the face of 

clampdown on freedom of expression and assembly (Bolognani, 2010).  

 

 Similarly, the PTI party is widely seen as a pioneer in digital media use for 

election campaigns and political mobilizations. Its campaign strategies increasingly 

copied by other political actors. Some party stalwarts were even involved in 

facilitating communication between civic groups during the ‘Emergency’ imposed 

by Musharraf’s regime. They arguably brought with them lessons on regime 

confrontation through alternative means in the face of a hostile or, suppressed 

mainstream media.  

 

 The political fertility of these events however remains under question. 

Scratch the surface and the potential of the Internet for a representatives and 

deliberative democracy in Pakistan is a distant dream. Pakistan is currently ranked 

‘Not Free’, the lowest ranking, by Freedom on the Net 2018. This is because 

Internet freedoms in the country have steadily declined in recent years even as the 

number of Internet users have increased considerably. The report compiled by 

Freedom House describes arbitrary arrests of online activists and bloggers, 

including two death sentences for posing a perceived threat to national security. An 

infrastructure of trolls and bots supporting various political actors, technical attacks 
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against human rights defenders, restrictions to connectivity has also become the 

norm. Moreover, legislations designed to regulate Pakistan’s cyberspace, such as 

the first comprehensive cybercrime action in 2016 have come under criticism for 

provisions to legally surveil and censor content (Freedom House, 2018).  

 

Although, Yusuf is more introspect in her analysis, stating that “the ability 

to meaningfully use digital technologies and new media impacts participatory 

behavior and civic action far more than the digital divide.” While Ahmed & Skoric 

(2014), by attributing PTI’s victory to its innovative national digital campaign may 

have overlooked why the party’s biggest constituency was in the infrastructure 

deprived province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa that borders erstwhile Afghanistan. 

 

It is clear that the impact of liberalization with regards to the Internet in 

Pakistan cannot be reduced to deterministic account of an inherent political fertility 

and new identity construction (Markham, 2014). However, neither should this 

impact be deemed inconsequential as the mediation of contention in following 

chapters will show. It is thus important to critically examine the role of the Internet 

in the regime. One way this can be achieved is through contextualizing the 

consumption patterns and attitudes of the mediatized publics that uses the Internet 

as a special case of commercial media within the dual media system.  

 
4.3.1 Attitudes of Internet users  
 
This section discusses the results of a first of its kind survey on the country’s 

Internet Users Perspectives (Nisbet & Khan, 2016). The report aimed to gather 

attitudes and preferences of Internet users about Internet censorship and regulation 

in Pakistan. The authors of the report highlight three important issues at the outset 

which suggests a trend towards appropriation of the cyberspace in the networked 

media system. Important to note that Pakistanis are very young (90% population < 

54 years, 55.3% population < 24 years76) and therefore the Internet users mostly 

comprise of the youth.   

 

 
76 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/pk.html  
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 Firstly, the difference between attitudes of heavy users and light users says 

something about non-users and users of Internet. For instance, higher frequency of 

use appears to be correlated with favorable attitudes towards Internet for society. 

This is similar to a bifurcation of the mediatized public in the partisan and the 

networked system. Secondly, they point towards an environment of fierce 

contestation over national direction in which an anemic civil society exercises its 

weight. This points towards an uncertain political fertility due to commercial forces 

sometimes impinging and sometimes supporting professionalism and partisanship 

in the networked system. However, the balance seems to be tilted towards the might 

of the state as a final arbiter. So thirdly, there is a growing trend towards taming the 

lawlessness of the cyberspace through questionable regulation. Arbitrary state 

action like blanket ban of certain websites and social media is also common. This 

trend again points out the precedents set by the networked system post-

liberalization contextualized by other social democratization factors in Pakistan 

such as rule of law, civic education, independence of regulatory institutions and so 

on. Specific information seeking behavior, attitudes towards regulation, censorship 

and protests, of online mediatized publics in Pakistan provide a more nuanced 

picture.  

 
Information seeking behavior  
 
The survey shows that television is the most popular source of information for 

online mediatized publics in Pakistan. In addition, social media and regional 

newspapers were among the top three channels of communication. However, social 

media as a top source of information is more widely accepted by heavy users than 

light users. Online sources of foreign news were least trusted sources of online 

information across frequency of use.  

 

This pattern of online information seeking behaviour is consistent with the 

importance of the networked system. Anecdotal evidence suggests that most news 

links shared on social networking sites by users are by and large from online 

extensions of national media outlets. But most Pakistanis heavily using Internet for 

information likely consume local commercial news shared on social networking 

sites. Those with limited Internet access by choice or lack of resources, can already 

find this news content on traditional mediums like television sets and radio.  
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An alternative public sphere, for instance the blogosphere in some Arab 

countries, has struggled to take meaningful shape in Pakistan. Why this is the case 

even when censorship is not an issue? One clue is provided in Yusuf’s report for 

Open Society Foundation that prominent bloggers increasingly publish on websites 

of mainstream media which promises greater exposure for aspiring writers.  

 
Attitudes about betterment of society 
 

Positive attitude about Internet for society varies widely by frequency of use. Heavy 

and moderates’ users overwhelmingly believe in positive role as opposed to light 

users. However, contrary to perceptions large majorities of this public disagree that 

there is too much immoral content online, and small majority disagree that Internet 

is a threat to political stability, represents a ‘Western agenda’ or threatens family 

values.  

 

These results show that widespread appeal of Internet for betterment of 

society is consistent with perceptions of media credibility in Pakistan post-

liberalization. Surveys on attitudes of Pakistanis regarding trust in media 

consistently rank higher compared to their trust in other institutions such as the 

armed forces, religious organisations, political parties and courts (Gilani 2010, p. 

18). This is ironic because of the official posturing of PTI party in my interviews 

calling commercial channels a ‘corrupt mafia’, while also conceding that without a 

vibrant media industry the party would not have achieved the influence that it did.  

 

 However, frequency of use makes a difference in attitudes about the role of 

Internet. Again, this is somewhat consistent with our understanding of two separate 

communities of shared challenges in Pakistan. Light users, just like those dependent 

on the partisan system, may suffer from multiple digital divides and are left out of 

economic and political dividends related to ICT advancement which in turn effect 

their negative perception about Internet and other commercial media. Light users 

can be members of the urban communities, but those are likely much older, affluent, 

use Internet in a different way than younger users and represent a much smaller 

segment of a young society.   

 
Attitudes about Internet censorship, regulation and protests 
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Overall most Pakistani Internet users believe in no government censorship. 

However, there is much variation in this belief which corresponds to frequency of 

use. Views also vary for the type of content in question. In general, irrespective of 

frequency of use, users oppose blocking entire websites like YouTube, online 

communication application, websites that share copyright material, social media 

accounts calling for anti-government protests or libelous content targeting public 

officials and politicians. Censorship is favored for content that propagates radical 

political ideas, pornographic websites, religious hate speech and Balochistan 

separatist websites. Finally, opinion is divided or ambivalent on censorship of 

particular content deemed sensitive such as blasphemy and terrorist organisation 

websites.  

 

Interestingly, nearly half of users believe that government’s primary 

motivation for Internet regulation is to protect themselves from criticism or curtail 

freedom of expression. Much less believe the motivation is to protect the public 

from blasphemous content or protect national security. Understanding of 

government motivation hold irrespective of frequency of use. A significant majority 

of users believe however that a protest against Internet censorship in their 

community is not possible. However, many believe that if one did happen, they 

would participate.  

 

 They indicate that users are surprisingly rational about what the Internet’s 

role in society ought to be despite campaigns of the state warning against a ‘Fifth 

Generation War’ being waged by foreign elements78. While Pakistanis understand 

the importance of Internet for positive role in society, they are somewhat conflicted 

on what that might mean for their culture and values. This appears to be true 

regardless of what the state thinks the public should be concerned about.  
 

 
78 A ‘Fifth Generation War’ is the official term of Pakistan Army for an ‘information war’ being 
imposed on Pakistan, primarily on social media, by foreigner’s intent on ‘dividing the country’. A 
notable journalist covering issues on and about social media in Pakistan explains that “the term 
(really) refers to the use of misinformation and other non-kinetic means, such as fake news and 
propaganda, to portray one’s own side as a victim of conspiracies and intrigues by 
others.” https://herald.dawn.com/news/1398759.  
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4.3.2 Discussion 
 
Pakistani Internet users’ information seeking behavior and attitudes towards 

regulation and their genuine confusion regarding censorship of content the 

government deems sensitive points towards co-optation of this new media by the 

legal, social and political imperatives of the mainstream media.  

 

For instance, online users’ dependence on television and skepticism of 

foreign content for information highlights the importance of the networked system 

for both local television and Internet content. This is further supported by the 

limited development of the Internet as alternative media. Established political 

actors are rapidly colonizing the marketplace of ideas online through an army of 

trolls, bots and partisans that create a fog of disorientation (see section 6.3.4). As 

with PEMRA, there is a trend towards cybercrime laws that suffer from lack of 

transparency and oversight in implementation and zero data protection.  

 

Pakistan’s cyberspace and new media platforms are free for public 

consumption but are constructed by elaborate financial models that harness the 

power of big data and algorithms. So, while these Technologies of Freedom (Pool, 

1983) should mean in theory that commercial interests compete with powerful 

partisan interests of the status quo, in reality they appear to complement them. They 

fit our understanding of authoritarian conditions where much online content has 

converged with legacy media and yet seems to best serve broadcast purposes, 

traditional media successfully co-opts online spaces and a civil society voice is 

further confined or lost in the cacophony of misinformation (Morozov, 2011). It 

challenges the notion of Pakistan’s cyberspace and political mobilization online 

driven by personalized networks. The general public is most susceptible, “usually 

it is what we can best describe as the middle-class: people with some basic 

education who earn a good living and are neither poor and ignorant nor rich and 

sophisticated” (p. 117) that are most suspectable to propaganda.  

 

At the same time, the Internet provides comparatively greater window of 

uncertainty than television for an anemic civil society to assert its weight through 

the media. This can be assessed through the attitudes of local netizens who do not 
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view ICTs as a threat to national stability and in fact understand its potential for 

betterment of society. Young Internet users also astutely think that save sensitive 

topics like religion, the primary motivation behind government censorship is lack 

of transparency.  

 

This discussion shows that while the boundary between producers and 

receivers appears to be thinning, just as Castells (2012) theorizes, but it is premature 

to comment on the impact of Internet on fundamental questions about power and 

agency. Internet freedoms in Pakistan are increasingly being curtailed but their 

impact needs to be assessed in the context of other social democratization factors 

such as, rule of law, independence of government institutions, digital divide and 

press freedom. How this Internet logic within the  networked system pertained to 

one mainstream oppositional group’s contentious politics is described further in 

chapter 6.  

 
4.4 Mediatization logic of oppositional groups pre-and-post liberalization 
 
Following the discussion above in part 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 it should be clear that the 

dual media system of Pakistan has remained intact post-liberalization. However, 

the relative influence of partisan system has shrunk and that of the networked 

system has expanded. The exact magnitude of expansion and contraction is difficult 

to quantify in the absence of reliable and hard data on news consumption patterns. 

But based on available data one way to look at it is through the size of the market 

for commercial media which has increased from about 8.3% pre-liberalization to at 

least 20% of the population post-liberalization. This is a considerable expansion of 

the networked media system.  

 

Another way to look at this expansion is through change in the size of 

mediatized publics which comprise of audience from both networked and the 

partisan system assumed to consume mediated content about politics. But any 

comparison of size of mediatized publics must take into account media 

consumption patterns. We find that it has expanded from 29.1% pre-liberalization 

to nearly 45% mainly due to commercial television post-liberalization; or, 

expanded to 35% of population mainly due to Internet; or, actually shrunk to 28.6% 
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if newspapers are the taken as the basis for mediatization. Mediatization of politics 

in Pakistan therefore appears to be led by electronic media with evolving formats 

on a spectrum with 24-hour news channels on one end and the wild west of public 

Internet on the opposite end, both in a market previously dominated by a stoic print 

media.  

 

Yet another way to look at change is to treat this media system as an 

independent variable (instead of the dependent variable as in this chapter) and 

observe how opposition political actors in the regime have adapted their mediated 

tactics pre-and-post liberalization. The next chapter aims to do just that. As we get 

more data these findings will have to be revised to account for the interplay of all 

three mutually exclusive actors; the mediatized publics, political and media actors.  

 

We can surmise some conclusions from these findings based on Downey & 

Neyazi (2014) framework of mediatization of politics illustrated in Figure 2.1. Pre-

liberalization, media logic of the patrimonial multi-party regime comprises of 

commercial imperatives competing with political interests. While a professional 

logic competes with both commercial and partisan interests. Political actors are 

more influential if they are part of the regime as then they have control over news 

production in the much larger partisan system. Oppositional groups can only rely 

on a commercial media in the networked system which caters to a much smaller 

mediatized public, which are also the societal elites, dependent on newspapers. 

They also have to find ways to protect themselves from attacks by the partisan 

media. Few media actors exist in a small emerging market. 

 

 Post-liberalization, media logic of the patrimonial multi-party regime 

comprises of commercial imperatives which sometimes compete, but usually 

complement political interests. The relationship between professional, commercial 

and partisan interests is similar. Both regime and opposition political actors are 

influential since both can control news production; regime actors through state-

media and commercial media, and opposition autonomous elites through opaque 

avenues of investment in the commercial media. However, autonomous elites can 

exercise significantly higher influence in the age of media abundance where 

innovation is being led by electronic media in urban centers. They no longer 
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incessantly worry about attacks by partisan or even the networked media. There are 

plenty of alternative avenues and vanity projects. Axact and Bol TV are a case in 

point. Commercial media caters to a significantly larger mediatized public 

compared with that in pre-liberalization era. This is evidence for mediatization of 

society. In this system, news is no longer the prerogative of the elite. As 

Chakravarty and Roy (2013) write in their introduction, “a new form of 

“entertaining news,” (Dahlgren, 2009) accessed by most through television, has 

become a privileged domain of politics for the first time in countries beyond the 

West in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia”.  

 

This analysis is in-line with Pintak et al (2018) argument that mediatization 

is having a mixed effect on Pakistan’s fragile democracy. However, the discussion 

in section 4.2.3 also shows the pressing challenge for media’s democratic role. The 

mediatized public and advancements of ICTs is further influencing media logics in 

ways difficult to predict in the long term. In the short term however, the 

advancement of ICTs, such as social media, seem to have an influence similar to 

other electronic media in the networked system. Although, the political fertility of 

the Internet points towards future research on its potential as an alternative media. 
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Chapter 5 PPP Long March in 1992 
 
5.1 Political context 

The PPP Long March in 1992 took place within the bounds of the Presidential 

Troika. The PPP was the main party in the coalition of opposition parties in the 

provincial and national assembly known as the Pakistan Democratic Alliance 

(PDA). The chairman and chief patron of the party Benazir Bhutto, and the Bhutto 

family by extension, was also the leader of the opposition in the national assembly. 

As the leader of the opposition she occupied a key position in the power sharing 

arrangement.  

The other important party in the PDA was the Tehrik-e-Nifaz-e-Fiqah-e-

Jafria, a prominent Shiite sectarian party a natural ally of the PDA at the time, 

presumably against the predominantly Sunni right-wing Islamist groups of the 

Islamic Democratic Alliance (IDA) in the treasury benches. Another notable 

member of the PDA was a one-man party, Tehrik-e-Istaqlal, led by a retired Air 

Chief of Pakistan turned politician, Asghar Khan. The air force veteran would later 

file a petition in the Supreme Court in 1996 over ISI’s alleged distribution of money 

to politicians in the run up to the 1990 elections which the PPP had lost.  

On the other end of the troika were the President Ghulam Ishaq Khan (GIK), 

the COAS General Asif Nawaz Janjua and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. Nawaz, 

and by extension the Sharif family, was also the chief patron of the Pakistan Muslim 

League, the main party in the coalition of Islamic Democratic Alliance (IDA) or, 

Islami Jamhoori Ittehad (IJI).  

The purported aim of the Long March led by Bhutto and her PDA allies was 

the overthrow of the government led by prime minister Nawaz Sharif. Both 

autonomous elites in the national assembly were popularly elected leaders with 

large vote banks and support of other electable elites. However, the competition 

between Ghulam and Sharif in a bid for re-election soured the relationship between 

the two executives to the extent that “by late 1992 Ghulam was looking for 

alternatives to Nawaz Sharif. Benazir Bhutto offered such an alternative. Her 

decision to go on the "long march" against Sharif's government in December 1992 

received the president's tacit consent” (Yasmeen 1994, p.577). The cyclical 
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competition in the Presidential Troika in this case generated a POS for all political 

actors. Bhutto took advantage of the rift between the president and the prime 

minister. 

The strategy involved gradually building pressure by signaling a threat of 

mass mobilization, on the public side, and leveraging it to negotiate with elite 

opponents behind the scenes. While the highlight of this contentious episode was 

protest events in November and December the maneuvering started much earlier 

on. The announcement for a ‘Long March’ on November 1992 was a threat by 

Benazir Bhutto against the government to lead a procession from Rawalpindi city 

to the nearby capital city Islamabad79. But the first hints of a plan by the opposition 

for a large confrontation with the government appeared five months earlier in a 

sensational press conference on June 16th, 1992 where Bhutto told reporters that the 

“Battle for Pakistan has Begun”80. Essentially, Bhutto was creating opportunities to 

mobilize support both from military and other elites and her constituents through a 

combination of legislative maneuvering, spectacular events, and clever national 

security frames, as we shall see in section 5.3. Shafqat (1996) regards this 

maneuvering as Bhutto’s appeasement of the armed forces whom she had 

displeased by interfering in policy domains, such as appointments of senior army 

officers, during her short stint in executive office earlier.    

The signature event to lead a procession was set for November 18th, 1992. 

But heavy contingents of law enforcement personnel were successful at detaining 

crowds of Bhutto’s supporters gathered in the twin cities81. While considerable 

commotion was witnessed by reporters on the day, including a car chase between 

protest leaders and the police, Bhutto was eventually detained and flown back to 

her home city of Karachi from where she continued to orchestrate her tactics. But 

by the end of November it was clear that these pressure tactics against the 

 
79 Staff report, “Long March for fresh elections: Bhutto,” Dawn, November 14th, 1992. 
80 Staff report, “Battle for survival of Pakistan has begun,” Dawn, June 16th, 1992. This front-page 
report on a press conference details Bhutto’s dissatisfaction on the general state of affairs. There is 
no mention or hint of mobilization of protest convoys. 
81 A detailed account of arrests related to the PPP Long March is provided in ‘Canada: 
Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, The Pakistan People's Party, 1 February 1993, 
available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6a86518.html [accessed 18 November 2016]. 
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government, including a campaign to lead processions through railway trains 

towards the capital, were losing momentum82. Yasmeen (1994) writes:  

 
[R]ealizing that it might not be possible for her to topple the regime, Bhutto 
began a process of rapprochement with Sharif. As a first sign, she agreed to 
chair the Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs. A few weeks later 
she left for London to give birth to her third child, and soon her husband, 
Asif Zardari, was released on bail after two years in prison and allowed to 
join her in London. (p. 577)  
 

However, when speaking about the outcome of the long march lead by BB, as 

Benazir is affectionately known by many Pakistanis, a participant in my group 

interview was more circumspect about its failure: 

 
The issue of exit of Mr Sharif started from then on isn’t it? And, ultimately, 
he left (from government in 1993). That was the exact aim of BB. The Chief 
of (Army) Staff interfered and said that for the change in government we 
will take forward your (BB’s) campaign. After that negotiations took place 
and Mr Moeen Qureshi was appointed as the caretaker prime minister, a 
formula happened, and then elections happened. All that happened because 
of it.83 
 

Ghulam had appointed General Janjua as COAS in August 1991, a man he 

perceived would be ‘pro-president’ much to Sharif’s dismay (see section 3.2.1.1). 

However, the sudden death of Janjua in January 1993 changed the opportunity 

structure for everyone when Ghulam appointed General Kakar for the top post after 

superseding two senior generals. Thus, the situation between the two executives 

deteriorated further, and Bhutto found herself in an opportune position to be wooed 

by both. This she did by returning from London and continuing her agitation against 

the Sharif government in 1993. Events would take an odd twist characteristic of 

Pakistani politics in early 1993; the widow of General Janjua publicly claimed that 

her deceased husband had been poisoned. In the ensuing confusion, Ghulam 

dismissed the prime minister on charges of corruption, nepotism, maladministration 

and failure to work with the provinces and dissolved the National Assembly. This 

time, Sharif and Bhutto both geared up to rally their base for what was heading into 

 
82  The Nation, a prominent local newspaper, on November 30th, 1992, quotes The Guardian 
newspaper’s report on the Long March from November 27th, 1992, which said that “The irresistible 
wave of street enthusiasm which she (Bhutto) relied upon turned out to be no more than a dribble, 
easily damned by police barricades.”   
83 Group interview conducted at the Karachi Press Club on December 30th, 2016. 
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a prolonged street agitation until the judiciary and the military intervened to call for 

fresh elections. A new cycle of contention had begun.  

 

 While we are only interested in developments in 1992, I found that they 

were a prelude to opposition agitation in 1993 and beyond. More importantly, they 

demonstrate for us one instance of how the cyclic competition between elites’ fuels 

contention in Pakistan. Zahid Hussain, a veteran journalist and a correspondent for 

The Times of London, says: 

 
It is correct that the long march in 1992 had the passive support of the 
military, at that point Nawaz Sharif’s relations with not only the president 
but also the army had hit a low, although he was brought to power by the 
military. His declining relations with the army had to do, among other things, 
with Nawaz himself. Benazir had tacit support of the armed forces although 
she had earlier (in 1990) been dismissed by the army itself through a 
‘constitutional coup’. But that is unfortunately how the chess game of 
politics has been played in Pakistan.84  

 
We may get the impression from these comments that the military was in favor of 

a presidency that had in the past supported military’s own political goals. But our 

framework that explains cyclic competition between autonomous elite doesn’t 

allow for permanent partisan arrangement between any power centers. Indeed, 

respondents in my group interview also said that the role of the COAS was both 

anti-president and in favor of it. Meaning, that the army chief was primarily 

protecting military’s own institutional interests. A more nuanced explanation of 

political opportunities for the opposition is provided by Najam Sethi, another 

veteran journalist well versed on contention in Pakistan: 

 
It was only when the army chief (Janjua) was around that they (PDA 
opposition) were trying to fish around for support from those quarters. And 
my sense is that they were not able to mount a big movement on their own 
to inspire any shall we say support in those quarters. Actually, once the army 
chief passed out then that protest became more of an inhouse conspiracy 
because the long march business faded out after that.85  

 
So now we can speculate with more clarity that the competition between president 

and prime minister for power, and re-election bid, provided opportunities for Bhutto 

to stake her own claim in the troika. She signaled the most powerful arbiter, the 

 
84 Interviewed via phone on 27th December 2018. 
85 Interviewed via phone on 2nd January 2019. 
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armed forces, in a bid to open more opportunities and mounted protest events on 

the public side to reinforce her position as a serious contender. Sensing trouble in 

the political calculus, the prime minister’s aim was to relieve pressure by using the 

authority of his office to detain and arrest protesters in the Long March. However, 

end of 1992 onwards, the public aspect of Bhutto’s contention reduced and largely 

remained behind closed doors with other regime elites only manifesting themselves 

in mysterious events like the public claims of General Janjua’s widow. 

A feature of this contentious episode was that it became the locus of 

mainstream political discourse during the period of play. Parties ancillary to the 

contest also got embroiled. But I have only attempted to trace major political 

advantage for PDA as the chief claimant responsible for mobilization and capturing 

the spotlight. I have not expanded on the political opportunities from the point of 

view of other stakeholders in the troika. This is in order to illustrate one instance of 

how autonomous elites outside the regime, Bhutto in this case, at any time 

maneuver to cycle back in the system.  

In my conversation with informed observers I got the sense that the PPP 

Long March in 1992 was a precursor to subsequent political campaigns led by 

parties that culminated in the capital city. Prolonged protests in Pakistan took a 

different form to large scale violent contentions that happened before 1988. The 

military elites, as the most powerful political actors, sought to contain contention 

in ways that would not choke the functioning of the bureaucracy as they had in the 

past.  
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Figure 5.1 Monthly frequency of significant protest events 

during the episode of the PPP Long March in 199286 
 
  

 
86 Taylor & Van dyke (2004) define protest events as collective, i.e. involving more than one person, 
expression of a grievance or a claim in the public arena has been used. These were ascertained from 
news reports in the corpus specifically on mobilization held by the PPP and PDA opposition during 
the contentious episode. These are reports on rallies, public meeting, demonstration, procession, 
hunger strike camp, strikes, voter registration camp or contact drive and/or sit-in. Each news item 
was counted as one protest event and the reported location was noted for Table 5.0. The corpus is a 
fairly reliable and valid source of significant public events related to this campaign as explained in 
section 5.3. 
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5.2 Mobilizing support 
 
Between June and December in 1992, Bhutto and her elite partners mobilized their 

supporters through rallies, corner meetings and district conventions through their 

respective mass mobilization infrastructures. They also urged people to join what 

she called a movement against the government. The strategy involved gradually 

building pressure by signaling a threat of mass mobilization, on the public side, 

while negotiating with elite opponents through back door channels.  

 

In August an opposition parliamentarian and Bhutto’s husband, Asif Zardari 

reportedly said that they were “slowly building up the tempo against the present 

rulers to force them to quit… we will tender our resignations (from the parliament) 

at an appropriate time according to our own strategy” (emphasis mine)87. The tempo 

this politician referred to can be observed in Figure 5.1 that tabulates the frequency 

of significant protest events within the episode of contention as determined by a 

count of such events in the corpus (see section 5.3).  

 

Exact number of protest events cannot be determined. But assuming that 

Dawn reports are a fairly valid source of important political developments we can 

infer an increase in significant protest events leading up to the ‘car chase’ in 

Islamabad between protest organizers and the police near the end of the episode in 

November. Imtiaz Gul, a former correspondent for Deutsche Welles and security 

analyst who covered PPP politics in the 1990s, explained this dynamic88:  

 
This is how political movements work. This is how you mobilize people for 
assorted purpose. You cannot mobilize through one meeting. It’s a 
multitude of factors that involves campaign for an objective. You need to 
influence public opinion, mentally prepare them to come to rallies, just 
because in one city you can’t get the kind of people, through one meeting, 
that you could get after holding 10 meeting. Then you will have certain 
percentage of people from those 10 rallies who will also converge on 
Islamabad (or other cites). 

Thus, Bhutto’s efforts to mobilize supporters succeeded to some extent, although 

not in the way the marginalize agitate against the state. Instead, protest organizers, 

i.e. national and provincial assembly members of the PDA opposition, under 

 
87 Bureau report (August 17, 1992). PPP to refrain from agitation: Zardari. Dawn. 
88 Interviewed via phone on January 15th, 2018. 
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Bhutto’s leadership, relied on their cumulative mass mobilization infrastructures to 

pressure the government. They took stock stock of their supporters across various 

constituencies and districts to mobilize people for larger gatherings. For instance, 

on October 14th 1992, PPP Secretary General Rafiq Ahmed Shiekh and Punjab PPP 

President Jahangir Badir, reportedly made the following comments to the press after 

a party meeting in the capital: 

[T]he movement would start with district conventions all over the country 
on Oct. 19 and 20. All the party leaders had been assigned duties which they 
would perform at the conventions… the conventions will take stock of party 
organisation at various tiers, assess the mood of people and see potential of 
its bodies like the students, women, labour and youth wings… According 
to a “decision”, senior party leaders would attend district conventions to 
apprise workers of the decisions of the Central Executive Committee… We 
will launch a peaceful movement which will continue till the IJI government 
collapse… But before the “big exercise” the Provincial Council would meet 
here (Lahore) on Oct 17 89.     

Such a mechanism was confirmed for me by the administrative staff at Bilawal 

House, the PPP party headquarters in Karachi. I was enthusiastically informed of 

the efficiency by which district, union and divisional council offices (in increasing 

order of size) can mobilize people, be it for rallies, conventions, election campaigns, 

public meetings or protests. With their regional headquarters based in provincial 

capitals, or metros, the party organisation is regimented and hierarchal. It is well 

suited to mobilize resources, including people, through this country wide 

infrastructure. While I visited the Bilawal House in 2016 there is little reason to 

believe that the party setup was fundamentally different in the 1990s as the news 

reports above indicate.  

If on one end there were performances, such as mobilization of supporters 

on the streets, on the other end there were maneuvering in the national and 

provincial assemblies. As we shall see both sets of spectacular performances were 

at play. Figure 5.0 captures the impact of this mobilization strategy illustrated 

through a cartoon published in November in the elite daily.   

 

 
89 Mahmood Zaman (October 15th, 1992). Movement from 19th: Rafiq. Dawn 
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Cities No# of 
protest 
events 

Population 
size (in 

million)90 

Cities No# of 
protest 
events 

Population 
size (in 
million) 

Karachi* 5 9.9 Khairpur* 1 1.6 
Lahore* 7 6.3  Badin* 1 1.2  
Faisalabad* 3 5.4 Swabi 1 1.0 
Islamabad & 
Rawalpindi 

4 4.2 Sukkur* 1 0.9  

Hyderabad* 2 2.8 Taxila 1 0.4  
Okara* 1 2.2 Mingora 1 0.2  
Peshawar* 1 2.0 Azad 

Kashmir 
1 n/a 

Larkana* 1 1.9     
 
Table 5.0 Distribution of significant protest events & population of urban 
centres where they were staged during the PPP Long March in 1992. Centres 
that were also party constituency are starred*91. 
 

More evidence of a mass mobilization infrastructure enabled contention emerges 

when locations for significant protest events are cross-referenced with constituency 

of PPP members of national assembly. Table 5.0 shows the spatial distribution of 

protest events that were reported in Figure 5.1. Cities and areas where the PPP also 

had a constituency have been marked with a star. Many locations of contentious 

events also correspond to PPP constituencies presumably because it is more 

convenient for electables with friendly local administration to mobilize supporters 

in public there.  What is also apparent is that size of city roughly corresponds to 

frequency of performances. The role of urban centers in these performances 

however can be better explained through the mediation opportunities these 

locations enable as we shall see in the next subsection. Sethi also explained their 

political significance: 

 
This is not a peasant or a revolutionary movement that starts in the 
countryside… The rural areas supply the fodder for the protest if it is to be 
big. You can have small protests which don’t need people coming in from 
the rural areas. But the minute you plan a big march or something, then 
political leaders do call upon their MNAs and MPAs specially from the 

 
90 Population size based on 1998 Census published by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics. Only city 
Districts are counted. Thesil or Tehluka is counted when District classification isn’t available. 
Link http://www.pbs.gov.pk/sites/default/files/population_census/Administrative%20Units.pdf.  
91 Constituency locations of PPP parliamentary members based on data from the official website of 
Pakistan National Assembly http://www.na.gov.pk. The listing used was 10th National Assembly 
from 1993 to 1996 members list and addresses. This data was cross-referenced with reported 
location of significant protest events on Google Maps. 
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neighboring areas (of the city). They hire buses to bring in people to show 
a big crowd. Every party does that. It’s a standard practice.93 

 

Finally, a party machinery capable of mobilizing people, the “public opinion” as 

Gul says, also requires significant capital. This monetary support is necessary for, 

among other things, transport to and from pre-determined protest sites. Once 

encampments of some kind are made, provision for amenities, food, entertainment, 

promotional material, transport, sound and television equipment is also necessary. 

The exact source of funding to mobilize the Long March is nearly impossible to 

determine given the chronic lack of transparency in Pakistan and as these are party 

secrets. I have based my assessment on that of informed observers. When asked 

about sources of funding for the Long March, Sethi says: 

 
PPP, as always has been very stingy with the party leader dishing out funds. 
A lot of their protests are based on exhorting their supporters to come out 
spontaneously but that is not to say that some MNAs and MPAs who have 
deep pockets and who want to impress their party leaders do dip into their 
pockets. It’s very rare for political leaders to actually dole out money from 
their own pockets for protests. They expect their MNA’s MPAs to 
demonstrate their loyalty to them and the party by bringing in people at their 
own expense. 

 

The nature of funding reveals to us the stakes of elite allies within and of the PDA 

opposition in the political contest. Indeed, Gul implicitly concurred with this 

assessment of sources of funding of PPP’s political campaigns:  

 
The PPP has been living mostly on donations, direct or indirect, from 
aspirants of senate tickets. They were basically selling senate tickets. They 
were also getting a lot of behind the scene tickets for NA seats. 

 
The signature event of the long march that captured the consciousness of the general 

public, at least the supporters of Bhutto anyway, was the opposition leaders’ attempt 

to lead a convoy of supporters from Rawalpindi to the neighboring city of 

Islamabad by road on 18th November. The idea was that mobilization of supporters 

across constituencies over the preceding months would have reached sizeable 

numbers to deliver a powerful show of public opinion on the streets. But the Sharif 

administration in Islamabad imposed a lock down through barbed wires, country 

 
93 Interviewed via phone on 2nd January 2019. 
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wide arrests of PPP politicians and cadres and detaining Bhutto on public order 

charges as she made way to Islamabad94. Interestingly, this otherwise peaceful civic 

activism of the Long March had elements of violence. One respondent in my group 

interview, a journalist and also a PPP activist, gave the following eyewitness 

account of events around 18th November: 

 
…those who were going to mobilise the streets had their houses raided by 
the police. There were many arrests because of which street mobilisation 
couldn’t take place. Whatever the number of people that did make it, 200, 
400 or a thousand they protested in their own manner. Because, the 
Rawalpindi administration released water throughout Liaquat Bagh to 
prevent protesters from gathering. I worked at The News Islamabad at that 
time. When long march happened, Liaquat Bagh was just opposite our office. 
I was affected in this as well because my wife was a PPP activist at one time, 
and even though she was inactive, our house was raided twice (by 
authorities).  

 
Nasir, an activist and a lawyer, explains that although such campaigns are mediums 

for people to express themselves, “it is one of those last resorts which is being opted 

in Pakistan as a first resort”. Meaning, that instead of filling petitions, going to 

courts, and following a formal political process with the putative aim for its 

improvement, political actors have institutionalized these performances for 

parochial interests and weakened institutions of conflict resolution. 

 

Bhutto’s attempts at entering the capital were foiled by Sharif’s 

administration. She was detained and forced to take a flight to Karachi city, her 

stronghold. But she continued her campaign against the government through a ‘train 

march’; a highly publicized train trip from Karachi to Lahore meeting throngs of 

supporters along the way 95 . This was of course until some breakthrough in 

negotiations was achieved between her, Sharif and other stakeholders behind the 

scenes. Following which she flew to London and her husband was released from 

jail.   

 

 
94 A detailed account of detentions during this contentious episode can be found in the following 
report. Canada: Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, The Pakistan People's Party, 1 
February 1993, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6a86518.html [accessed 18 
November 2016] 
95 https://www.nytimes.com/1992/11/27/world/bhutto-drawing-thousands-in-rail-campaign-to-
oust-government.html 
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From a cursory reading of the Long March activism we see a contradiction. 

There is a discernible logic of numbers, damage and public performances that 

activists ascribe too. However, the opposition’s mass mobilization infrastructure 

that facilitated these performances suggests that this campaign was not 

revolutionary. Recall Sheikh’s assertion from section 3.1 that literature on political 

moments in South Asia tends to focus on a neo-Marxist interpretation of resistance. 

The significant protests events of the Long March comprised of participants mostly 

either from the lower and middle-classes from urban centres or, were ‘shipped’ 

from the countryside to those centres, both at the behest of their political patrons. 

This is a far car from class conscious grassroot activists one would expect to see if 

participants of these events were really revolutionary in nature. 

 

The next section describes the role of the prevailing news media 

environment in the curation of said performances and offers an account of this 

contentious collective action that may to an extent resolve this contradiction. 

	
Table 5.1 Summary of contentious performances of the PPP Long March in 
1992 & their mediation logics. 

 

Mediated contention Contentious performances Media 
representation 

Self-
mediation 

Legislative Maneuvering 
in National and 
Provincial Assemblies 
 

Demand for dissolution of National and 
Provincial Assemblies 

Opportunities 
 

Damage                                Damage 
Attracts media attention       Make resistance 
                                             credible 

 
Witnessing 
Producing media spectacles 
 

Threats 
 
Numbers                                 
Lack of media interest             Damage 
                      Risk of repression & escalation 
Damage 
Liberal condemnation          

Resignation from Opposition benches in 
National Assembly or, threat of it 

Demand for resignation of President and 
Prime Minister 

Demand for fresh elections 

Demand for abrogation of Eight 
Amendment 

Demanding Supreme Court to review its 
past decision on dissolution of government 
when protest organizers were in Treasury 
benches 
 
Disrupting proceedings of the National and 
Provincial Assemblies 
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Protest96 Events & 
spectacles in Urban and 
Peri-Urban areas 

Rallies, Corner Meetings, Public Meetings, 
Conventions, Contact Drives, Rallies and 
Demonstrations 

Opportunities 
 

Numbers 
Spectacle of numbers 
Damage 
Attracts media 
attention 
Witnessing                
Producing media 
spectacles 

 
Threats 

 
Damage 
Loss of support 

 
 
 

Numbers 
Potential for 
movement 
spillover 
Damage 
Making 
resistance 
credible 

 
 
 
 
 

Numbers 
Counterframes 

Hunger Strike camps for release of 
arrested activists 

Protest organizers and supporters 
publicized convoy and ‘train march’ from 
major cities towards the capital city of 
Islamabad to demonstrate outside 
legislative buildings 

Demonstrations of protest organizers 
outside Pakistan 

 
National Security 
Frames   

Accusing the government of supporting 
‘non-state’ actors 

Opportunities 
 
Damage                           Damage 
Attracts media                 Making resistance 
Attention                           credible 
                                        Movement spillover 
Witnessing                       Witnessing 
Producing media               Collective        
Spectacles                          identities 

Threats 
Damage                              Damage 
Loss of support                   Risk of    
repression and escalation 
 

Accusing the government of ‘terrorism’ 

 
5.3 Mediation of contentious performances 	

 
Contentious performances of protest organizers were in many ways mediated 

through a news media environment which at the time was dominated by elite urban 

newspapers with a reach of less than 10% of society. This is because the medium 

accessible to most Pakistanis in terms of current affairs is television. And, we 

learned in chapter 4 that news broadcast has always been tightly controlled by the 

Pakistani state. The treasury benches of the Presidential Troika had nearly exclusive 

access to the popular news broadcast. The outcome of this dynamic, pre- 

liberalization, was an authoritarian media system where a large partisan state 

broadcast existed together with a much smaller networked commercial newspaper 

market. This section will show that the PDA opposition were aware of this media 

environment which reflected in their strategizing of spectacular events, articulating 

legal demands and use of national security frames during this contentious episode.  

 

 
96 Protest events here correspond to events collated in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.0. 
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Table 5.1 summarizes the contentious performances of the PPP Long March 

1992 and their respective mediation logics. They are based on reports in the corpus 

and interviews and thus do not reflect the complete variety of opposition 

contestations during the episode which would require other data points, such as 

police records and ethnographic studies of events, that were out of my reach. The 

categories should instead be seen as some repetitive constellation of claim making 

acts since 1988 that at the time brought together PDA opposition as claim makers, 

their constituents, targets in the government and elite society in general. 

 
Corpus: observing contentious performances of the PPP 
 
Dawn newspaper library maintains an archive that goes back at least as far back as 

the 1960s while select archives are maintained prior to partition in 1947. However, 

the newspaper also index select news clippings, letters and editorial based on 

themes or, subjects. The creation of a ‘subject file’ is based on the librarian and the 

editor’s own judgement, prior experience with similar topics and their 

understanding of the coverage on these topics by other local newspaper dailies. 

Each subject file contains news items not only from Dawn’s own coverage but other 

major English dailies of the time. Dawn’s subject files are in effect a fairly valid 

source of what the elite Pakistani press is saying about significant current events. 

The subjects can also be seen as keywords for journalists, or the general public, for 

research prior to digitization and the Internet.   

 

After discussing the scope of my enquiry with the librarian, we short listed two 

subject files we thought were most relevant. Their titles were: 

 

- Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) 

- Benazir Bhutto (BB) 

 

To identify public, episodic, collective interaction among claim makers of the PPP 

Long March in 1992 a further filter was applied by selecting Dawn news reports 

based on keywords that were screened in headlines and the first and last paragraph 

of a report. Reports from other newspapers were ignored as their principal of 

selection could not be verified. However, the period of enquiry, or the contentious 
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episode, was delimited by existing scholarship and suitability for comparison. 

Overall, 115 news items were selected from PPP and BB files: 

 
Keywords used to shortlist reports in PPP and BB subject files 
 
Dislodge government, Ouster of government, Mass movement, Dissolve assemblies, 
Dismiss government, Removal of government, Dissolution of assemblies, 
Resignation of prime minister or president, Fresh elections, Member resignation, 
Impasse, Crisis, Anarchy, Arrests, Mobilization, Protest meetings, Conventions, 
Rally, Strike, Demonstrations, 8th Amendment, System change, Survival of Pakistan, 
Moral panic, Corruption and Disintegrate. 
 
Beginning date 
 

The staff report, “Battle for survival of Pakistan has begun,” Dawn, June 16th, 1992 

was selected as the beginning of the political protest I call PPP Long March 1992. 

Saeed Shafqat (1996, p. 668), a scholar of South Asian and globalization studies, 

regards this report as an indicator of PPP opposition’s overtures to mend 

relationship with the armed forces that had earlier engineered her government’s 

ouster in 1990. Interestingly, there is no mention or hint of a protest in the report. 

Therefore, June 1992 was regarded as the moment when opportunities were created 

by the opposition PPP to mobilize public opinion and setting the ground for 

contentious performances in a military-dominated regime. 

 

End date 

 

December 1992 was selected as the moment where PPP’s cycle of contention here 

referred as the Long March 1992 was drawing to a close. Samina Yasmeen (1994), 

a scholar of international politics and Muslim immigration studies, in her analysis 

of democratic politics in early 1990’s Pakistan, writes that Bhutto “began a process 

of rapprochement with Sharif” after realizing that it won’t be possible to topple the 

government. A few weeks later she left for London. 

 
5.3.1 Legislation as theater  
 
A notable aspect of the performances that made up the Long March were the 

demands of PDA opposition in the legislative arm of the government and collective 
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action frames that branded Sharif government as a risk to national security (see 

Appendix IV).  

 

Bhutto’s bid to overthrow the Sharif government necessitated for her to use 

certain collective action frames. Such frames reflect the polarized, or rather 

confrontational and often confounding, nature of Pakistan’s political culture. This 

polarization was explained in chapter 3 where I argued that a cyclic competition 

among elites supports a confrontational political culture, a culture that leaves little 

room for negotiation that should form the basis of democratic politics. 

 

For the press, the public at large and perhaps even PDA politicians, Bhutto’s 

campaign for fresh election, dissolution of national and provincial assemblies and 

resignation of an elected president and prime minister may have appeared as 

legitimate democratic demands. Certainly, the opposition were well within their 

rights to keep a check on an elected government. But interestingly, PDA politicians 

didn’t seem keen to point out specific policy issues of the Sharif’s government, and 

the specific policy corrections that the PPP would adopt once in power. At least not 

in the public arena. Consider Bhutto’s remarks at a press conference that marks the 

beginning of this contentious episode (italics mine):  

 
Ms Bhutto has sounded an ominous warning “the battle for survival of 
Pakistan has begun in Sindh and the enemies of Pakistan are watching with 
glee as we repeat historical mistakes while they are waiting and ready to 
strike if things got out of control. …It would be a national tragedy that once 
again, within one generation, we go into another battle for Pakistan led by 
a leadership that is inept to contribute to its success. I’m not talking of Mr. 
Nawaz Sharif’s corruption, which is there, I am also not talking of his 
incompetence, which is evident, I also do not refer to his lack of vision, 
which needs no elaboration, but to the fact that he can make no political or 
popular contribution to the survival of the Federation.97  

   
This rhetorical nature of Bhutto’s justification for contention against the 

government highlights how Pakistani elites in the opposition instrumentalize public 

discontent. The problem, as I argued in chapter 3, is that this discontent is in no 

small part due to the ill effects of extra-institutional mechanism of distribution of 

public goods between those very elites and the citizens they are expected to serve. 

 
97 “Battle for survival of Pakistan has begun,” Dawn, June 16th, 1992 
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This then makes the basis of a confrontational political culture because the response 

of the target of these performances are no different and matched in equal fury. 

Federal Commerce Minister Malik Naeem Khan reportedly termed Bhutto’s 

demand “childish and ridiculous… they deserve regular courses for their 

education”98. Such arguments can also be witnessed in the National and Provincial 

assemblies and become the basis for no confidence motions and demands for 

resignation. And, when inevitably there is a deadlock in legislation, the opposition 

politicians can stage walkouts, boycotts and disruption of assembly proceedings.  

 

Thus, legislative maneuvering by PDA politicians operated in some ways 

like a contentious performance. It opened mediation opportunities of damage and 

attracted public attention by their inherent spectacular character.  All the while the 

press gallery, in the near absence of commercial broadcast coverage, mediated these 

spectacles, which are nonetheless parliamentary proceedings, in colorful copy. If 

the IJI politicians could censor news media discourse they had no choice but to 

respond to PDA politicians in legislative bodies however flamboyant those 

demands may be. It is the flamboyance of legislative maneuvering that makes it an 

insider tactic; disruptive enough for the ruling party benches to take the opposition 

MNA demands seriously, but not so much so as to make parliamentary proceedings 

completely irrelevant.   

  
5.3.2 National security frames 
 
When such performances are not working as intended, or as an added oomph, 

opposition groups resort to a more sinister jingoism. For instance, Bhutto also 

branded Sharif a “terrorist” for his alleged support to elements demanding 

Jinnahpur99. A reference to a conspiracy theory that the Karachi based ethnic MQM 

party, an ally of PML government at the time, wanted a separate homeland for what 

it saw as political excesses of Punjabi and Sindhi dominated bureaucracy. The 

government hit back and accused Bhutto of patronizing Al-Zulfikar Organisation 

(AZO), a terrorist organisation that labelled itself as a socialist guerilla outfit, but 

 
98 APP report (9th July 1992). Benazir’s demand termed ‘childish’. Dawn 
99 Bureau Report (10th August 1992). 25 IJI MNAs assure support to Benazir. Dawn. 
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whose main purpose was to avenge Z.A Bhutto’s execution by General Zia100. 

These blatantly misleading, shaming and dangerous accusations hurled by 

mainstream politicians should be seen as outsider tactics that aim to influence 

public perception through dramaturgy. 

 

Bhutto also accused the prime minister for lacking a populist mandate and 

responsible for the Tando Bahawal incident. In this incident, a contingent of 

Pakistan Army and some civilians murdered several men in the village of Tando 

Bahawal in the Sindh province, Bhutto’s home constituency, over a private land 

dispute. The accused were later tried and executed in a military court. While the 

misuse of power occurred primarily in the ranks of security forces, Bhutto 

strategically held the prime minister, a civilian, personally responsible for delayed 

justice to the victim’s family around the time of her campaign.  

 

Such performances, masked as demands and allegations, have to be 

necessarily outrageous for they opened up for the PDA mediation opportunities to 

attract and retain public attention. For this reason, the demands had to be couched 

in ambiguous claims of righteousness, emotional appeals and protection of honour: 

 
… Ms Bhutto said that Pakistan was again at a crossroads and Sindh had 
been bleeding for a long time. “It saw its heroes incarcerated and hanged, 
its leaders hounded, humiliated, defamed and disgraced, it saw its culture 
vilified and denigrated, it saw a band of quisilings repeaing of fame and 
fortune as a reward for treason to the people of Sindh and it saw elections 
stolen and its mothers, daughters, sisters and wives assaulted without 
retribution,” she lamented.101  

 

 
100 Z.A Bhutto, the father of Benazir Bhutto, and the architect of the PPP is arguably the first 
statesman elected by popular will in West Pakistan. Commanding a ‘popular will’ is a staple 
collective action frame of major national parties in Pakistan, specially the PPP. It is an ode to the 
PPP’s founder, a populist Pakistani leader, similar to Indira Ghandi in India, and an architect of the 
first ever popular elections in East and West Pakistan. Contentious performances surrounding 
Bhutto’s execution through a sham trial are arguably one of the most violent and divisive periods of 
Pakistani history. While AZO remains shrouded in mystery we know that it was founded by Z.A 
Bhutto’s two sons (Benazir’s brothers), Mir Murtaza Bhutto and Shahnawaz Bhutto after their 
diplomatic efforts in London failed to stop Zia from executing their father. (See Nadeem. F Paracha 
(9th April 2010) Al-Zulfikar: The unsaid history. Dawn https://www.dawn.com/news/813223). It 
must be said that Benazir who herself had spent time in Zia’s jail denounced AZO’s tactics and in 
fact, as her influence as the legitimate heir to Z.A Bhutto’s party grew, the gulf between her and 
Murtaza widened.  
101 “Battle for survival of Pakistan has begun”. 
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These emotionally charged performances through legislative maneuvering and the 

use of national security frames work like a “handle” that attaches elite objectives 

with the mainstream political culture of Pakistan, explains Ghazi Salahuddin a 

veteran journalist and political observer 102 . Salahuddin adds that all political 

campaigns in contemporary Pakistan have the imprint of military governance. 

While he was referring specifically to military’s political influence in civilian 

governments, it can and should also be taken as a militarization of democratic 

politics where contention and violence are justified through emotional appeals of 

victimhood, vindication, religion, destiny and justice rooted in the tumultuous 

history of an insecure state. They can be seen as persuasive media tactics intended 

to build a cultural resonance between the Long March organizers purported 

demands, their vote banks and bystanders disgruntled with the regime, and the 

treasury benches in the government. 

 

Relatedly, the use of national security frames in conjunction with protest 

events works at another level of making resistance real and credible. The egregious 

frames of national security raised by PDA oppositions attempted to embroil the 

security apparatus in the political tussle between elites. This meant that the 

contentious episode unfolded through an increase in intensity of confrontation with 

the regime and created a spectacle of public disturbances103. This was strategized 

by organizers in the hope that prospects of martial law to restore law and order 

would eventually push their democratic political opponents towards the negotiation 

table104. 

 

Knowing how this logic of damage is mediated in the military-dominated 

regime both the opposition and treasury benches accused each other of inviting 

martial law. The government was accused of being a usurper that prevents people 

from demonstrating peacefully in the capital, and conversely, the rogue opposition 

 
102 Interviewed on 8th November 2019. 
103 One difference between these protests in Pakistan and contentious events else where is the 
confounding understanding of the protest paradigm. While authorities in mature democracies may 
frame protesters as a public nuisance, in Pakistan they are cautious in their use of security frames 
that could embroil the security apparatus in the protest theater. Such protests are often political 
tussles between career civilian politicians who are wary of provoking the military.   
104 Najam Sethi, also highlighted this point by drawing parallels between the PPP Long March in 
1992 and a PTI led protest in 2016; see Najam Sethi (14:30-18:00 mins). (2016, October 19th). Aapas 
Ki Baat (video file). Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Osd3bBEHpM. 
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was accused of drawing miscreants there. Both sides essentially geared to claim 

victimhood in a possible law and order situation105.  

 

 However, given the media environment at the time, PDA opposition were 

handicapped in their use of this tactic. For instance, on November 15th, three days 

before the PDA’s signature event of a ‘long march’, a short documentary titled “Al-

Zulfiqar’s terrorist activities” was aired by PTV, the popular state broadcaster. The 

special program alleged links between members of the PPP and AZO militants. The 

PDA termed the documentary a “false propaganda” and prejudicial to on-going 

cases in court106.  

 

Legislative maneuvering and national security frames can also be seen as 

persuasive media tactics meant to create a cultural resonance between the PDA 

demands, their targets and constituents, but particularly the bystanders or citizens 

not participating in protest events. Whereas branding opponents as ‘terrorists’ were 

also meant to embarrass them in public. 

 
5.3.3 Protest events in urban setting 
 
Due to the limited size of commercial media, demonstrations became the meat of 

Bhutto’s campaign, at least in the public consciousness, as they made her a serious 

challenger in the Presidential Troika. In previous section we saw that mobilizing 

protest events required significant time and capital of the PDA politicians. But the 

investment worked for them as it reinforced their vertical and horizontal ties with 

constituents and other electables. It also opened a window for emerging power 

brokers to demonstrate their loyalty and resourcefulness to the party establishment. 

In this way it allowed the organizers to whip up public opinion on the streets.  

 

But constituencies of PDA politicians were located in geographically 

diverse localities, while the protest events were organized in urban centers, or the 

“nerve centers” of the regime as Hussain puts it. What explains this puzzle? We 

know that protesters (read communities) certainly aren’t making claims against 

 
105 Staff Report, “Govt inviting martial law, says Benazir,” Dawn, November 18th 1992.  
106 Correspondent (1992, November 16) Mirani contradicts PTV report on Al-Zulfiqar. The News;  
PPI (1992, November 26) Notices issued to PTV chief, prosecutor. Dawn.  
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administrators of their own localities who are technically responsible for their 

service delivery. Instead, it is argued that this mobilization strategy enabled PDA 

politicians to open mediation opportunities in three ways: 

 

Firstly, it provided opportunities to create a spectacle of numbers; by 

concentrating protesters in areas where the commercial media is concentrated, 

organizers made the job of media actors easier. Sethi explains:   

 
In urban areas you have better communication, most parties are 
headquartered there, most (political) leaders are based there. The idea is to 
get mileage out of them (cities). The media is based in urban areas and all 
protests need to fan the flames. The urban middle classes are tuned into 
communication. All action is urban with lower-middle class people. So 
obviously where the media is that is where you will see action regardless of 
whether its electronic or not…  

 
In other words, situating protest events in nerve centers of the state increased their 

newsworthiness. This helps explain why Sharif administration made all efforts to 

prevent convoys of activists from exercising their democratic right and entering the 

capital. This is at least one major reason why protests in Pakistan revolutionary or 

otherwise, violent or peaceful, usually take places in urban centers. Sardar Nazakat, 

a PPP media representative explains:  

 
Sir, thing is that media in Pakistan is vibrant and active no doubt, but it 
depends of course, if the protest takes place in Karachi it will receive more 
importance than the one staged in Hyderabad or Sukkur. Or interior 
Balochistan, Quetta. Protest held in bigger cities in Pakistan certainly get 
greater coverage and more value compared to the protest in village no matter 
how big the program.108 

 
This strategy works in other ways as well. Once the protesters succeed in creating 

a spectacle of numbers the challenge than is to retain public attention. So secondly, 

once the protesters manage to gather, organizers can arrange spectacular stunts and 

chaos, for instance by disrupting traffic. In other words, organizers can create more 

mediation opportunities through a logic of damage. This in turn can be used as a 

leverage for back door negotiations. It forces the targets of these performances to 

take them seriously. While disruptions were part of Long March strategy the arrests 

of many of their activists was a challenge for them to create a logic of damage. This 

 
108 Interviewed on 3rd October 2016. 
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was overcome by continuing to agitate through protest events which were then 

consistently reported in the press from June to December as can be seen in Figure 

5.1. Even when the targeted government allows demonstrations around sensitive 

locations with explicit directives to law enforcement agencies to not interfere, 

protest organizers can manufacture a logic of damage as we shall see in the case of 

the Azadi Dharna.   

 

Finally, staging protest events in urban areas equipped PDA politicians to 

open discursive opportunities. ‘Who said what to whom’ during political campaigns 

in Pakistan works in complex ways but it certainly signals a potential for movement 

spillover for opportunistic elite bystanders. For instance, in July, PPP Deputy 

Secretary General, Prof. N.D Khan at a press conference highlighted the resentment 

of government allies such as Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam, certain factions within Muslim 

League, Jamaat-i-Islami and MQM party, presumably as an attempt to signal 

opportunities to widen the scope of the Long March109 . Although, the media 

reflexivity of these discursive strategies within this contentious episode requires 

broadening the net to observe contentious performances. 

 

All these outsider tactics that created mediation opportunities however 

paled in comparison to the pro-government broadcast which was a threat to the 

protest organizers. Since, the IJI government had control of this popular media 

apparatus it could generate in turn mediation opportunities of public condemnation 

and frames counter to those appearing in the commercial media. This explains why 

for instance at a press conference Minister for Information Abdus Sattar Laleka was 

extolling the government policy of a free press when the following exchange took 

place, “when asked why the opposition was not provided any coverage on TV by 

the IJI government, the Info. Minister said smilingly, ‘you should welcome good 

developments whenever they take place’”110.  

 

Meaning, that the rioters were bad for country’s image and should not be 

given coverage. Protest organizers were also wary of the negative coverage they 

would receive if at all. The same day as the press conference took place a PTV 

 
109 Staff report (1992, July 9). Credibility of State into question: N.D Khan. Dawn. 
110 Bureau Report (1992, August 4). Electronic media to get free hand: Laleka. Dawn. 
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camera team that went to cover a PDA meeting was asked by protesters to leave. 

Even foreign news broadcast, such as BBC radio and CNN, which the regime 

allowed pre-liberalization, was subject to censorship. A report by Voice of America 

complained that Pakistani authorities were interrupting direct telecast of CNN (in 

November) without giving any reasons. The American news channel had been 

reporting on PDA demonstrations111.   

 
  

 
111 VoA (1992, November 27) Pakistan authorities interrupt CNN’s telecast. Muslim. 
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Chapter 6 PTI Azadi Dharna in 2014  
 
6.1 Political context  
 
The PTI Azadi Dharna in 2014 took place within the bounds of the Emerging 

Parliamentary Troika. At the time, PTI had emerged as the major contender on the 

national scene with several seats in the National Assembly but more importantly, 

as the dominant party in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province where it formed the 

provincial government. Party chairman Imran Khan, an elite sport celebrity, was 

arguably the first ever national party leader not from the landed class to command 

such influence. The PTI thus posed a threat to the electoral landscape previously 

dominated by two dynastic parties the PPP and PMLN. 

 

The other political actor publicly allied with the PTI during this contentious 

episode was a progressive religious cleric Tahir-Ul-Qadri. He came to be known as 

one of those crafty political clerics commanding fervent followers who could be 

counted upon by the Pakistani establishment for street agitation112. Qadri’s political 

party, the Pakistan Awami Tehreek (PAT), was established in 1990s but did not 

receive much success in the ballot. The cleric himself left for Canada in 2005 where 

he was naturalized. He suddenly reappeared in the mainstream in 2012 to protest 

against the than PPP government. During the Azadi Dharna in 2014, a reporter on 

security issues had referred to Qadri as a “Made-for-TV Showman” (Khan, 2014).  

 

The only other public ally of sorts for the PTI Azadi Dharna were the media 

actors. Especially, the numerous 24-hour news television channels that had 

emerged post-media liberalization. As of writing there are no systematic studies on 

the partisanship between media and political parties, such as the PTI, in Pakistan. 

There is considerable anecdotal evidence however and in my conversations with 

political observers some patterns do emerge. But I suspect any news channel in 

Pakistan has a permanent political patron due to the polyvalent nature of the media 

system even if ownership is known. Shifting opportunistic allegiances more likely 

explain their political behavior. What we can say is that for a whole set of 

commercial, political and professional reasons the Azadi Dharna received 

 
112 Agitator at large: Tahirul Qadri February 20, 2018 https://herald.dawn.com/news/1154031  
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tremendous electronic media coverage. The spotlight given to Imran Khan was 

similar to the media coverage given to the 2011 anti-corruption drive led by Anna 

Hazare in India (Mulla, 2017).  

 

On the other end of the new troika of actors was Prime Minister Nawaz 

Sharif and the military establishment. Sharif’s party the PMLN occupied the 

treasury benches at the time. Major national parties in the opposition benches as 

explained in chapter 3, supported the government against what it saw in Khan’s 

protest a conspiracy by the powerful establishment unhappy with Sharif’s policies. 

In fact, the JI, another national party, and PPP attempted to defuse the tension 

between the government and the PTI114. Unlike in the aftermath of Long March 

1992, judicial representatives appeared to keep distance from the tussle, warning 

that “involving Supreme Court will politicize the judiciary”115.  

 

The stated aim of the PTI Azadi Dharna led by Imran Khan was to open 

investigation into certain constituencies it accused the government of having rigged 

in elections of 2013. This is what any member of the PTI party and indeed the 

journalist who covered their stories say. But when we look at the rhetoric of the 

party during the Azadi Dharna we find similar frames of national security, 

legislative manoeuvring and accusations couched as demands that political actors 

with national aspirations usually employ to pressure regime elites in their backdoor 

dealings (see section 7.1.1.2).  

 

After elections in 2013, the PTI embarked on an aggressive campaign 

against what it saw as PMLN stealing its national mandate through a rigged election. 

The confrontation came to head in August 2014 in the form of a contentious episode 

organized by Khan and Qadri. The signature event occurred when Khan and his 

supporters staged a sit-in outside the National Assembly in Islamabad. A spectacle 

that was given blanket coverage by the media, specially television channels. 

Independent international observers did not find much evidence for Khan’s claims 

 
114 Khawar Ghumman & Syed Irfan Raza (2014, August 7) Parties scramble to defuse govt-PTI 
tension. Dawn. 
115 Nasir Iqbal (2014, August 13) Lawyer’s taken aback by PM’s acceptance of Imran’s demands 
for SC probe. Dawn. 
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about electoral rigging beyond the usual irregularities endemic in an imperfect 

election management system116 . While the Supreme Court dismissed petitions 

contesting the legality of May 2013 elections on account of alleged rigging, but the 

protest continued. 

 

 

Figure 6.0 Scenes of contention involving PTI and PAT supporters and riot 
police during the PTI Azadi March on 30th August 2014 – Photos with 

captions source: Dawn & The Nation. 
 

The political forces which shaped the protests were widely believed to be 

an outcome of the civil-military imbalances in the government. Particularly with a 

newly elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif asserting authority over foreign policy 

and defense, domains that the military viewed as its exclusive prerogative. Sharif’s 

 
116  ‘‘The 2013 National and Provincial Assembly Elections in Pakistan: Final Report,’’ Joint 
International Election Observation Mission, National Democratic Institute and the Asian Network 
for Free Elections, 2013, p. 4, <https://www.ndi.org/node/20569>, accessed November 7, 2014.  
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overtures to normalize relations with neighboring India117, a country with whom 

Pakistan fought four wars, and attempts to prosecute former President and military 

dictator General Pervez Musharraf, were particularly seen by the military as civilian 

interference in its affairs.  

Amidst these tensions between Sharif and the military, Imran Khan, already 

used to publicly criticizing what he saw as partisan attitude of Geo TV, now held 

the channel directly responsible for the alleged electoral rigging118. As the protest 

cycle gained momentum charged supporters of the PTI attacked a DSNG vehicle 

of the channel on August 17th, 2014 ‘punishing’ the channel for what they saw as 

biased reporting of the party. On a particularly violent evening of the sit-in on 30th 

August, soldiers stood by and watched as protest supporters led by PTI and PAT 

breached the outer fence of the parliament (see Figure 6.0). The lax attitude of the 

security officers on duty further emboldened them to vandalize nearby offices of 

the PTV state broadcaster thereby temporarily interrupting transmission.  

Although the vandalizers were eventually ushered out by soldiers, parallels 

were drawn with the military coup in 1999 when troops had stormed the same PTV 

offices. However, the most damning evidence of military involvement came within 

the ranks of the PTI leadership, writes Shah & Asif (2015, p. 52), scholars of politics 

in South Asia:  
 

PTI president Javed Hashmi, [who] fell out with the party over its decision 
to march on the prime minister’s house. Hashmi alleged that the PTI was 
following a ‘‘script’’ written by the ‘‘badge bearers,’’ a euphemism for the 
generals, asserting that they had instructed Khan to coordinate his protests 
with Qadri to put greater pressure on the government.119  

 
All participant from my group interview concurred with this assessment and one of 

them elaborated the meaning of this style of contention for how elites use political 

opportunities in contemporary Pakistan:  

 

 
117 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/13/military-block-pakistan-india-trade-deal-
sharif 
118 Khawar Ghumman, ‘PTI chief has Geo, ex-CJ in crosshairs’, Dawn, May 3rd, 2014. 
119 To understand the role of military and a fuller rendition of events see Shah, A., & Asif, B. 
(2015). Pakistan in 2014 Democracy under the Military’s Shadow. Asian Survey, 55(1), 48–59. 
http://doi.org/10.1525/AS.2015.55.1.48. 
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This dharna that took place it could be openly felt how the ‘line’ is running. 
They (military elites) had no intention to capture Islamabad. See the formula 
that has evolved is that a martial law will not take place in the country. But 
that does not mean that establishment’s demands are not met. Establishment 
has evolved its methods. Article 58 2(b) (reference to the Eight Amendment) 
is removed so now the president doesn’t have the power to dissolve the 
assembly. Hence what sort of methods would be used? Hence this method 
was evolved. 

 
PTI saw in the tussle between military and Sharif an opportunity to stake his claim 

in the troika thereby strengthening its image as an alternative to the status quo. The 

Azadi Dharna episode however came to a halt in December on the day of the grisly 

terrorist attack on an Army Public School in Peshawar, Khan’s ancestral province120. 

But over subsequent years the PTI used a modified version of the PPP mobilization 

strategy, cashing in on this tussle and eventually won enough seats to form a 

national government in elections of 2018 (see section 3.2.1.3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
120 Dubbed as Pakistan’s 911 by the press, the attack is considered the deadliest such incident in 
Pakistan’s history resulting in the massacre of 141 people 132 of them children. 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/19/peshawar-school-massacre-pakistans-911.  
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Figure 6.1 Monthly frequency of significant protest events 

during the episode of the PTI Azadi March in 2014121 
 
6.2 Mobilizing support 

The period between May and December in 2014 was marked by numerous protest 

events and legislative manoeuvring by PTI. However, the signature event was a sit-

in, a dharna, outside the parliament that dominated the episode and captured the 

national consciousness for at least four months. In the newspaper corpus for the 

Azad Dharna 2014, protest events appeared even before the beginning of this 

episode. For instance, the PTI was staging regular small demonstrations outside the 

 
121 As in the previous case these were also ascertained from news reports in the corpus specifically 
on mobilization held by the PTI and PAT opposition during the contentious episode. Reports on 
rallies, public meeting, demonstration, procession, and sit-in were included. But most reporting was 
on the sit-in in the capital city. Each news item was counted as one protest event and the reported 
location was noted for Table 6.0. 
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Election Commission in Islamabad before May. But calls for preparation of a 

sustained political campaign appears in June 2014122. 

The strategy also involved gradually building pressure by signaling a threat 

of mass mobilization, on the public side, and leveraging it to negotiate with Sharif 

government behind the scenes. However, this strategy also had to reconcile with 

the military flexing its muscle behind the scenes to cut Sharif policies down to size. 

Thus, mobilization build up was not so linear compared with the episode in 1992. 

The peak of the mobilization marked the formal beginning of entry of protesters led 

by Khan outside the Blue Area in Islamabad which houses government offices and 

the diplomatic enclave. Observers in my group interview and other experts believe 

that the Sharif administration allowed the PTI entry in the capital not only due to 

public opinion but also due to military pressure:  

It was like that. Maximum restraint. Of course, if 50,000 people all of 
sudden enter D-Chowk (Parliament square) you can’t stop them through 
batons. For that one needs bullets. The army simply did not want that. So, 
they (government) allowed protesters to enter, and protesters then camped 
outside D-Chowk. They said let’s see for how long protesters can occupy. 
But the so-called attack on the parliament on 31st August benefitted Sharif 
because then the parliament united. That this is now a conspiracy. 

 
What followed in August was a sit-in. It was ubiquitous for its prolong presence in 

Islamabad and the way it captured the media and national attention. For this specific 

reason, the Azadi Dharna was unprecedented for its prolong duration in Pakistan, 

explains Amir Zia another veteran journalist well versed in progressive movements 

in Pakistan. But he also adds123: 

 
The dharna was confined to parts of Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 
there was no participation, or hardly any, or just token participation from 
other parts of those two provinces or the country. Only the lovers of Imran 
Khan were there. They weren't even die-hard members of PTI they were 
lovers of Khan. A big fan club.  

 
Zia’s comments need to be understood in the context of the location of significant 

protest events I report in Table 6.0. The table spatially distribute the protest events 

reported in Figure 6.1. A peculiar feature of this contentious episode was that most 

 
122 Staff Reporter (15th June 2014), ‘PTI to give long march call: Ejaz’, Dawn.  
123 Interviewed on 26th September 2015. 
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protest events remained localized to the capital city. But this localization was not 

only due to the number of protest events which by and large did occur in capital but 

also in the nature of spectacle that was the Azadi Dharna as we shall see in the next 

section.  

 
 

Cities No# of 
protest 
events 

Population 
size (in 

million)124 

Cities No# of 
protest 
events 

Population 
size (in 
million) 

Karachi* 3 11.6 Quetta 1 2.3  
Lahore* 7 11.0  Charsadda 1 1.6  
Faisalabad 1 7.9  Larkana 1 1.5  
Islamabad/Pindi* 32 7.4 Jhelum 1 1.2  
Peshawar* 1 4.3  Dera Murad 

Jamali 
1 n/a 

Sialkot 1 3.9     
Bahawalpur 1 3.7     
Sahiwal 1 2.5     

 
Table 6.0 Distribution of significant protest events and population of urban 
centres where they were staged during the PTI Azadi Dharna in 2014. 
Centres that were also party constituency are starred*125. 

Following the most spectacular coverage of violent events on 31st August 

temperatures began to cool down. The dharna became a routine part of everyday 

conversations not least because of the catchy stunts of the protest organizers who 

continued to occupy the site and fueled household conversations of those watching 

from their dinner tables at home. A respondent of my group interview said, “to 

retain the crowds Imran Khan had to call in Abrarul Haq and Hadeeqa Kiani (two 

Pakistani pop stars). There were concerts happening every day, the PTI music 

anthem would play throughout these performances”.  

 
124 Population size based on 2017 Census (provisional) published by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics. 
Only city Districts are counted. Link http://www.pbs.gov.pk/content/block-wise-provisional-
summary-results-6th-population-housing-census-2017-january-03-2018.  
125 Constituency locations of PTI parliamentary members based on data from the official website of 
Pakistan National Assembly http://www.na.gov.pk. The listing used was 14th National Assembly 
from 2013 to 2018 members list and addresses. This data was cross-referenced with reported 
location of significant protest events on Google Maps. 
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Then on 21st October, Qadri who had brought his supporters to agitate 

together with the PTI at D-chowk announced an end to his party’s demonstrations 

leaving Imran Khan in the lurch126: 

“This sit-in has achieved its purpose, it has awakened the nation and played 
its role in the path of revolution,” Qadri told his supporters – many were 
women and some were in tears. Soon after Qadri's announcement, his 
supporters started packing up their camps and hugging one another goodbye. 

The PTI however continued its agitation against what increasingly appeared as a 

single issue campaign to force Sharif’s resignation until the terrorist attack in 

December. It is also pertinent to ask if the Azadi Dharna relied on the mass 

mobilization infrastructure that all political actors need to mobilize in Pakistan. 

There are two relevant aspects of this phenomenon in terms of funding and ground 

support. For the funding, as in the earlier case, I have based my analysis on that of 

informed observers. Some such as Gul, alludes it to PTI’s massive support among 

the diaspora: 

The PTI enjoys a huge good will among the diaspora. It has been able to 
mobilize massive funding for the party and party supported projects, such 
as Shaukat Khanum Hospital, abroad as well as at home. So personal 
charisma of Imran Khan and his social sector focused ambition has helped 
the party a lot. I know of a case of opening a (charity) bank account of PTI 
in Peshawar at the United Bank Limited just before 2013 elections. He just 
visited Peshawar and within one week they had received more than Rs 5 
crore (~ USD 0.5 million in donations). There is nothing like that for the 
PPP to show. 

 
Others, such as Sethi alludes PTI’s financial support also to the way powerful 

establishment interests have nurtured political elites in the opposition throughout 

Pakistan’s history. But the more unique aspect of PTI organisation, certainly its 

major selling point is the brand it has carefully nurtured of a constituency of urban, 

educated, rational and upwardly mobile Pakistani middle class (Mulla, 2017). This 

was particularly relevant for the party’s image as opposed to the traditional 

electorate widely seen to be based along ethnic, tribal, and feudal loyalties of a 

fossilized landed elite. And, in some ways the rise of the party was partly arguably 

due to the disenchanted youth who voted for the first time, participated in PTI rallies 

 
126 https://www.dawn.com/news/1139440  
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and voted for the party. But Mulla (2017) sites the example of PTI’s online trolls 

as an instance of how these young voters were as illiberal as the elites they despised: 

Notable for their rapid and abusive Twitter responses to any criticism of 
their Kaptaan Imran Khan, online supporters of the PTI assumed a term of 
their own— insafians. This moniker (with the English suffix -ians added to 
the party’s key term insaf, or justice) aptly reflects the imagined 
demographic of online PTI supporters—as urban educated, and upwardly 
middle class… At the cost of being particularly abusive in their rhetoric, 
insafians were identifiable online by their impassioned defense of the PTI 
and Imran Khan wherever hashtags using these key terms could be found. 
Women political figures, journalists, and television talk show hosts in 
particular, who were the targets of such Twitter troll attacks, would often 
tweet demands to PTI organizers to control their insafians… (p. 4192) 

The confrontational PTI supporter and her blind faith in party leadership 

compromises the party’s vision of tabdeeli in Pakistan. For one must be cautious 

not to conflate politics of landed politicians with the patronage politics endemic in 

the Pakistani system in the context of the death, or repression, of class-based 

contention in Pakistan (see section 3.2.2.2). The Azadi Dharna, as an instance of 

cyclic competition among existing and nouveau elites, was based on a mass 

mobilization infrastructure. Therefore, we would expect PTI constituencies as 

communities of shared challenges also. Mulla (2017) brings our attention to the 

distinction between what she calls the ‘supporter’ and the ‘organizer’ of the Azadi 

Dharna: 

While political parties are quick to label opposing street demonstrations as 
comprised of “rent-a-crowds” or “paid supporters,” they are less prone to 
acknowledge or condemn unsavory actions of their own teeming enthusiasts. 
The phenomenon of zealous political supporters is certainly not new, and 
neither is the liberal elite denigration of such groups. However, the 
emergence of state alternate mass media platforms through which these 
groups are both imagined and visualized, on television screens and online, 
does call for further reflection on the politics of the visibility of crowds and 
their subsequent containment. (p. 4192) 

We should now begin to see the significance of a certain media logic during this 

contentious episode. In the following section I will expand on how certain 

contentious performances of the PTI Azadi Dharna 2014 were novel, in the way 

they followed a logic of numbers, damage and public performances. And that this 

novelty had to do with the new and profound ways media liberalization has enabled 

and constrained oppositional groups to highlight their grievances. 
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Table 6.1 Summary of contentious performances of the PTI Azadi Dharna in 
2014 & their mediation logics. 

 
Mediated 
contention Contentious performances Media 

representation 
Self-

mediation 

Resistance 
through 

technology 
Legislative 

Maneuvering in 
National and 

Provincial 
Assemblies 

 

Demand for dissolution of National and 
Provincial Assemblies 

Opportunities 
 

Damage                  Damage 
Attracts media      Make resistance 
Attention               credible 

 
Witnessing 
Producing media                                   NA 
Spectacles 
 
 
 
 
 
                            Threats 
 
 
                              Damage                  NA 
                       Liberal condemnation 

Resignation from Opposition benches in National 
Assembly or threat of it 

Demand for resignation of; Prime Minister, ex-
Chief Justice, ex-Caretake Prime Minister & CM 

Punjab, All Election Commissioners, for 
participating in alleged rigging 

Demand for fresh elections 

Maneuvering for election reforms with other 
parties 

Demand for a Supreme Court Commission to 
investigate rigging allegations 

Demand for a technocratic government (later 
dropped)  

 
Protest127 
Events & 
spectacles in 
Urban and 
Peri-Urban 
areas 

Rallies, Corner Meetings, Public Conventions, 
and Demonstrations 

Opportunities 
 

Numbers             Numbers      Witnessing 
Spectacle           Potential for      Clicktivism 
of numbers       movt. Spillover              
Damage                                         
Attracts media       Damage      
Attention               Making resistance      
                              credible 
Witnessing 
Producing media  
spectacles 

 
Threats 

 
Numbers             Damage               Numbers 
Lack of media     Loss of support     Digital &                 
interest                                           skill divide    
                                    transferring on online to         
offline 
   
 
Damage 
Loss of support                                         
                                                           
                              

Hunger Strike camps for release of arrested 
activists 

Protest organizers and supporters publicized 
convoy from Lahore to capital city of Islamabad 

to demonstrate outside Parliament building 
 

Prolong sit-in outside the Parliament building in 
high security zone amidst heavy media spotlight 

 
Attempts to block major road highways 

Threatening to shutdown metropolis; Rawalpindi, 
Lahore, Islamabad and Faisalabad 

 
National 
Security Frames    

 

Opportunities 
 
Damage                   Damage 

 
127 Taylor & Van dyke (2004) define protest events as collective, involving more than one person, 
expression of a grievance or a claim in the public arena. Protest events here correspond to events 
collated in Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1. 
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Accusing the government of links with banned 
outfits and terrorism 

Attracts media     Making resistance 
Attention              credible 
                             Movement spillover 
Witnessing               Witnessing 
Producing media    Collective        
Spectacles              identities              NA 

 
Threats 

 
Damage                      
Loss of support                                   NA 
                           
                            

 

PTI leaders meeting with the army chief 

Vandalizing state symbols; PTV headquarters and 
Parliament building 

 

 
Non-legislative 
maneuvering 

Aligning with a fringe party; Pakistan Awami 
Tehreek (PAT) 

 

  
 
Same as legislative tactics 

PTI parliamentarians and their counterparts in 
other parties in ‘backdoor meetings’ at venues 

outside Parliament amidst heavy media spotlight 
 

 
Opposition 
group as 
electronic 
media 
managers  

Advertisers 
Digital canvassing  

Online teams of activists 
 
 

Opportunities 
 

Numbers            Numbers           
Spectacle         Counternarratives  
of numbers                                   
 
Damage                                        Witnessing 
Attracts media attention              Clicktivism 
                           Witnessing      
                         Alternative lifestyle      
                                   
Witnessing 
Producing media spectacles 
Invading media structures 
 

Threats 
 

                                                        Numbers 
                                                   Digital divide                                               
 
Witnessing             Damage 
Elite cooptation     Liberal condemnation 
 
                                                     Witnessing 
                                 Panopticization of society 
 

 
Selling a 
‘revolution’  

Brand Imran Khan 
Integrated marketing communication 

Celebrity endorsements, catchy slogans and party 
anthems 

 
Opportunities 

 
Numbers             Numbers         Witnessing 
Spectacle           Protest artefacts   Clicktivism 
of numbers       Counter frames   
                                                    
Damage               Damage                         
Attracts media   Deeds that speak      
attention                     
                                   
Witnessing          Witnessing 
Producing media   Mocking elites 
spectacles,         Alternative lifestyle 
Invading media  
structures 

 
Threats 

 
                             Damage           Numbers 
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            Liberal condemnation    Digital divide 
 
                                                     Witnessing 
                                                 Panopticization                        
                                  

 
 
6.3 Mediation of contentious performances  
 
Contentious performances of protest organizers were in many ways mediated 

through a news media environment which post-liberalization was dominated by a 

commercial electronic media system based in urban centers. Consequently, the 

reach of commercial media increased from less than 10% in the pre-liberalization 

era to at least 38.6% of the society at present. As we learned in chapter 4, the 

medium accessible to most Pakistanis in terms of current affairs is television. 

Previously this media environment was rigidly controlled through a partisan system 

that contained limited number of media actors. Post-liberalization the environment 

was appropriated in the regime through a complex polyvalent system with a diverse 

array of media actors. Those vying for attention in this system required innovative 

strategies. Military elites were at the forefront of innovation. The word among 

marketing specialist and journalists alike in Pakistan is that ‘there is no PR like 

ISPR’, in reference to the publicity arm of the military intelligence service that has 

in recent years gained significant influence within the military bureaucracy128.   

 

However, opposition groups alike in this Emerging Parliamentary Troika 

had also begun to take advantage of the ‘new’ media. Among mainstream political 

parties the PTI lead this evolution. In this section I will show that the organizers of 

the PTI Azadi Dharna in 2014 were aware of the changing media environment 

dominated by commercial television channels and this reflected in their innovation 

of the political protest. Specifically, their use of technology on well-established 

performances like protest events and spectacles, but also new categories of 

contention like integrated marketing strategies and selling the idea of a revolution.   

  

Table 6.1 summarizes the contentious performances of the PTI Azadi 

Dharna 2014 and their respective mediation logics. They are based on reports in the 

 
128 Siddiqa (2017), in the second edition of Military Inc. Inside Pakistan’s Military Economy: 
Pluto Press: London, dedicates a new chapter to what she calls Pakistan army’s “image 
management infrastructure” (p.39).   
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newspaper corpus but also journal articles, interviews and online sources. As before 

they do not reflect the complete variety of contestations during this episode which 

would require other data points, such as police records and ethnographic study of 

events, that are out of my reach. The categories should instead be seen as some 

repetitive constellation of claim making acts since 1988 that at the time brought 

together PTI opposition as claim makers, their constituents, targets in the 

government and elite society in general. However, they also indicate the evolving 

terms of engagement for public relevance of opposition groups in Pakistan. For ease 

of comparison I will elaborate from performances that were most similar to those 

in 1992 to the most innovative. More space has been reserved for the latter.  

 
 
Corpus: observing contentious performances of the PTI 
 
After discussing the scope of my enquiry with the librarian we short listed two 

subject files we thought were most relevant129. Their titles were: 

 

- Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) 

- Television (TV) 

 

To identify public, episodic, collective interaction among claim makers of the PTI 

Azadi Dharna in 2014 a further filter was applied by selecting Dawn news reports 

based on keywords that were screened in headlines and the first and last paragraph 

of a report. The period of enquiry, or the contentious episode, was delimited by 

existing scholarship and suitability for comparison. Overall, 105 news items were 

selected mostly from the PTI file: 

 
Keywords used to shortlist reports in PTI subject file 
 
Protest, Rally, Mobilization, Movement, Street agitation, Arrests, Dharna, Sit-in, 
Azadi (freedom), Tsunami, March, Electoral rigging, Member resignation and 
Rigged elections.  
 
Beginning date  
 

 
129  The TV file was also useful for the PPP Long March in 1992. Interestingly, the library did not 
index Imran Khan, chairman of the PTI, as a separate subject. This is because in their judgement 
the party and the chairman are one of the same. 
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There is no clear marker for the beginning of the political protest I call PTI Azadi 

Dharna in 2014. The party had been agitating against alleged rigging of 2013 

elections since the results were announced a year earlier. However, I have chosen 

May 2014 as a marker based roughly on the number of months, i.e. seven months, 

I delimited for the Long March in 1992.  

 

End period 

 

Imran Khan called of his Azadi dharna 2014 on December 16, 2014 after the 

terrorist attack on Army Public School130.  

 
6.3.1 Legislation and ‘non-legislation’ as theater 
 
A significant aspect of the PTI Azadi March, as with the episode before it, were the 

collective action frames centered around tropes of illegitimate governments, 

rampant corruption, national security and most of all electoral rigging.  

 

 The main aim of the protest organizers was to pressure the government to 

open investigation into four constituencies that the PTI accused the PMLN party to 

have rigged prior to elections in 2013. This was the party’s main demand and 

something party members reassert to this day. Indeed, the PTI is often credited with 

reviving ‘issue based, as opposed to personality based, politics’ in Pakistan, and in 

this case the issue of alleged rigging. But a confusion that arises with their issue-

based, or programmatic politics is related to the broad set of demands that Imran 

Khan made during this episode of contention and how that original message of 

rigging in four specific constituency gets lost in the discourse (see Appendix IV). 

Consider these statements of two PTI leaders at a press conference131: 

 
Hashmi vowed to continue the nation-wide movement against polls rigging 
to expose those who stole the public mandate given to the PTI. He said the 
tsunami of the people was now souring up as the public anger against the 
rigging would wash out the rigging engineers. Hashmi criticized the 
government, saying the rulers could not fulfill their promises they had made. 
Shah Mehmood Qureshi said the present economical, internal and external 

 
130 Shah, A., & Asif, B. (2015). Pakistan in 2014 Democracy under the Military’s Shadow. Asian 
Survey, 55(1), 48–59. https://doi.org/10.1525/AS.2015.55.1.48 
131 Staff report (2014, June 9) PTI bigwigs harp on the rigging tune. Dawn. 
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policies had badly perturbed everybody in the country as the government 
policies had snatched the basic right of living from the common man. 

 
Such generic public statements to usher in a ‘real democracy’ were common 

whenever PTI leaders spoke to the press. They bring our attention back to the ways 

opposition politicians make use of public discontent to advance personalized 

interests. The PTI justified their campaign by asserting that they had exhausted all 

legal means of addressing the issue of alleged rigging in certain constituencies. To 

the party’s credit, the government seem to have stalled initially a specific audit of 

the constituencies in question132 . However, when the government did offer to 

mediate this specific demand few days before the so-called attack on the parliament 

the PTI responded with a demand for “prime minister Sharif’s temporary 

resignation”133. I received a telling response in this regard from a senior member of 

the PTI administration:  

 
See there are two kinds of dharnas; subjective and objective. When we say 
subjective, (people in) institutions like government bodies or private 
institutions who are not receiving their rights, they have a specific subject; 
certain number of promotions, salary increments and etc. The real protests 
are objective ones which political parties usually focus on. For example, in 
2013 the PTI chairman Imran khan from the hospital bed (told the nation) 
that the entire election was rigged but for the sake of the country we want 
to move on, we accept the elections, but we don’t accept the rigging, hence 
we want you, the (PMLN) government to open up the core (four) 
constituencies, investigate, and find out what happened and punish the 
culprit. The government did not listen to us, the system did not listen to us 
and did not oblige to any of our calls, we then planned, for the people of 
Pakistan that this is the moment.134 

 
As with the use of insider tactics by protester organizers before them, PTI leaders 

knew the implicit rules of the game; the need for legislative demands to be couched 

in ominous rhetoric for the stakeholders to take them seriously behind the scenes. 

My respondent perhaps did not know or, pretended he did not that historically, the 

electoral process in Pakistan is never bereft of rigging allegations. Jalal explains 

“this is because the bureaucratic apparatus is fragmented and looks for patrons in 

political parties”. In this sense, the “elections in Pakistan are as free as the 

 
132 Amir Wasim (2014, July 21) Formation of poll reform committee delayed. Dawn. 
133 Khawar Ghumman (2014, August 25) Imran preparing for next big push? Dawn. 
134 Interviewed on 3rd September 2015. 
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existential reality of Pakistan permits. They remain an aspiration”135. It is actually 

small demonstrations organized by citizens in government bodies or private 

institutions in Pakistan that are ‘objective’, in the sense that they have a specific 

identifiable demand. The ominous contentious episodes that involve the largest 

opposition groups or their coalitions in Pakistan are actually ‘subjective’, in the 

sense that various political actors with various grievances mobilize together to 

demonstrate street power under a common collective action frame. The precise 

legislative demand or action can serve as that frame. 

 

 In keeping with the political actors of the troika, protest organizers also 

hurled accusations at other stakeholders. Imran Khan accused former caretaker 

Chief Minister of Punjab province Najam Sethi, former Chief Justice Iftikhar 

Muhammad Chaudhry and Geo TV of involvement in an elaborate conspiracy in 

the alleged rigging136. Allegations that were never substantiated. At one point, while 

demonstrating outside Election Commission offices Khan demanded all ECP staff 

members to resign.  

 
 Another interesting development was the Khan’s ‘covert’ alliance with the 

cleric Qadri who he had kept at a distanced right up till August when both marched 

independently towards the capital albeit on the same day. Interestingly, Qadri had 

dubbed his rally as a ‘Revolutionary March’ against the government. Eventually, 

the two parties converged and shared the podium. Observers in my group interview 

suspect that PAT workers may have been behind the more spectacular stunts like 

the raid on PTV headquarters and parliament building. Similarly, while Khan had 

vowed to protest ‘come what may’, the press was reporting undisclosed sources in 

the PTI claiming the party was “always open for talks, provided there was some 

reasonable response to the demands.” 137  Such signalling indicated that back 

channels continued to function in a seemingly polarized climate. This strategy I 

reckon was necessary because other national parties, fearing military intervention, 

 
135 Jalal, Ayesha (1:00:20 – 1:00:45) The Struggle for Pakistan. UNE Center for Global 
Humanities (video file) Retrieved from 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syTyfvMhlU4&index=29&t=0s&list=PL6__C6KhnfikYy3Iz7
3NZvTCUUbA-AUHm 
136 Khawar Ghumman (2014, May 3) PTI chief has Geo, ex-CJ in crosshair. Dawn. 
Tahir Zulqernain Tahir (2014, August 12) Sethi, Ramday reject allegations. Dawn. 
137 Khawar Ghumman (2014, August 8) Politicking in full swing as showdown approaches. Dawn. 
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kept distance from the PTI and PAT’s more jingoistic demands in the public and 

parliament. This disengagement was a threat to PTI’s use of legislation as a 

contentious performance.  

 

 Thus, as with PPP politicians in 1992, legislative manoeuvring by PTI 

politicians operated like a contentious performance. It opened mediation 

opportunities of damage and attracted public attention by their inherent spectacular 

character. But in addition, the spectacular verbal to and fro between claim makers 

and their targets found a ready audience in the entertainment driven commercial 

television channels. It made the task of image management for the Sharif 

government that much difficult. 

 
6.3.2 National security frames 
 
On 8th August Imran Khan upped the ante by warning that if the government did 

not mend its ways, the responsibility for a possible military intervention would lie 

squarely on Sharif’s shoulders. But the PTI chief was at pains to clarify that his 

party’s struggle would remain within constitutional parameters and they only 

wanted to strengthen democracy 138.  

 

These are outsider tactics, as I have previously argued. The use of national 

security frames in conjunction with protest events makes the resistance posed by 

opposition elites real and credible with their targets. They also work to create a 

spectacle of disturbances so that the prospects of martial law push opponents to the 

negotiation table. Knowingly or, unknowingly the egregious frames of national 

security raised by PTI attempted to embroil the security apparatus in the political 

tussle between elites. Although in the context of this political protest where Khan 

had the support of the military elite this strategy feeds into the conspiracies.  

 

On the 19th August, as the protesters marched towards Constitution Avenue, 

also known as the ‘red zone’ a stretch of road that leads towards the Parliament 

Building, defying government orders, a statement was issued by the ISPR calling 

 
138 Khawar Ghumman & S. Irfan Raza (2014, August 9) Consultations continue, but Imran says 
march is on. Dawn. 
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on demonstrators to respect the sanctity of buildings as they are “symbols of the 

state and being protected by the army.” 139  Despite this clear warning the 

circumstances around the so-called attack by rioters on the parliament building and 

the PTV headquarters, at the end of August, in full view of cameras, remains suspect 

because the soldiers stationed in the area were inert. The observers I interviewed 

say: 

 
What went out of control at one stage was PAT’s agitation. The attack on 
the parliament and forced entry into PTV. Qadri’s followers are basically 
his mureed (disciples). They are not political activists. Now because they 
were not revolutionaries, well they could have for instance made an address 
to the nation after storming into PTV. They did not do that. It was of course 
just agitation. That is something even Imran Khan was caught by surprise 
as he was not ready for this in 2014. But as a result of it there was a meeting 
between Sharif and General Raheel.  

 
These persuasive media tactics created a logic of damage which need to be 

understood in the context of a spectacle of public disturbances rather than any real 

threat to state symbols. Indeed, the speculation regarding the role of the military or 

a possible coup was rife in the media and perhaps even among the public that saw 

these symbols under siege. But in general, the use of such frames was a safe bet for 

the PTI, as it generally is for parties in the opposition. Pakistanis generally perceive 

the armed force governance, and consequently their authoritarianism, in high 

esteem which in part shields military elites from public criticism of interference in 

civilian affairs.  

 
 

 
139 Dawn report (2014, August 20) Marchers breach red-zone hold sit on outside parliament. Dawn. 
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Figure 6.2 Fan photo of Chairman PTI Imran Khan on top of the container 
during Azadi Dharna in 2014.  Image source: Vimeo screen grab link: 
https://vimeo.com/110085841]. File uploaded on Sunday, October 26, 2014 at 
5:22 PM EST [Accessed on 11 December 2019]. 

 
6.3.3 Protest spectacles in the age of media abundance 
 

But what made this political protest stand out in the public sense was the four-month 

long unprecedented sit-in outside the parliament building and its incessant 

television coverage. During this period Khan made the parliament square his 

temporary home and lived inside a special shipping container. Every day, he would 

climb on top of these containers and address supporters, as well as media crews. 

Zia explains the salience of this strategy: 

 
There wasn't much (public) participation but because of the media the 
outreach of the sit-in was huge. Everybody was participating through the 
TV screen so even if Imran Khan was addressing empty chairs millions were 
listening. The outreach of this dharna expanded because of the 
communication revolution. 

Footage of mobilized supporters many from nearby PTI constituencies in the 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province to an easily accessible public ‘stage’ with party 

leadership outside the lavish parliament building was highly news worthy. In fact, 

the Azadi Dharna was for at least a hundred days the largest chunk of the 24-hour 

news cycle argues Mulla. Her research shows that prime-time bulletins were 

substituted with ‘live’ speeches, late night talk shows recapped those speeches with 
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analysis, while bulletins covered speeches during the day and vox pops of dharna 

participants. From this pulpit the PTI leaders presented fiery claims and 

oversimplified answers to national issues while demanding resignation of the prime 

minister. The televised dharna alludes to newer forms of politicking that have 

gradually matured after the onset of media liberalization.  

A group interview participant had an interesting comment with regards to 

terms such as ‘Container Politics’ in local parlance to describe this style of 

contention: 

…how the term ‘Million Man March’ is used, regardless of the number of 
people in attendance we call it a Million March. The concept of Long March 
is similar. It is just a term. Yes, the dharna (in 2014) was a long march 
because they took that rally from Lahore to Islamabad. Actually, it isn’t. 

 
The framing of a sustained political campaign and its media coverage as a ‘Million 

Man March’ by activist leaders also points towards the politics of visibility that 

Mulla highlights. It did not matter whether millions of PTI supporters were actually 

marching towards the capital as long as there were some who did under the gaze of 

eager news camera crews.  

 
Features of the Azadi Dharna described above might leave an impression 

that the campaign couldn’t have happened without mobilization in cities where the 

media is concentrated. Gul’s comments here are insightful. When asked whether 

such protests can survive without media coverage he said:  

 
Meetings can always take place without media coverage. Whether they can 
create traction across the country without media coverage is a different issue. 
So, its two different issue; one is the holding of the meeting the other one is 
the impact that comes through electronic as well as print media. If its 
blocked-out of course the impact remains limited. 

 
PTI campaign planners understood media’s role because they admit privately that 

what it really takes to mobilize people is what has always been relevant in Pakistani 

politics; an effective party machinery at the constituency level. But the media 

provides an added oomph in the equation. Outside Imran Khan’s residence during 

a similar party held demonstration in 2016 a senior PTI politician told me:   
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PTI is what it is today with the support of electronic media. They showed 
the truth, they followed us, they delivered our message to the masses. What 
can I do? With 20,000 people I cannot win elections. But when I gather 
20,000 and show it ‘live’, they deliver my message to 18 million people 
here.140  

 

Salience of televised coverage of contention certainly doesn’t mean that street 

agitation is no longer relevant. But the medium has shaped the presentation of this 

contentious performance. In the age of media abundance, it is sometimes enough 

for instance to demonstrate in coordination for a few hours at peak road traffic 

outside press clubs in major cities to create a logic of damage, numbers and public 

displays for the government. But in the same vein, ‘occupying’ public nerve centers 

for a prolong period demonstrates a greater significance for the televised sit-in and 

commitment of the activists, who demands to be taken seriously by their targets in 

the government.   

 

Televised speeches of Imran Khan during the Azadi Dharna in 2014 had a 

potential reach of roughly 40-70 million commercial news consumers who were 

exposed to round the clock live footage of the action. The impact of coverage was 

the creation of mediation opportunities of damage and public displays of agitation 

that made PTI a serious contender. It enabled those viewing from their homes to 

participate in these performances in new and profound ways. The values associated 

with 24-hour live television in the polyvalent media environment found an ideal 

partner in a media political spectacle. The televised dharna was a manifestation of 

a confounding, entertaining and polarizing political culture of Pakistan.  

 

The effectiveness of these mediated spectacles can also be understood in 

terms of the limited risk of state repression they imposed on organizers. A handful 

of ‘revolutionaries’ appearing on television may pose a threat to the unstable 

executive power struggles in the regime, but not so much in terms of policing its 

resilient clientelist ties. Thus, ‘revolutionary’ demonstrations can be 

instrumentalized, as was apparent in the events on 31st August 2014. This strategy 

 
140 Interviewed on 31st October 2016 outside Imran Khan residence during what was dubbed by the 
press as Dharna 2.0. 
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is especially relevant in the context of how organizers invaded mainstream media 

and the Internet structures and promoted Imran Khan as an agent of change. 

 
6.3.4 Opposition group as electronic media managers  
 
It should not be too far-fetched to look at the PTI, a mainstream opposition party, 

as a public relations firm during the Azadi Dharna in 2014. According to Aiman 

Rizwan, a marketing consultant familiar with the PTI campaign for 2013 general 

elections, PTI changed political campaigns in Pakistan because “they had 

professionals in their leadership who understood how advertising works. Their 

campaigns were better targeted.”141 Party leaders such as Faisal Javed Khan, who 

is currently a member of the Upper House of Parliament, brought with them a rich 

professional background in advertising and media management142.  

 

Campaign planners I spoke with had important roles within the party 

administration that often extended beyond media management, such as organizing 

intra-party elections. They better positioned party messages to attract electronic 

media attention in a cacophonous networked public sphere. From the party 

perspective, numerous television channels were operating on unclear and often 

opposing political and economic agendas. Therefore, forcing their narratives in this 

environment was a tough proposition that the party achieved. This is reflected by 

the fact that Imran Khan’s daily speeches from the container received consistent 

airtime for several months. Here is how Awab Alvi, a senior member of PTI social 

media machinery, describes party’s media strategy during the Azadi March: 

 
During the Dharnas what probably got us most traction was that in the first 
30-45 days all TV channels tuned into IK's speech at 9pm. People were 
addicted to hearing him, until slowly the fanfare started to erode and the TV 
channels slowly pulled back to other news items. Social Media sustained 
the message - and was regarded as a breaking news outlet – propaganda. On 
the social media front, we did a lot, hashtag trending on twitter literally on 
a daily basis, round the clock coverage of the Dharna, daily updates 
with photographs and abundant on-ground videos from our on-ground 
teams. Lifestream of the entire Azadi March and let us also not forget using 
our SMS database 80022 to propagate our messages to people on the ground 
without internet access etc.143 

 
141 Email conversation on April 4th, 2015.  
142 http://www.senate.gov.pk/en/profile.php?uid=909  
143 Awab Alvi interviewed via email on 26th May 2015 
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Campaign managers were acutely aware of the information seeking behaviour of 

young audiences and this has been a hallmark of the party that is partly responsible 

for one of the highest voter turnout in a Pakistani election. A study of print 

advertisements of three major parties, the PPP, PMLN and PTI, in the general 

elections of 2013, found that the PTI had advertised the least amount (Yousaf, 2016). 

A plausible explanation, the author concludes, is the party’s “integrated approach, 

using different communication avenues to reach prospective voters…” (p. 48). 

Another study of these election campaigns in 2013 showed that while most parties 

used Twitter, PTI Twitter messages were most diverse, interactive, focused on 

specific social and political issues, provided real time updates and called out 

citizens to vote (Ahmed & Skoric, 2015).  

 
It is difficult to assess in detail the party social media strategy during this 

contentious episode without analysing online messages and access to the exclusive 

strategy meetings. But it is not unreasonable to assume that these messages were 

based on an internal communications infrastructure geared for election campaigns. 

After all, the party’s main demand for electoral rigging which culminated in the 

protest events in question a year later came at the heels of election results.  

But PTI promotion of political messages in 2014 also existed in an online 

environment where tech savvy entrepreneurs worked to canvass, run trends, and 

essentially ‘astroturf’ opinion online through trolls, bots and partisans (see section 

4.3). Journalists and researchers on Pakistan have struggled to report this practice 

in detail whereby micro-blogging platforms and software is used by loyalist of the 

PTI, and other political actors, who use multiple centralized accounts, impersonate 

users and push unverified and/or extremely prejudiced information for political 

advantage (Jahangir, 2018). 

When asked whether the party has any content guidelines for his teams, 

Ahsan Alvi, another member of PTI social media team, says that it is difficult to set 

a “content calendar” for politics that is way too fast paced and evolving 145 . 

Members of the PTI, the PPP and the ANP (Awami National Party) media teams 

 
145 Interviewed on 13th November 2019 in person. 
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who I spoke with during my research are at pains to emphasize the young, diverse, 

educated, ‘ideological’, volunteers of the party who prepare this content.  

This practice may technically not necessarily be illegal or unethical. After 

all, as shown in section 4.3.2, Pakistani netizens report surprisingly progressive 

attitudes about Internet for betterment of society and PTI’s media strategy reflects 

this user perspective. But in the context of Pakistan’s draconian cybercrime laws, 

chronic lack of regulation and poor civic awareness it is worrisome to say the least. 

Innovative electronic canvassing contributed to the party’s image as the voice of 

many constituents, i.e. the online mediatized publics, but it was soon condemned 

by the liberal press as an appropriation of genuine emotions of previously apolitical 

youth for elite intrigues146.  

Moreover, the Internet did not really serve to mobilize participants of the 

political protest which by and large were from the restive and technologically less 

advanced province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, PTI’s home constituency147. Neither 

was the new media essential to coordinate collective action of participants or, to 

engage in sophisticated sousveillance tactics to bypass government security 

arrangements. If the mediatized publics were participating with handful of 

demonstrators in Islamabad through their television screens, many among them, 

particularly the young, did the same through smart phones. When asked to prioritize 

various medias in Pakistan in their order of importance for mobilization, Awab rates 

television media as most important followed by social media and ground marketing. 

He rates print media as least important. 

The transformation of opposition group into a marketing firm of sorts in 

Pakistan can be seen as an “organizational repertoire” (Clemens, 1993). These are 

alternative models of organizing that are moulded by participants collective 

identities and cultural schemas. From this perspective, party ideologues with 

expertise in public relations and audience segmentation were perpetually engaged 

in a hard sell. This is because these activist leaders believed in a strategy of 

aggressively promoting their narrative as a public service. A party politician, 

 
146 Editorial (2014, August 25) PTI’s bizarre proposals. Dawn.  
147 Bureau Report (2014, August 8) Tehreek-i-Insaf claims 100,000 from Fata to march on 
Islamabad. Dawn. 
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outside Imran Khan’s residence which was a site of similar mobilizations in 2016, 

says “look around you, this is it, all eyes are on us,” when asked what he considered 

a good media strategy. The gentleman was sitting behind rows of television crews 

and DSNG vehicles. Pressed to elaborate on the role of ‘live’ television he said:  

 
Politics is going to die (without television). Tell me something, how many 
times does the Azan take place in a day? Five times? What is the purpose of 
the Azan? To remind you continuously that God is great. Similarly, we need 
to remind the people every day that the prime minister has been caught red 
handed in such massive corruption.148 
 

The success of a narrative promoted round the clock through electronic media tells 

us that the mediatized publics, through 24-hour news television and the Internet, 

were seen as eager consumers of political information by activists. It says more 

about the packaging of the message, through mediation agents, rather than its 

substance. But the uncertain window of political opportunities created in this way 

meant that activists through such organizational repertoires found a template to 

exercise political influence in an otherwise repressive context. 

 
PTI’s ‘organizational repertoire’ of electronic media savvy human resource 

created a spectacle of numbers, made events newsworthy and posed a credible 

threat to the Sharif administration in the public imagination via the medias even as 

a separate game unfolded inside corridors of power. But these organizational 

repertoires also faced unique threats. The digital divide prevented potential PTI 

supporters from participating in the mediated events. More alarmingly, the 

repressive nature of Pakistani cyberspace indicates that the regime found new ways 

to appropriate activists’ energies. A consultant who worked for the government’s 

communication team during this contentious episode explained candidly149: 

 
(During the sit-in in Islamabad) my job 7am to 1am was networking with 
foreign and local media. Foreign journalists are on my speed dial and with 
whom I have close friendships. For journalists, two sources are required, so 
because we have to do counterpropaganda, we could for instance create a 
story between civil-military divide, or another story on the PMLN. The 

 
148 Party member interviewed on 31st October 2016 outside Imran Khan residence during what was 
dubbed by the press as Dharna 2.0. See section 3.2.1.3 for context. Also, the Azan is the term for the 
call to prayers in Islam. 
149 Telephone conversation on September 28th, 2015.  
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story gets planted. There is no (objective) information in this world… Social 
media (simply) keeps the status-quo in Pakistan. 

 
6.3.5 Selling a ‘revolution’  
 

‘Naya Pakistan’ would only be created after coming out on roads as was the 
case owning the cause of independent judiciary… The Azadi March (from 
Lahore) will be a final battle to root out the corrupt and bring in a fair system 
in the country. – Imran Khan150 

 
Perhaps the most confrontational contentious performance during this episode was 

not necessarily confrontational, in the literal sense of the word. It was a product of 

the party’s campaign efforts. This product was not tangible, rather it was in the 

hearts and minds of Pakistanis, particularly, the constituents of the PTI. It was the 

feeling, the desire, the expectation of tabdeeli (change) that many Pakistanis 

associate with the party chairman Imran Khan, as a harbinger of changing times.  

 

For besides the material resources, organization, media and street support, 

that are required for a successful PTI protest event one also requires the unique 

public persona of Imran Khan. “More than anything else, it’s the man himself. 

Imran Khan brings star power, he is famous, well liked, honest. Our whole team 

runs on his passion,” is how Ahsan locates the role of the party chairman in their 

campaign strategy. If the PTI also functions like a public relations firms, the content 

of its ‘revolutionary’ messaging and the packaging of this content was noteworthy. 

 

 Imran Khan the ‘revolutionary’ inspires a desire for tabdeeli, insaaf 

(justice), and hope, in a naya Pakistan. A celebrity elite, who brought global 

recognition to Pakistan by leading the national cricket team to win the World Cup. 

He also raised funds to establish the first cancer hospital of Pakistan after watching 

his mother suffer from the illness. An “impassioned, questing, believing” leader, 

worthy of a chance to hold the reins of the country (Judha, 2018). Or at least be 

seen to do so. This was apparent in the vocabulary used by Khan, in the build-up to 

the Azadi Dharna to rile up his supporters, together with Qadri152: 

 

 
150 Mansoor Malik (2014, July 25) Imran says his march will be a decisive battle. Dawn. 
152 Dawn Report (2014, August 20) Marchers breach red zone, hold sit-in outside parliament. 
Dawn. 
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Before he initiated the countdown for the march on the red zone, the PTI 
chief instructed his supporters to remain peaceful and warned law 
enforcement personnel not to engage with the marchers. “We will turn the 
lawns of parliament into Tahrir Square,” he bellowed from atop the mobile 
PTI stage, which began to slow crawl towards Constitution Avenue. “I will 
lead the march and you must follow me without hesitation. We will turn the 
red zone into a green zone,” he told charged demonstrators. Remember, we 
will change the red zone into the green zone,” he added. 
 
During his session of the ‘people’s parliament’, Dr Qadri set the stage for 
the march by asking the crowd a set of rhetorical yes/no questions, including 
whether they would prefer to protest in front of parliament and whether the 
government should stay or go. His supporters chanted their answers in 
chorus, as if on cue, setting the stage for the march to follow.  

 
And at another site: 
 

He accused the Punjab police of robbing people instead of providing them 
security but said that he would soon “set them right”. Earlier, speaking at a 
function in Lahore, the PTI chief said the country needed massive changes 
to overcome the negative indicators plaguing it… He alleged that the Sharif 
brothers had purchased two vehicles worth Rs225m; about 1300 policemen 
were guarding their palace in Jati Umra and they were suspending (police) 
SPs if their (pet) peacocks died.153  

 
Khan’s ‘revolutionary’ posturing, inflammatory from the point of view of his 

targets, also comes to light in the way he announced a campaign of civil 

disobedience. PTI supporters were than expected to not pay their utility bills. At the 

same time PTI’s implicit ally Qadri, urged Pakistanis to write go Nawaz go, a slogan 

popularized by the PTI, on banknotes which prompted the State Bank of Pakistan 

(SBP) to issue a public statement against currency defacement154. The symbolic 

nature of this demand soon became apparent when participants of the protest events 

themselves resisted against this move.  

 

 This mix of ‘revolutionary’ symbolism and celebrity fits neatly with the 

information seeking behavior of Pakistanis of all age groups many of whom depend 

on cable television news and are skeptical of foreign sources of information but 

believe in positive role of the Internet for society. ‘ 

 

 
153 Majeed Gill (2014, June 28) PTI threatens Independence Day march on capital. Dawn. 
154 Irfan Haider (2014, September 15) Qadri announces hunger strike, Imran declares revolt. 
Dawn. 
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Revolutionary’ speeches created a mediation logic of numbers, damage and 

witnessing. But it was their ‘live’ televised coverage that converged online, 

attracted even more mainstream media attention and created a spectacle of numbers. 

The speeches, their staging outside the Parliament building, and the media 

spectacles ultimately became medias themselves and posed a perceived threat to 

government’s popularity. 

 

This is why Khan’s image is a critical cog in the party machinery, in 

particular its communication efforts. Here is how a senior member of the party’s 

administration I spoke with describes it: 

 
We have to use the chairman. In fact, the chairman uses himself with his 
appearances because that sells the ratings to the media. Appearance, and his 
frequent appearance through, one-hour long interviews, his appearances 
through subjective press conferences. Let’s say if it is a huge protest, and 
its two weeks away, so two to three press conferences (right before) builds 
up the pressure.155   

 
Important to remember that in this messaging the substantive content or policy of 

tabdeeli, is left unanswered. “Even Khan's closest aides admit the boss is not great 

in this department. "He's not a strategy guy, let's put it that way," said Asad Umar, 

vice-president of Khan's party speaking to Ben Judah for The Times. "He has never 

been in an institution, and doesn't know how to work in an institutional setting."”  

 

From this perspective the PTI campaign strategy was to sell leadership 

through television screen, not policy. This is not really a break from traditional 

politics, the difference is in the way it is packaged and sold because that pertains to 

the media political environment in the regime. In addition to ‘revolutionary’ 

rhetoric, the catchphrases used by the PTI chief against the ruling party, 

appearances of celebrities and fashionistas on protest venue, in between popular 

music mixed by well-known local DJs is a news director’s dream. These round the 

clock performances day-after-day translated into a surge in ratings of cable news 

television in Pakistan and incentivized airtime for these media spectacles.156 They 

 
155 Interviewed on 3rd September, 2015 via Skype. 
156 Khawar Ghumman (2014, October 2) Live from D-Chowk, its’ the Imran Khan show! Dawn. 
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found a willing partner in the electronic media driven polyvalent environment 

where opposition groups must survive by aggressively marketing their constituents. 
 

Hip contemporary Pakistani music and flood lights did the rounds in 

between speeches of political leaders center stage thereby creating a festive 

atmosphere nothing short of a rock concert. The newsworthiness of Khan’s 

impassioned jibes at Pakistani elites shot up through celebrity endorsement in a 

charged youthful venue. In fact, this style of mocking elite opponents and sound-

bites it generated can be seen as movement artefacts. They opened mediation 

opportunities of witnessing by presenting an alternative political culture to the one 

couched in traditionally bland tropes of sacrifice, injustice and victimhood.  

 

Such artefacts also need to be understood in the context of the intensity of 

cultural production that has occurred after media liberalization. For instance, Larho 

Mujhay (Urdu for ‘fight me’) is a popular song that often features in PTI rallies157. 

Collection of such songs by popular artist feature regularly in PTI contentious 

events and are akin to party anthems. Larho Mujhay was sung by a local artist who 

also featured on Coke Studio Pakistan, a television music program that has over the 

decade garnered critical international recognition.  

 
Pal & Arron D’Souza (2018) argue that this “fusion of old and new music, 

collaboration between mainstream and non-mainstream artistes, images of modern 

women with agency and authority as opposed to veiled women shown in media, 

and prevalence of Sufi poetry in Coke Studio Pakistan discursively construct 

polyvocality of the nation.” Such protest anthems created mediation opportunities 

of numbers not only through national narratives counter to those of their opponents 

but also because they resonated with a younger constituency across Pakistan and 

the diaspora. 

 

Evidence presented here suggests that the PTI campaign messaging have 

sold Imran Khan the ‘revolutionary’ in the hearts and minds of the people. Does 

this mark the beginning of a bourgeoisie uprising or is Khan just another 

 
157 Hyatt, Rohail., (published online on 2013, May 25). Larho Mujhey, Bilal Khan Coke Studio 
[Video file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUqRXjCM8Gg.  
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manifestation of Pakistani regime’s control. A social control for example against 

radical nationalists and Islamists in the age of information abundance? And is this 

love for Khan a symbol of investment of Muslim Pakistanis, wherever they maybe, 

in the constitutional battle of British India which culminated in the creation of 

Pakistan many years ago? This symbolic, discursive and indeed mediated 

‘revolution’ is strange. One wonders that when Pakistanis support Khan, if in fact 

the object of their support is their own accomplishments and hopes in the face of 

an uncertain future. 
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Chapter 7 Comparison and conclusions 
 
Evidence for mediated contention during episodes of contention since 1988 

presented in the previous chapter reveals distinct similarities and differences in the 

way they were delimited by the prevailing media political environment.  

 

In this chapter we shall see at first how the similarities in performances pre-

and-post liberalization reveals the symbolic and the discursive structures of 

mediation that created advantage for opposition groups within a stagnant political 

process. This becomes apparent when we observe the interaction between mediated 

contentions, like legislative manoeuvres, national security frames, and significant 

protest events in both periods. 

 

However, the limitation of collective action frames to build a cultural 

resonance and create discursive opportunities in each episode points at other 

powerful forces at play in each episode. So secondly, it will be seen how mediated 

contention in both episodes were different in many ways and the prevailing logics 

of mediatization of politics can account for these differences. This becomes 

apparent when we observe interaction between newer forms of mediated contention 

such as media professionalism of the opposition group, marketing the idea of a 

revolution and protest spectacles facilitated by electronic media. This subsection 

elaborates on these issues and concludes by describing the dilemmas of looking at 

performance innovation when there is seemingly little advantage to be gained.  

 

The ways in which mediated contention innovates over time to create 

unique political advantage through the media when there is seemingly little 

advantage to be gained can be described as a mediatized performance innovation. 

The concluding section of this thesis explains how such repertoires of contentions 

extract political advantage as they are based also on a regime’s trajectory of 

mediatization of politics. In the process the paradoxical link between performance 

innovation and mobilization after liberalization in a stagnant political process will 

be elaborated. Implication for research on contentious politics in Pakistan will also 

be discussed. 
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7.1 Comparison of tactics of groups pre-and-post liberalization 
 
7.1.1 Mediated contention and political opportunities  
 
Mediated contention in each episodes created political opportunities for respective 

groups discursively as well as by “tapping cultural resonances” (Gamson, 2004) in 

specific ways. However, since both claims makers were also national parties with 

the support of the status-quo, political insiders so to speak, their resources were not 

as relevant for this comparison. Chapter 3 established how contentious politics is 

an implicit part of mainstream politics in Pakistan. This subsection shows how 

parties in the opposition are able to use symbolic and discursive strategies despite 

suppression of dissent in a weak post-colonial state. 

 

It first explains the use of symbolism of injustice, law and order, in a 

developing post-colonial state. As will be seen, in some ways cultural resonance 

was created but the prime objective of persuasive appeals was publicity and 

therefore the performances should not to be confused with NSMs or transnational 

activism. A peculiar feature of these performances is that it is sometimes difficult 

to distinguish activist slogans from their demands for justice.  

 

Secondly, it will be explained that while such frames do create discursive 

opportunities, claim makers appear to behave simultaneously as insiders and 

outsiders. The resource for mobilization, including human resource, is largely based 

on party’s own networks of patronage where street agitation can be whipped up to 

create a mediation logic of numbers, damage and witness. This media-movement 

interaction is based on a media system that acts as ‘agents and enablers’ of an 

uncertain political fertility in elite contests rather than mirror established political 

cleavages.  

 
7.1.1.1 Cultural resonance for publicity 
 
Both claim makers used legislative maneuvers and national security frames to 

create a cultural resonance with the mediatized publics (thereafter referred as ‘the 

public’) at the time which helped them pressurize regime elites in their backdoor 

negotiations with them. Leaders of the PPP understood for instance that the public 

would better resonate with the demand for resignation of chief executives when 
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they are coupled with certain persuasive rhetoric such as, historical mistakes, 

corruption and personal sacrifice of the people of Sindh. A perceived battle for 

Pakistan that the public must take seriously and therefore question the government 

of Nawaz Sharif if it is really prepared for challenges plaguing society. Similarly. 

Similarly, the PTI leadership understood that their demands for resignation of top 

executives and dissolution of assemblies will be deciphered favorably by the public 

when couched in frames of a corrupt prime minister, naya Pakistan, insaf and 

tabdeeli, especially when those demands are made ‘live’ on television by Imran 

Khan the revolutionary to a much larger public post-liberalization.  

 

Similarly, both protest organizers used national security frames to persuade 

the public. This performance needs to be seen in the context of historically powerful 

military elite imperatives in the regime. In particular, it enhanced the significance 

of the protesters campaign for the public, by-standers and military elites by 

resonating with them and creating a perceived collective identity, a legitimate 

opposition on the streets, to that of their targets in the government. For instance, 

Bhutto branded Nawaz Sharif a terrorist for supporting the conspiracy of Jinnahpur 

and blamed the government for the Tando Bhawal incident. Khan’s public warning 

of an ensuing military intervention in case his party’s demands were not met served 

a similar purpose. Such allegations would be taken very seriously in any mature 

democratic polity, but their casual usage for manifestly political ends reveals the 

symbolic power of themes of injustice and security typical in Pakistani politics at 

the time.    

 

Through such negative publicity stunts protest organizers found a foothold 

in the national discourse on pressing security challenges of Pakistan that are 

otherwise the exclusive domain of military elites. Pakistanis generally hold the 

armed forces and its world view in high esteem, so it made sense for opposition 

groups to pose as more worthy of running the government of a national security 

state in ways that terrorist incidents and other law and order situations would not 

take place.  

 
However, organizers of both campaigns understood that the advantage that 

could be created through these persuasive tactics were limited. The terrorism 
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charges were likely unfounded and the precise internal compulsions that leads 

military to impose martial law is certainly not shared with other state institutions 

let alone civilian opposition groups. Nonetheless such frames, when covered by the 

media, created a spectacle of law and order and attracted media attention. Protesters 

aimed for movement spillover i.e. a tacit understanding that the prospects of 

military interference in a heightening political crisis would pressurize their targets 

in negotiations behind the scenes. At the same time organizers of both opposition 

groups were careful how they used this particular performance for fear of losing 

support of other autonomous elites skeptical of the undue advantage of this strategy 

or worse, repression by a state with a history of violently resisting class politics. 

This reflected in the limited news reports on this otherwise highly sensitive issue.  

 

If these symbolic frames of injustice and insecurity were meant to resonate 

with the public of a developing post-colonial state with a short but tumultuous 

political history, the associated demands of claim makers were peculiar. Both 

opposition groups stood out for not placing in front of citizens, through the press, 

specific policy issues and course corrections related to national security and 

legislation that could be facilitated by the political process. The process of the 

courts and the parliament for example. The demand for assembly dissolution, for 

instance, necessitated by historical mistakes and corrupt elected officials, was not 

simply meant to pressurize the government towards a lapse in accountability. 

Otherwise those backdoor demands and discussions, presumably on corruption and 

system overhaul, would have been clearly articulated to the public and in fact be 

central to the campaign. This is what one might expect of demands of programmatic 

parties where constituents and leadership are all united around a common objective. 

But the specific examples of legislative demands in both episodes show that this 

was not the case. As explained in chapter 3 political parties in Pakistan operate like 

fiefdoms of powerful chieftains. 

 

The use of symbolism and demands for justice for parochial partisan interest 

may at first appear confounding. Indeed, by this logic any legislative process in 

concerned state institution can be called in to question. It is these very state 

institutions, such as the parliament, through which the 1973 Constitution of 

Pakistan was promulgated. A document that provides the framework upon which 
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the business of the state, however imperfect it may be, is conducted. Similarly, 

separatist militancy and crime are a genuine problem the state must tackle, and 

which requires input both from civilian and the security apparatus.  

 

We will revisit this problematic connection between substantive policy 

change and contentious politics in Pakistan in the conclusion. For now, suffice is to 

say that often it is difficult to distinguish collective action frames from the 

protester’s ‘demands’. Or in other words, to distinguish the discursive from the 

symbolic aspect of these frames. In some ways, both persuasive frames, or slogans, 

and the outrageous activist demands worked to create discursive opportunities as 

we shall see in the next subsection. But in other ways the demands themselves were 

purely symbolic in nature. Their advantage being one of legislating as a 

performance more than an act of legislating; or security frames as rhetoric more 

than an alarm against perceived threats. This instrumentalizing of symbolism, so to 

speak, is similar to a “political gimmick” (Scalmer, 2002): 
 

…not rational, but theatrical; it does not establish an argument, but a claim 
to public attention. Its aim is ‘publicity’ – entry into the public realm, not 
the subtle massaging or robust chiseling of ‘public opinion’. Its methods are 
‘shocking’ rather than uplifting – the cream pie delivered to the face; the 
surfboard paddled at the front of the warship. (p.6) 

 
Leaders of both protests also alluded to global struggles to build a resonance with 

“transnational activism” (Chester & Welsh, 2006). The PPP mobilized 

demonstrations in Britain outside Pakistan’s diplomatic offices at the height of 

contention on 18th November. Whereas in the first press conference Bhutto alluded 

to the recent fall of Soviet Union as a stark reminder of the popular will for nation 

building. And, Imran Khan on occasions compared the Azadi Dharna to the uprising 

in Tahrir Square. These tactics were not really meant for camaraderie with the New 

Left or similar global causes while they may appear to do so not least because such 

tactics were curated by party leaders. By associating significant global events with 

local affairs this ‘internationalization’ is better seen as a publicity stunt. 

 

The use of collective action frames in this way also tells us that mobilization 

was different from narrower conceptualizations of the NSM. “The politics of NSMs 

challenge the cultural codes of institutionalized power relations through symbolic 
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events and evocative language that lend them coherent form as an ‘imagined 

community’ ” (Barker, 2004). The frames mentioned here did challenge power 

relations, but the aim of protest organizers was narrow and parochial. Both protests 

were against sitting government’s perceived economic corruption, electoral rigging 

and moral decay. But rhetoric of naya Pakistan and battle for Pakistan really 

created the space to press private interests in the name of the public.  

 

Expressed in terms of the three aspects of political logic i.e. “policy”, 

“publicity” and “polity” (H Kriesi & Esser, 2013), symbolic frames, the slogan and 

the demand, catered primarily to the publicity driven self-presentational political 

logic. To some extent the polity or political process aspect but nonetheless 

inconsequential to the policy aspect as we shall see in the following subsection. 

This is a reason why recent contentious episodes in Pakistan are questioned about 

their democratizing potential. The rules of the game largely driven by the political 

economy of military elites (Siddiqa, 2007), who are also the most powerful 

autonomous actors. 

 
7.1.1.2 Discursive opportunities via patronage networks 

 
The instrumentalizing of cultural frames appears starker if we juxtapose them with 

the staging of protest events in each episode. This in turn can reveal more about 

how political advantage was discursively created by opposition groups that behave 

simultaneously as insiders and outsiders.  

 

Most street agitation in each episode was mobilized in urban centers partly 

as that attracted media’s attention and turned significant protest events into 

spectacular stunts which gave them a larger than life appeal in the public 

consciousness. While frequent orchestration of these events in urban centers kept 

protest organizers newsworthy and resistance through street mobilization credible 

to their targets and the public.  

 

In some ways symbolic frames did create “discursive opportunities” 

(Koopman, 2004) for protest organizers. The public interpretation of PPP and PTI 

contention as a movement against elite capture must be seen in the context of the 

power tussle between troika of executive political actors at the onset of both 
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episodes. But the claim that elite capture in Pakistan caused these movements is 

far-fetched. This is because the claim makers were not really targeting the coterie 

of autonomous regime elites, with whom incidentally they shared many socio-

cultural traits, but only a tiny segment of those elites in the government.  

 

But the discursive context of well-known crony capitalism in Pakistan had 

the effect that the events organized by these elites in the opposition were seen by 

the media and interpreted by politicians through the lens of this debate. The 

mediated contention became politically relevant as an anti-status quo movement 

and this connected the public resonance with anti-elitism, through symbolism of 

corrupt officials, rigged elections and terrorism, to tactics such as the demand for 

the resignation of executives and Assembly dissolutions. It was within this 

discursive framework that the debate on cronyism becomes iconic with a distinct 

national meaning, rather than the street agitation in certain cities that it really was. 

Interestingly, the performances were curated by the very crony elites that were 

leading the campaign against cronyism.  

 
These tactics subsequently led to a further intensification of debate on 

elitism and an upsurge of street agitation by these parties as part of the campaign. 

If we take protest events as an indicator of mobilization, we see that the stage of the 

protest cycle in each contentious episode, as illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 6.1, 

reveals the opening of discursive opportunities through the use of symbolic frames 

and protesters demands.  

 

The progress of the PPP Long March from June to November was 

accompanied by increasing frequency of significant protest events and this reflected 

in the increasing radicalization in demands; the demand for dissolution of assembly 

was made on 12th June 1992; an instance of Assembly proceeding disruption was 

reported on 4th August, while the Prime Minister was labelled as a terrorist on 10th 

August; threats of a mass movement to topple the government was made on 15th 

October. The intensity of cycle waned following the containment of Benazir Bhutto 

on 18th November after the police car chase from Rawalpindi to Islamabad. She 

nevertheless pressed on through stunts like ‘train march’ with limited street 

mobilization in December. This is in line with Tarrow’s (1989) conceptualization 
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of contention influenced by a recurrent cycle of increasing and decreasing 

frequency, intensity and formation. 

 

Similarly, the demands and actions of the PTI during the Azadi Dharna in 

2014 followed the contours of a protest cycle that can be broken in to three 

relatively distinct phases. The period between May to July, appears to be a time of 

preparation. PTI was mobilizing token rallies against electoral rigging even before 

the contentious episode with its demand for resignation of ECP officials.  

 

The period between July and October marks the most contentious phase of 

the protest cycle as Khan with his supporters entered Islamabad for the prolong 

televised sit-in. On 9th August, Khan at the helms of the campaign made it clear that 

it is Sharif who will be responsible for any possible military intervention. Geo TV 

crew was manhandled allegedly by PTI supporters on 17th August. However, 

temperatures appeared to cool down when the agitating cleric Qadri mysteriously 

announced that the ‘revolution’ has achieved its objective and departed from protest 

site.  

 

The final and receding stage was between October and December. Khan had 

by then dropped the demand for the resignation of the Prime Minister on 9th 

November. However, the protest on site continued under a more festive 

environment. Khan the revolutionary had by now become regular television family 

entertainment. The Azadi Dharna episode came to an end on the day of the grisly 

terror attack on an Army Public School on 16th December.   

 

But as explained earlier, the relevance of the public controversy over elitism 

without any substantive policy advertised to the public by claim makers raising 

these issues shows that in many ways cultural frames operated like a political 

gimmick. It enabled them to transition from insider to outsider status depending on 

their assessment of the political calculus. That is why, in many ways, both 

contentious episodes shared characteristics with political campaigns, such as during 

general elections. This link between “Ballots and Barricades” (McAdam & Tarrow, 

2010) is not unique to Pakistan’s democratization and is a fertile research agenda. 
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The behavior of claim makers becomes clearer as we examine protest events 

and spectacles in the context of a regime that violently resists class politics. One 

where extra-institutional networks of governance are entrenched and the 

competition among autonomous elites that dominate these networks provides the 

engine for mobilization instead of grassroot organizing. Indeed, findings presented 

in chapter 5 points towards a secondary performance underway through intraparty 

competition among elites seeking to impress party bosses by investing greater 

capital, including human resources, in a campaign. Future studies on contention in 

Pakistan must examine the relationship between what Mulla (2017) calls “protest 

participants” and “protest organizers” in order to better understand the social role 

of various actors within such movements in creating political advantage. 

 
For these reasons, it is difficult to see this movement-media dance as a 

“diffusion process” (Soule, 2004). Protest events in any location were organized by 

elites through a systematic tried and tested rigidly hierarchal party infrastructure 

based on patronage ties. Where this infrastructure was not present, electables were 

expected to use their own respective mass mobilization infrastructures to mobilize 

support. This is in stark contrast to grassroot mobilizations such as the Communist 

leaning Mazdoor Kisan Party (MKP) whose peasants in the 1970s led a popular 

revolt against landlords in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, PTI’s stronghold at 

present, that was eventually crushed by the state. Or, even the countrywide 

movement against General Ayub Khan in the 1960s that was led by students and 

spread to major cities of West and East Pakistan (present day Bangladesh). 

 

Furthermore, mediated contention examined here could be impacted by the 

resources of the PTI relative to the PPP organizers, as well as their organizational 

discipline. Indeed, both opposition groups had their own modes of generating 

finances for political campaigns as described in section 5. 2 and 6.2. However, both 

groups are powerful national political parties amongst the many relatively unknown 

political actors registered with the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP). 

Resource mobilization as a factor in creating political advantage may not be 

meaningful for a comparison between ‘A-list’ political actors that have arrived with 

the support of the status quo. Although it is relevant for comparing smaller actors 

outside the thesis scope, such as militant groups. Indeed, the Azadi Dharna was 
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called off because of a terror attack dubbed Pakistan’s 911 for which anti-state 

militants claimed responsibility. Concerns for such opportunistic and horrific stunts 

by non-state actors were rife in those days. Similar is the case of organizational 

discipline within the party. Both parties have a distinct organization, but they are 

similar in sophistication and size necessary for any functional national party 

apparatus in Pakistan. These performances thus support studies that find that the 

involvement of mainstream movement organizations is associated less with the use 

of disruptive tactics and more with institutionalizing of movement actors (Kriesi et 

al, 1995). 

 

The creation of political advantage by opposition groups within the bounds 

of a regime that violently resists class politics does not mean the performances were 

ineffective. On the contrary, it is precisely the efficacy of these performances, based 

on opposition groups past dealing with the regime which compelled these groups 

to choose certain tactics both pre-and-post liberalization. This is why political 

actors continue to repeat certain mediated performances since 1988 that becomes 

the basis for repertoires discussed in section 7.2.3.  

 
7.1.2 Novel advantage of mediated contention  
 
The limitation of collective action frames discussed above to create discursive 

opportunities is another way of saying that the mediated contention, or the symbolic 

and discursive structures of mediation, during each contentious episode were 

limited in their creation of political opportunities. However, this limitation cannot 

be entirely explained by the regime’s stagnant political process. New forms of 

electronic media-based contention appeared post-liberalization and created new 

kinds of mediation opportunities that are better explained by the changes in the 

regime’s media environment. This highlights that medias are not only relevant for 

the symbolic and discursive realm where movement media interact but also 

constitute direct action in their own right. This subsection elaborates on these issues 

and concludes by describing the dilemma of looking at performance innovation 

when there is seemingly little advantage to be gained.  
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7.1.2.1 Media instrumentalism  
 

In previous subsections, we learned about the specific symbolic and discursive 

advantage generated by mediated contention in the context of a stagnant political 

process. We also learned that resources of concerned opposition groups may not be 

a meaningful factor in a comparison of their choice of tactics. Contentious episodes 

in question in Pakistan also do not neatly align with transnational activism, NSMs 

and diffusion processes for numerous reasons, notwithstanding the poor state of 

civil society. Participants many times are from the working class, but they operate 

on the whims of powerful organizers who are also their patrons. Contentious 

performances examined thus are best seen as political gimmicks.  

 

Despite these limitations, new political actors, particularly after 

liberalization, were able to mobilize support to challenge the government of a weak 

military dominated regime. Opposition groups sustained the political advantage in 

novel ways when traditional avenues were exhausted or ineffective. This subsection 

examines the role of media technology in sustaining resistance and becoming 

instrumental and material in the PTI’s mobilization strategy. 

 

The role of media and communication can be understood in two ways; 

firstly, mediated contention was delimited in ways that can only be explained by 

the media environment, or prevailing logic of mediatization of politics. That is to 

say that institutional processes of mediatization in an age of media abundance had 

an impact on contention distinguishable from that of the political process.  

 

So, even in the pre-liberalization context of mediatization, the use of 

national security frames, legislative manoeuvres and significant protest events 

posed a distinct disadvantage for opposition groups as they couldn’t adequately 

defend themselves discursively against attacks from targets however favorable the 

political context. For instance, competing political and commercial media logic 

meant that the government could use the omnipresent partisan state broadcast to 

frame PDA protesters as rioters and terrorists in the absence of any significant 

challenge through counter frames. The legally questionable act of airing a 

documentary on AZO terrorist organisation at the height of contention in November 
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is one case in point. At the time PPP organizers could only rely on the logic of print, 

and that too based on the limited reach of newspapers, to defend themselves 

publicly. They had to scramble and take the government to court for airing the 

documentary after the fact but presumably the damage in the public sphere was 

already done. The government could also censor foreign sources of information 

thereby creating a near monopoly over its preferred frames, and counter frames on 

current affairs. 

 

The much smaller polyvalent media industry also meant that the PPP had 

much less space to generate controversy. In any case radical performances, such as 

terrorist acts, and even passive performance, based on radical political ideas, 

however peacefully expressed and covered by commercial media were forbidden 

and could be arbitrarily censored. This continues to be true for protest organizers 

post-liberalization who had more liberty to promote their demands post-

liberalization courtesy of a larger polyvalent media industry. 

 

Secondly, the innovation of mediated contention, can only be explained by 

changes in this logic of mediatization of politics between the two episodes. For 

instance, lacking support from other opposition parties in the Assemblies, the kind 

of support which made it easier to pull legislative stunts for the PPP in 1992, the 

PTI created novel advantage through non-legislative manoeuvres. It aligned with 

the fringe PAT party of the political cleric and televangelist Qadri whose reputation 

increased the newsworthiness of PTI demands. Recall that outrageous demands of 

political insiders in Pakistan often also serve as publicity stunts that legitimize their 

contention on the streets. Thus, Qadri’s risqué support in the public eye legitimized 

the PTI’s mobilization by giving it a dramaturgical oomph thereby forcing the 

government to take the party seriously. 

 

But Qadri’s sudden departure in the midst of the episode presumably 

because the deep state had achieved its objective, suggests that the political calculus 

by that time had changed. In other words, discursive opportunities for the PTI on 

account of the agitating cleric were no longer available. It was on such moments 

that the link between complementary (as opposed to competitive) commercial, 
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professional and political logics of mediatization, and innovative performances 

becomes starker.  

 

PTI staging of an unprecedented made-for-electronic-media spectacle in the 

national capital enabled by an electronic media driven polyvalent system was an 

astute strategy. As Qadri and his supporters left the chess board, taking with them 

the steam of the protest wave, colorful commercial 24-hour television news 

coverage, both in favor and against, and Internet trolls both friendly and inimical to 

the PTI’s preferred frames sustained momentum between the second and third stage 

of the cycle. The televised spectacle followed the same logic that made Qadri, a 

‘made-for-TV-showman’, relevant to begin with.  

 

In this regard, PTI’s organizational repertoire was obviously handy for 

aggressive and targeted online and televised promotions and to trade abuse with 

rival trolls. Organizers of the Azadi Dharna crafted their performances as a 

marketing campaign in lieu of the affordances of the electronic media. This 

reflected in the party’s organization which was also geared to operate like an 

advertising agency. Administrative staff of the party had professionals who 

understood digital and integrated marketing methods and tailored Khan’s speeches 

for constituents young and old. While SMS messages catered primarily to registered 

supporters, trends created by social media teams online catered primarily to 

sympathizers online, journalists, media personalities, potential constituents and 

other bystanders.  

 

As explained in section 6.3.4 this professionalism of the party organization 

itself can be seen as a repertoire as its function is to ensure preferred frames reach 

relevant audiences. They created a spectacle of numbers, made resistance credible, 

and increased the likelihood for widening the scope of conflict where young 

constituents online and opportunistic politicians could participate virtually, through 

television or on-ground events. Moreover, protesters could mitigate the loss of 

legacy media interest by keeping public interest alive through online messages. 

 
In this sense, PTI media teams provided an alternative coverage of party 

activities. They amplified the impact of other performances. But it would be a 
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mistake to look at social media campaigns of the PTI as truly alternative, not least 

because their aim was not to supplant the 24-hour news cycle. This shouldn’t be 

surprising considering the co-optation of new media by the legal, social and 

political values of the mainstream media as discussed in chapter 4. These 

‘alternative campaigns’ after all were managed by a major insider party itself. 

 

 Arguably, the most innovative performance was in the way Azadi Dharna 

organizers promoted the notion of Khan the revolutionary to their constituents. 

They understood the media system and stood out by making Khan’s public image 

and speeches a centerpiece of their communication efforts. His celebrity status, 

endorsements from other celebrities, posturing as a ‘passionate, well-meaning, 

revolutionary’ and the benefit of the incumbency factor made the task of public 

relations in a chaotic media environment easier. Awab’s explanation of PTI media 

strategy is revealing159:  

 
Social media is only a communications interface. People want to see, hear 
and interact with our brand and we use the medium to give them what they 
want. It is not about marketing the brand; the brand is the need of the time 
due to the country’s situation and people are looking for an alternative and 
in Imran Khan they see that alternative. 

 
In other words, the man Imran Khan became a revolutionary in the public 

consciousness when spectacularized, visualized and mediated through electronic 

media. The messaging wasn’t really a break from the past but it was different in its 

packaging. His lack of professional experience as a public servant paradoxically 

turned into his strength as someone worthy of given a chance to lead. Constituents, 

as consumers, saw a passionate leader who could boast of popular achievements 

and command the respect of an international audience compared to career dynastic 

politicians they were accustomed too.  

 

In contrast, PPP organizers operated within the severe constraints of the 

predominantly competing logics of mediatized politics and therefore had to 

mobilize resources and spectacles in many other urban areas to stay relevant. 

 
159  Umair Mohsin, Yes, we Khan! (Jan-Feb 2012) Aurora Magazine. 
https://aurora.dawn.com/news/1141702. 
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Neither did they had the luxury to organize newsworthy stunts in a media 

environment that lacked the visual excesses of photo ops, ‘live’ coverage, catchy 

music and Internet.   

 

This comparison shows that the mediatization of politics accounts for the 

varying challenges for both opposition groups specifically in terms of changes to 

the mediation opportunities of numbers, damage and public displays that contention 

had to reckon with post-liberalization. The transformation of contention into an 

integrated marketing campaign, and newer tactics, was a rational outcome of the 

sophistication of the media environment brought on by a massive expansion of the 

networked system in lieu of the publics. This expansion was led by ICTs, 

particularly the 24-hour news television channels and online platforms. These 

logics demonstrate how “media and communication are not merely relevant to the 

symbolic and discursive realms in which [social] movements operate, but that they 

are also instrumental and material to realizing their immediate goals” (Bart 

Cammaerts, 2012).  

 

During the Islamabad sit-in PTI protesters also targeted rival commercial 

media through physical attacks such as that on Geo TV DSNG that was reporting 

on site and vandalism of PTV headquarters in Islamabad. Vandalism of PTV 

headquarters and parliament building were spectacles that served the dual role of 

creating national security frames. The orchestration of these spectacles on a scale 

just enough violent to attract the attention of television crews created spectacles of 

law and order as well as the potential to embroil the security apparatus. Of course, 

the social media teams of the PTI than could work to disperse preferred frames. 

This transformation of the Million Man March into a televised spectacle shows 

emergence of newer performances as well as innovation on existing ones as an 

outcome of technology-based mediation opportunities.  

 
7.1.2.2 Dilemmas of innovation in a stagnant political process 
 
But this innovation in contention in turn presents us with two interrelated dilemmas. 

Firstly, while these innovations created a mediation advantage in ways unavailable 

pre-liberalization, the process by which the movement media interaction was 

facilitated appears unclear. The way mediated contention is influenced by its 
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political context is fairly obvious. Indeed, we saw in the previous subsections how 

cultural frames in both episodes also created discursive opportunities. And, each set 

of performances were an outcome of their respective political processes. However, 

the link between performance innovation and mobilization becomes paradoxical in 

the context of a stagnant political process post-liberalization.  

 

In other words, why did the activist evolve their tactics between episodes 

without negotiating tolerated or forbidden modes of contention with the regime? A 

bargain that Tilly says forms the basis for regime contention and often involves 

violent struggle specially in repressive regimes like Pakistan. Contrarily, the case 

studies show that contention was relatively more violent pre-liberalization, with 

scores of PPP activists detained whereas the innovative PTI and PAT activists were 

free to occupy and on occasions vandalize the area around parliament square. 

 

 This raises another concern about whether there really was something 

fundamentally different about performances of both opposition groups. So secondly, 

innovation in protest tactics of mainstream opposition groups in Pakistan may at 

first glance appear remarkable; from traditional modes of gathering citizens through 

corner meetings with the aid of community elders, to spectacular televised 

spectacles and hashtag trending. Contention separated by a quarter of a century of 

liberalization policies in a developing post-colonial state has indeed been 

transformed.  

 

Yet the analysis in this chapter caution against exaggerating how innovative 

these mediated performances really are. As explained in section 3.3.3 the minimal 

change in the regime’s trajectory on a democracy and government capacity space 

suggests that innovation has been marginal since 1988. Political actors in Pakistan, 

in this case the PPP and PTI organizers were well aware of proven tactics with 

historical precedents. They did not need to radically alter the nature of contention, 

for instance through terrorist activities, to gain and sustain advantage in the political 

calculus.   

 

Understanding the ways in which mediated contention innovates over time 

to create unique political advantage through the media when there is seemingly little 
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advantage to be gained takes us back to the main concern of this thesis. Social 

movement literature tells us that protest dynamics are shaped by political 

opportunities such as regime change, resources available to opposition groups and 

their use of symbolic frames. But evidence presented in this thesis shows that in 

addition, changes in logics of mediatization, spearheaded by commercial electronic 

news media, have also shaped these performances. In this moulding, the logic of 

the Internet appears to have been appropriated in an electronic news driven media 

system. These media behave like ICTs in their own right. The affordances of this 

media system in the Global South alludes to their uncertain political fertility as 

‘agents and enablers’. In the concluding section I will attempt to address this 

theoretical concern through the concept of a mediatized performance innovation.  
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7.2 Conclusions 
 
The main aim of this thesis was to analyze how innovation of tactics of mainstream 

opposition groups have been mediated by commercial electronic news media in an 

emerging media context following liberalization policies. It was found that post-

liberalization this media environment further incentivized said groups to make 

tactical alliances with outside political actors which then increased the salience of 

their performances as political insiders. Furthermore, said groups mobilized a 

significant portion of their significant protest events in ways that facilitated news 

coverage, in particular the coverage of 24-hour news television. The electronic 

media led system also transformed opposition groups into tactical public relations 

firm which enabled them to aggressively promote preferred frames of perceived 

injustice tailored for diverse audiences. Finally, this media environment influenced 

the packaging of preferred frames through celebrity endorsement, catchy slogans 

and protest anthems geared for a much larger youth oriented mediatized publics 

post-liberalization. The mediation of tactical innovations in this way extracted 

political advantage in a stagnant political process.  

 
7.2.1 Extracting political advantage   
 
PTI leadership’s not so covert alliance with the mysterious cleric Tahir-Ul-Qadri is 

interesting. The cleric was publicly known for his televangelical, yet highly 

politicized, appearances on commercial news channels where he would lash out 

against perceived moral decay of corrupt rulers. The branding of Qadri’s own 

select group of supporters as a Revolutionary March (separate from PTI’s Freedom 

March) stands out particularly in this context. His image in the public 

consciousness added a dramaturgical oomph to PTI leadership’s outrageous 

demands in the Parliament. But most importantly, it increased the newsworthiness 

of PTI’s intrigues outside the Parliament square. This tactical cooperation between 

a fringe and mainstream political actor utilizing mostly non-violent means can only 

be explained by affordances of colorful news coverage post-liberalization.  

 

 In other words, the mediation of these performances through commercial 

electronic news media, itself transformed by changing logics of mediatization, 

created a contentious logic of damage and witnessing. It made resistance more 
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credible in the eyes of their targets aware of the perceived revolutionary spectacles 

unfold ‘live’ on television. By reaching the homes of millions of Pakistanis through 

technology innovative tactics potentially increased the participation of supporters 

and bystanders in protest events.  

 

The mobilization of significant protest events in ways that facilitated news 

coverage, in particular the coverage of 24-hour news television, is also notable. The 

processions that started from Lahore and culminated in a sit-in outside the high 

security zone outside Parliament square in the capital Islamabad specifically served 

this purpose. The special shipping containers for Imran Khan not only served as 

campaign base camp but also, and more importantly so, as a pulpit to address 

supporters. The most significant aspect of this theater were the television crews, the 

stage lights and armies of reporters fishing around for a scoop, that made the 

otherwise traditional content of Khan’s speeches into a media spectacle.  

 

In a sense these events led by mainstream opposition groups had evolved in 

to “media events” (Dayan & Katz, 1992) post-liberalization. The Azadi Dharna was 

preplanned, ‘live’ and disrupted routine news coverage for several months. The 

organizers of these events were also inside political actors and so as part of the 

establishment had cooperation from various media actors. Moreover, the sit-in 

symbolized much ceremony and pomp due in part to the notion of a generational 

change in Pakistani politics. A prime minister in waiting, a ‘revolutionary’ that 

commanded the respect of Pakistanis young and old was indeed symbolic. 

Importantly, the media spectacle electrified large audiences, on-ground at the 

protest cite, watching from the comforts of their homes through television sets and 

smart phones, in Pakistan and abroad.    

 

This is significant because even after the sudden departure of Qadri from 

the campaign due to changes in the political calculus, the media event sustained 

pressure on the Nawaz Sharif government. Khan’s Azadi Dharna might have lost 

its political steam but the nature of the polyvalent media system, discussed in 

detailed in chapter 4, provided ample opportunities to create a mediation logic of 

numbers, damage, and public displays. The newsworthiness of Khan’s impassioned 

jibes at Pakistani elite shot up through celebrity endorsement in a charged youthful 
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venue that looked and felt like a rock music concert. Such performances presented 

an alternative political culture to the one couched in traditionally bland tropes of 

sacrifice, injustice and victimhood. Recall that collective actions frames were not 

really a break from the past but in the way, they are packaged and sold. It pertains 

to the cyclic competition among regime elites and the rhythms behind various 

executive power configurations as suggested in chapter 3.  

 

Pakistan’s commercial electronic media led by news driven television is at 

the forefront of a networked media system post-liberalization. In this system media 

actors and online trolls both friendly and inimical to PTI’s preferred frames are in 

abundance. Partisans have plenty of stories and avenues to place them round-the-

clock. In this sense we can also look at the commercial electronic media led system 

as key to the transformation of the opposition groups into tactical public relations 

firm post-liberalization.  

 

This transformation, permanently or for the duration of contentious episodes, 

can be seen as, a performance itself, an ‘organizational repertoire’. This tactic was 

necessary due to the increased size of the mediatized publics that had to be engaged 

post-liberalization. Unlike in the print-era, the publics were now primarily driven 

by electronic media, specially commercial news television, which made sensitivity 

to audience segmentation a pre-requisite for party and protest leadership. The 

opening of unique political opportunities forced, by media liberalization, through 

changes in media logics meant that activists saw organizational repertoires as a 

template to exercise political influence in an otherwise repressive context. The new 

and influential mediatized public is now a potential constituency for all political 

entrepreneurs in Pakistan.  

 

But this was not a fundamental transformation of party machinery to a more 

decentralized and personalized forms conducive to altogether new kinds of 

“connective action” (Bennett & Segerberg, 2013). It was necessary for the party 

leadership to keep pace with the media’s transformation. Specially, if they were to 

continue a strategy of hard sell that is about promoting rather than deliberating on 

representative policies for the betterment of society.  
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The evolution of mediated contention by mainstream opposition groups is 

revealing. The largely non-violent aspect of tactical innovations is important to 

consider in respect to the more sinister displays of officially banned political actors 

that really test the security concerns of the state and are often associated with public 

life in Pakistan.  

 

The innovation of performances due to cracks in regime stability as seen in 

the episodes of contention in question may be limited. However, these tactics do 

point towards a renewed bargain over prescribed performances between the state 

and civil society following a greater salience of publicity driven self-presentational 

political logic post-liberalization. A renewed bargain brought on by changing logic 

of mediatization of politics that must be considered by all serious political actors. 

 

This bargain between rulers and citizens over prescribed, proscribed and 

tolerated performances must make special provisions for the complex relationship 

between various logics of mediatization of politics. In other words, the impact on 

contention due to the media environment cannot be completely isolated from the 

wider political economy. But as the media environment grows, and politics 

mediatized, its impact on contention becomes starker.  

 

The ongoing debate on ‘new media’s’ potential for political liberalization 

of the regime echoes concern of cyberpessimists about the extent to which ICTs, 

such as social media, and indeed commercial television news as in the case of 

Pakistan, are simply replicating conservative impulses of society (Morozov, 2011). 

If we zoom out, Imran Khan’s container dharna also came to be known for political 

engineering against Nawaz Sharif government by the deep state unhappy with 

government policies. Thus, innovation of mediated contention post-liberalization 

needs to be contextualized within Pakistan’s stagnant political process. Scratch the 

surface and the fanfare around PTI’s innovative social media strategies is 

overshadowed by concerns of network scientists that online networks operate just 

like any other offline network. In other words, it was the PTI leaders and young 

party activists, rather than civil society writ large, who created significant public 

opinion on critical issues through spectacular propaganda. This brings our attention 
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back from Imran Khan’s televised ‘revolution’ to traditional questions of power and 

agency in Pakistan’s contentious politics. 

 

 The affordances of liberalized media systems in the Global South alludes 

to their uncertain political fertility as ‘agents and enablers’ and deserves scholarly 

attention specially where broadcast media were once monopolized by the state. In 

the final section of this conclusion I attempt to address some of these theoretical 

concern through the concept of a mediatized performance innovation. The next 

section however will discuss one implication to Pakistan’s contemporary media and 

political landscape in light of the thesis.  

 

7.2.2 Discursive advantages of identity mobilization 
 

The examination of opposition groups tactical innovation in response to the 

prevailing media political environment in Pakistan raises two special concerns for 

future scholarship that are worth mentioning. Firstly, as was explained in chapter 3 

contentious politics appears to be a critical part of Pakistan’s mainstream politics 

even as successive regimes have violently resisted class-based mobilization. A 

zero-sum game on ideological grounds prominent in the political stalemate between 

student groups, or the wide swings in state policy due to a persistent lack of 

consensus among elite political actors that gives rise to contentious episodes. 

 

Secondly, various manifestations of identity define mobilization in modern 

Pakistan among political actors of all shades and hues. This may seem obvious and 

that is precisely why there is a need to better understand the role of culture in 

studying contention otherwise dominated by political economic explanations.  

According to Shaikh a generation of scholars on Pakistan inspired by neo-Marxism 

have studied the link between contention and the identity crisis with political and 

economic explanations. Less focus is placed on “the very real force of powerful 

normative concerns informed by an Indo-Muslim religious discourse” (p. 10).  

 

I have explained elsewhere that this discourse is also conspicuous in 

Pakistan’s emerging public sphere where it continues to be expressed through rigid 

Cold War era binaries such as; ghadar (Urdu for ‘traitor’) versus patriot, corrupt 
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versus honest, bay haya (Urdu for ‘immodest’) versus pious, religious versus ghair 

Islami (Urdu for ‘unIslamic’) or secular, leftists versus right-wing, Muslim versus 

Kafir (Urdu for ‘infidel’), freedom fighter versus terrorist, protester versus rioter 

(Siddiqui, 2020). Historically, such discursive strategies have been used by a weak 

post-colonial state to govern and suppress dissent. Over successive decades such 

discursive binaries in the political lexicon have increased to cater a much larger and 

sophisticated mediatized publics post-liberalization.  

 

Therefore, in the context of Pakistan’s troubled relationship with religion 

future scholars can also examine how diverse collective action frames, including 

various religion inspired symbolism, are negotiated? Or, what political fruits does 

that yield and how? And, in the context of media liberalization policies since late 

1990s, how and why frames change over time and, what else does that reveal about 

the symbolic, the discursive and the material structures of power upon which 

regime contention rests? The ‘cultural turn’ in social theory that prompts these 

questions may reveal more about collective action problems in Pakistan’s 

militarized fledgling democracy and other Muslim majority states160. It is hoped 

that a framework of mechanisms and processes behind media political tactics in 

contemporary Pakistan presented in the next section may lead us towards an 

explanation.   

 
This research has focused on the tactics of opposition groups and paid little 

attention to the reaction of authorities and political actors ancillary to the conflict, 

such as non-state actors. Future research on contemporary mediated and indeed 

mediatized contention in Pakistan must also look at campaign messages of various 

actors to understand how framing contests are (un)successful in passing the 

newsgate and how that effects political outcomes. 

 

 
160 Ayaz Ahmed Siddiqui. August 20, 2019. Do Pakistani Leaders Still Think Citizens Are 
Irrational? Livewire. [Retrieved from https://livewire.thewire.in/politics/do-pakistani-leaders-still-
think-citizens-are-irrational/] 
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7.2.3 Mediatized Performance Innovation (MPI) 
 
The ways in which mediated contention innovates over time to create unique 

political advantage through the media when there is seemingly little advantage to 

be gained can be described as a mediatized performance innovation. This section 

will show that these are repertoires of contention based on Pakistani regime’s 

trajectory of mediatization of politics within the broader political calculus.  

 

As illustrated in Figure 7.0, MPI can be understood through an extension to 

Tilly’s framework in Regimes and Repertoires and is as follows; the trajectory of a 

regime’s mediatization of politics, in addition to the regime’s trajectory on a 
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capacity and democracy space, can be an additional influence on contention across 

time and space. In the age of media abundance, this technology centric perspective 

looks at political influences on contention beyond the political process. In other 

words, media movement processes not only exist in the symbolic and the discursive 

realm, where movements operate, but are also material form of direct action in their 

own right. This kind of movement-media interaction is in line with scholarship on 

the power of news media as political institutions in their own right due to a 

mediatization of politics (Schudson, 2002).  

 

 This theoretical thesis follows from arguments built in previous chapters 

and clarifies the complex interplay of different variables; contentious performances 

and the structure of media and political opportunities and constraints, i.e. the MOS 

and the POS, upon which they depend in diverse democratic contexts. In the 

remainder of this section, we look at these relationships including the paradoxical 

link between performance innovation and mobilization after liberalization in a 

stagnant political process. Implication of MPI for research on contentious politics 

in Pakistan is also discussed. 

 
7.2.3.1 Mechanisms of mediated contention 
 
As repertoires of contention, MPI must pass certain analytical tests proposed by 
Tilly (2006). They must be:  
 

i) causally coherent; performances result from similar causes, involve 
similar internal cause-and-effect sequences, and produce similar 
effects. Systematic regularities in their precipitating conditions, changes, 
variations, and consequences can be identified. They must be ii) 
symbolically coherent; when participants, observers, or authorities identify 
a performance as an X, that label authorizes and/or promotes specific 
reactions to the performance that would not otherwise occur. iii) Once a 
performance acquires visible effectiveness it becomes available as a model 
for later performances. (p.47-48) 

 
In terms of causal coherence, the similarities of mediated contention in the way they 

created political opportunities in both contentious episodes were discussed in 

section 7.1.1. We saw how the PTI and PPP both used legislative manoeuvres and 

national security frames to create a cultural resonance for publicity, and that these 

collective action frames worked tactically with protest events in urban areas 

supported by a patronage-based mobilization mechanism.   
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The POS alone does not explain how contention created advantage for the 

opposition parties. On the surface, collective action frames did indeed create a 

cultural resonance while constituents mobilized through protest events. As we 

scratch the surface, performances appear at least semi-independent of the political 

process; activist’s outrageous demands also served a publicity function because 

they catered not only to constituents but also to the prevalent mediatized public at 

the time. In some ways it was enough that the demands themselves, as opposed to 

slogans, found a foot hold in the national discourse through commercial news 

media rather than serve as policy advocacy supported through a robust chiseling of 

public opinion. In other ways performances were more dependent on the media 

logics, as the case of government airing of AZO documentary shows.  

 

But the more profound way the media environment impacted contention 

was after regime transition through liberalization. Here we saw the emergence of 

newer tactics that the PTI was able to implement on the basis of a structure of 

mediation opportunities and constraints markedly different from pre-liberalization 

era. We saw in section 7.1.2.1 for instance how alliance with a televangelical 

political actor with the reputation of an agitator and a party chairman seen by the 

mediatized publics as a revolutionary helped create a mediation logic of contention 

based on technology. These performances were only aided by the newer media 

practices afforded by commercial electronic news media in ways that were 

previously unavailable. There may be a handful of activists on the streets, but 

millions of fans participated in televised ‘container dharna’ from the comfort of 

their homes through television or their mobile phones.  

 

The novelty of performances and the mechanisms of mediated contention 

on which they were based was not only in the emergence of newer performances 

but also modification on existing ones. Urban agitation was really a predecessor of 

the televised protest spectacles, and the mediated discourse on security and 

parliamentary proceedings was transformed by the long-term processes of 

mediatization of politics. Mediatization is thus ‘useful to look at the interplay 

between media and social movement processes through a cross-time perspective, in 

order to grasp the specific combinations of “discursive, media and organizational 
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structures” (Steinberg, 2004, p. 125 as cited in Mattoni and Treré, 2014) in social 

movements’. 

 
Mattoni and Treré (2014) also make a similar connection between mediation 

and mediatization. They view the issue of temporality in the ‘media movement 

dance’ as one of explaining the link between Media Practices, Mediation Processes 

and Mediatization in the Study of Social Movements. They view the dance metaphor 

as the notion that the interaction between two socio-political actors, the media and 

the activist, shapes how both will act in the future.  

 

Subsequently, they problematize the dance metaphor and propose that 

media as technologies are appropriated and transformed by activists in the course 

of the ‘dance steps and styles’ at three levels. The short-term, where media practices 

develop before, during and after mobilization. These practices are routinized 

creative practices that activist use to engage with media objects and generate media 

messages. The medium-term, in which movements develop into cycles and waves 

according to mechanisms of mediation, and finally, the long-term, in which certain 

“templates for collective action” (p.257) are available for protesters guided by 

processes of mediatization. This nuance adds a temporal dimension in media centric 

frameworks because it describes the impact of media technologies, including 

commercial news television, on societal processes while dealing with the biases of 

specific mediums or devices, such as ‘Twitter revolutions’, that have emerged in 

recent literature on movement media interaction. 

 

The trajectory of Pakistani regime’s logics of mediatization of politics from 

predominantly “competing” to predominantly “competitive” (Downey & Neyazi, 

2014), illustrates for us a renewed bargain between a newer set of political and 

media actors as well as the changing dynamics of the mediatized publics post-

liberalization. This in turn influences not only the sequence of mediated contention, 

but also emergence of newer forms. This makes more sense if we see emergence of 

media actors, as new political actors, based on changing political economy of the 

networked media system. The marginal change in the political process this brings 

is then reflected in the greater salience of the self-presentational, rather than policy 

or polity, aspect of the political logic. Indeed, it is this publicity aspect of the 
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political logic that appears to have matured the most in Pakistan’s military 

dominated democracy since 1988 (see section 3.2). 

 
7.2.3.2 Innovations in Container Politics 
 
Thus, MPIs are a concatenation of multiple mechanisms of mediated contention. It 

is these mechanisms that crystalize into templates of collective action. Tilly’s 

notion of symbolic coherence is also useful in this regard. Journalists, politicians 

and the mediatized publics are familiar with colloquial terms such as ‘Dharnas’, 

‘Container Politics’, ‘Dharna 2.0’, ‘Million Man March’, ‘Container Dharna’, 

‘Container Politics’, ‘Long March’, which all refer to the same phenomenon of a 

controlled, yet disruptive, expression of grievances by mainstream opposition 

parties in Pakistan. So, even the act of political actor’s announcement of such 

campaigns makes headlines, provoke a response by ruling coalitions and in some 

cases even influence the local stock markets. This was a fact that became apparent 

through systematic reading of news archives and experts consulted for the case 

studies.  

 

Such public displays are a show of strength and resolve for any opposition 

coalition of elite actors who understand the implicit rules of the game in a system 

that resist class politics. Token protest events carefully organized around press 

clubs, or other symbolic public venues, in major cities during rush hour traffic, as 

barbs are traded in the parliament, in full view of eagerly waiting reporters and 

camera crews sends a powerful message for targets to take the activist seriously. 

Especially when avenues of civic engagement are threadbare, and the state is 

repressive. This superficiality of the ‘Million Man March’, as a political gimmick, 

is one reason the ‘left’ in Pakistan is sceptical about sourly needed reforms with 

this strategy.  

 

However, in the context of a large networked media system, changing media 

consumption patterns and attitudes of Pakistanis, MPIs pack a powerful punch that 

cannot be ignored. The notion of controlled public claim making is in fact not 

unique to Pakistan’s democratic experience however slow that may be. Tilly 

believes that demonstrations, not only in Western democracies, but also semi-

democracies and less repressed segments of nondemocratic regimes have in modern 
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times become a very effective tool to press public demands. These public displays 

have acquired a quasi-legal standing and regimes have created police forces to keep 

them within tolerated limits.   

 

The evolution of MPIs not only reflects in the variations in combinations of 

mechanisms of mediated contention but also in the range of contentious episodes 

between the Long March in 1992 and PTI Azadi Dharna in 2014. The Lawyer’s 

Movement in 2007 which is widely held as a moment of hope for stunted civic 

activism in Pakistan is also a case study of judicial activism facilitated by the 

rampant growth of the commercial electronic media in authoritarian contexts. It 

illustrates how MPI as a repertoire of contention has evolved and mediated 

contention have become a model for future contentious waves in Pakistan. Recent 

attempt to topple the PTI government, by occupying the Parliament Square, seen as 

non-Islamic in 2019 by another major national party, the Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam Fazl, 

indicates that MPIs have become routine politics in Pakistan161.   

 
7.2.3.3 Future directions of enquiry 
 
MPI comprise of certain causal sequences of mechanisms of mediated contention 

that in many ways behave like a political gimmick. But this does not mean that 

mainstream contention in Pakistan should be seen as a political gimmick simply 

because of MPI. Returning to the point made in section 7.1.1.1 on the problematic 

connection between substantive policy change and mediated contention in Pakistan, 

we now see that the more substantive political episodes, such as those which led to 

the creation of the 1973 Constitution of Pakistan and the PNA Movement against 

Z.A Bhutto as well as the MRD movement of 1980’s, may comprise of different 

combinations of these mechanisms responding to prevalent conditions.  

 

MPI’s responds to calls for a reconceptualization of political interest 

articulation and civic mobilization through the media in politically stagnant 

contexts. This is important not only where media systems are in the process of 

 
161 Maulana Fazlur Rehman threatens march on Islamabad if govt does not step down by August. 
July 28th , 2019. Dawn.com.  
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maturing, such as in Pakistan, but also where there is growing public mistrust of 

established institutions, such as in more mature democracies.  

 

Future research can look at mobilizations in diverse contexts as a series of 

contentious episodes. It may be possible to break down significant political events 

of diverse ideological hues – like “single issue causes” (Kristy Milne, 2005) in the 

United Kingdom, the popular conservative rallies of former President Donald 

Trump in the United States, and the popular anti-corruption drive that preceded the 

rise of Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in India – into mechanisms of mediated 

contention.  

 

An in-depth comparison of contentious action in such episodes with diverse 

outcomes may reveal mechanisms of mediation similar to those discussed in the 

thesis. For instance, Milne looks at ‘flash moments’ such as Anti-Iraq War and Pro-

hunting protests as press supported political storms that blew up abruptly, faded 

away equally fast and startled politicians eager to get back to the business of 

government. She believes that these storms often take on cultural issues (as opposed 

to material conditions) but are really a reflection of a consumer driven politics that 

demands instant action from moribund government processes. Similarly, Trump 

during his many rallies took on the discourse over immigrants that he further 

expanded through social media, Executive Orders like the ‘Muslim ban’, allied 

media and Republican allies in the Congress. There is an uncanny similarity 

between spectacular events, such as Trumps’ ‘Million MAGA March’ in 

Washington D.C in 2020, and the many ‘Million Man Marches’ that take place in 

Pakistan.  

 

It is perhaps this growth in consumer driven, performative media politics 

and the threat from new media to legacy media that is conducive to commercial 

televised coverage of events, with their instantaneous, entertaining and spectacular 

logics. Milne explains that both Sky and BBC News 24 were able to increase their 

audiences during the episode of fuel blockades in the UK. Whereas scholars such 

as Hall et al (2016) show that the disruptions associated with Donald Trump were 

in no small part due to his transformation of the American political discourse 

literally into reality TV.  
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Arguably, nowhere has the importance of televised spectacle and imagery 

been greater than in Narendra Modi’s India. Jaffrelot (2015) explains that these 

mediums have created conditions for Modi to evolve his nondiscursive style of 

political communication be it for canvassing, promoting tourism and alarmingly, 

even pogroms. He refers to Modi’s popularity as a form of “visual populism”.  

 

If these political storms have gained the attention of scholars in recent times, 

Pakistan can serve as a critical case where these storms usually define the terms of 

governments, elected or otherwise. Comparisons that aim to analyze various 

combinations of causal mechanisms of mediated contention in diverse context may 

thus improve the analysis of MPIs. Ultimately it will allow activists and policy 

makers to conduct more meaningful issue-based advocacy in the age of media 

abundance.  
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Appendices 
 
Appendix I – Codesheet 
 
1. Channel: ___ 
 
2. Bulletin date: ___ 
 
3. Total news conventions: ___ 
 
4. 

i)News 
convention 

ii)Total 
duration 

iii)Total 
number 

iv)Mean 
duration 

v) Sources vi)Sources 
per 
convention 

Edited: 
Anchor Only 
 

     
 

Edited: 
Anchor 
Image 
 

   

  
Edited:  
Reporter 
Package 

   

Total Edited      

Live: 
Anchor-
Reporter 
 

     

Total Live      

Grand total      

 
5. 

i)News topic Total news 
items 

Total sources 

Accidents   
Crime   
Human interest   
Sports   
Health & Environment   
Business news   
Legal issues   
Social issues   
Development issues   
Politics   
Terrorism   
India   
International diplomacy   
Conflict   
Government affairs   
PTI Dharna   
Other   
Total   
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6. See pg 9. For sample coding  
i)ID# ii)Story 

item 
iii)Topic iv)Stated 

source 
v)Source 
type 

vi)News 
convention 
used 

vii)Duration 

       
Appendix II – Codebook 
 
Coding procedure 
 
For consistency of the coding procedure and validity of the variables under 
investigation the following sequence must be followed: 
 

1. Identify a unique news convention in a bulletin. 
2. Code the ‘duration’ of that news convention. 
3. Code its ‘source type’ and ‘stated source’ next. 
4. Finally, code the ‘topic’. 
5. Maintain clearly tabulated ‘rough work’ throughout even as the formal 

codesheet is filled.  
6. Be consistent with your data entry; For example, if you are using 

lowercase to code then use lowercase throughout for that 
variable/column.  

7. Be mindful in documentation; bulletin date, bulletins already coded versus 
bulletins yet to be coded etc. 

8. Keep the codebook copy in front of you as you code. Refer to it repeatedly 
specially at the start of each bulletin, specially section 6iii) on topics. 

 
2. Name of news television channel/station. 
 
Television channel. 
 
2. Date of broadcast of news bulletin. 
 
Time and date for the bulletin. 
Note to coders: all bulletins are assumed as 9 pm bulletins.  
 
3. Total indexed entries. 
 
Total news conventions coded. 
 
4i). News Conventions* 
 
Note to coders:  
 
3. There can be multiple news conventions within a story.  

 
2. Transitions between stories can be distinguished by:  
change of a story subject (see 6ii), change of a news convention (e.g from 
a Reporter Package to Anchor Only), jingle/music, and/or anchor 
specifically announcing it. If transition is unclear then re-examine the 
video segment.    
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3. Distinguishing Live from Edited conventions:  
Live conventions will have the logo of ‘Live’ or, the anchor may introduce 
the segment themselves as a ‘live’ one. Also, check the surroundings of a 
convention; since the bulletin is from 9pm, a news item that was shot 
during the day is more likely ‘Edited’. If there are no clues to distinguish 
live-from-reporter package, then it is to be treated as reporter package. 
 
4. Multiple similar news conventions within a segment:  
Same news conventions may appear multiple times during the same news 
item. Don’t code repeated news conventions as the transmission jumps 
between anchor and footage repeatedly. Instead, aggregate the durations 
for each convention type and code in order of the table below.  
 
E.g., no need to code duration separately for multiple similar news 
conventions that appear as Anchor Only, Anchor Image, Anchor Only, 
Anchor Image, Anchor Only… for a story. Aggregate the durations for all 
Anchor Only and Anchor Image conventions respectively.  
 
However, if multiple similar news conventions appear in a story segment 
all having a unique subject (see 6ii) then they must be indexed separately. 
For e.g. conventions for Geo coverage of US elections.  

 
 

News convention Meaning 

Edited: Anchor 
Only 

- an anchor narrating a story with no visual assistance.  
- The anchor is set against a blank backdrop before 2002, but with 

some visual or multimedia after 2002. 
 

Edited: Anchor 
Image 

- an anchor narrating a story with visual assistance from 
[non]moving images or graphics packages (visuals completely 
dominate the screen). 

 
Edited: Reporter 
Package 

- a reporter is the main voice over a pre-packaged report that 
typically features a journalist/reporter on location.  

Live: Anchor-
Reporter 

- a reporter is remote from the studio (or in a different studio) and 
where there is no interaction between reporter and anchor. Or, 

- a reporter remote from the studio (or in a different studio) 
interacting in some form between reporter and anchor (even if 
only briefly). 

  
*These news conventions have been studied in recent literature to understand the 
impact of 24-hour news logic on the form, style and format of fixed-time bulletins 
in UK, US and Norway (Cushion et al., 2014a, 2014b; Cushion & Thomas, 2013; 
Cushion et al, 2015).  
 
4ii). Sum of the duration of all news convention. Or, total length of a particular 
news convention in the bulletin. 
 
Note to coders: 
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Add all durations for a type of news convention from the coded data irrespective 
of topic or source. If any of the five news conventions doesn’t appear in the 
bulletin, mark the corresponding entry as ‘NA’.    
 
4iii). Frequency of occurrence of a particular news convention. 
 
Note to coders: 
Count the number of times a particular news convention appears in the coding 
sheet irrespective of any other variable.  
 
4iv). Total length of a particular news convention divided by its frequency of 
occurrence in the bulletin. 
 
4v). Total number of external sources for a particular news convention in the 
bulletin. 
 
Note to coders: 
Count all external sources which appear for a type of news convention.  
Corresponds to Total Sources. 
 
4vi). Total number of external sources for a particular class of news convention 
(edited or live) divided by its frequency of occurrence.  
 
Note to coders: 
Count the external sources for edited and live conventions. Divide them by 
number of edited and live conventions.  
 
Each external source applies to all news conventions that appears in a story item. 
For example, see the second table shown below i.e. 6i). We will count three 
external sources for Edited: Anchor Only and three external sources for Edited: 
Anchor Image. Total external sources for this story item for edited conventions 
thus are six.  
 
5i). News topics with their corresponding frequency of sources.  
 
See 6iii and 6v for list of topics and sources. 
 
Note to coders: 
Total News Items: count all news conventions which correspond to a particular 
topic. Or, the number of indexed entries made for that topic. Story item or 
segment is irrelevant for this count.  
 
Total Sources: count all external sources that appear for a particular topic. The 
number of external sources for a story item is the:  
 
[number of news conventions for an item (or, total indexed entries for the item)] X 
[total external sources for the item].  
 
6i). Index number of a news convention 
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Note to coders: 
 
Each unique news convention is treated as a unique news item with its own row on 
the codesheet, regardless of the story (see Sample Coding Sheet Segment p.9). 
These will always have an ID N=1…n for all unique news conventions. Repeated 
stories, for instance those briefly presented earlier with detailed presentation later, 
or, with related side stories will carry the prefix of original story. For instance: 
 

1 Youm-e-
teshoukar, 
Imran Khan 
dharna in Islo, 
CM-KP says 
Punjabis are 
brothers 

Politics CM KP External Edited: 
Anchor Image 

2_1 Women, kids, 
newlyweds, 
celebrate at the 
site of planned 
dharna 

Celebrity/sport/human 
interest 

- Internal Edited: 
Anchor Image 

3_1 Tussle to 
climb stage at 
dharna site 

Celebrity/sport/human 
interest 

- Internal Edited: 
Anchor Image 

 
 
Index will also carry prefix of the original story if there are multiple news 
conventions within the same story. For instance: 
 

i)ID# ii) Story item iii)Topic iv)Stated 
source 

v)Source 
type 

vi)News 
convention 
used 

vii)Duration 

3 IJI & allied 
parties gave 
approval for 
development 
of motorway 

Politics - Internal Edited: 
Anchor 
Only 

6s 

11_3, 
 
12_11_3 

Details of IJI 
meeting 
about 
motorway 
plan, 
nefarious 
design of 
other 

Politics Prime 
Minister, 
FMR 
Transport 
minister, 
Transport 
minister  

External 
External 
External 
 

Edited: 
Anchor 
Only 

1m, 4s 

Edited: 
Anchor 
Image 

 
1m, 47s 

 
Edited: Anchor Only and Edited: Anchor Image news conventions are coded 
separately even within a same story item. In the above example, there are two 
different edited conventions in the red box for the same story item. They are coded 
as two unique items – i.e. 11 and 12 – but with the same indexed series – i.e. 11_3 
and 12_11_3. Ditto for Live conventions. 
 
6ii). Subject of the story  
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Note to coders: 
 
This is the first sentence in the news convention presented by the anchor – the 
headline, so to speak – and must be coded verbatim from Urdu to English. This is 
not a variable the purpose of coding verbatim is to locate news conventions, assist 
in identifying the topic and indexing. 
 
6iii). Topic or ‘beat’ of the news item 
 
Note to coders:  

1. The topic for a unique news convention is the last variable to be coded for 
that convention. 

2. All topics are mutually exclusive. 
3. Certain topics can be easily identified by the mere presence of keywords. 
4. For other topics refer to definition that best explains the story subject of 

its news convention. Use a process of elimination to compare overlapping 
definitions. 

 
*Topic Definition 
Accidents 1. Reports on man-made accidents.  

2. Excludes Environmental disasters, Crime and Terrorist topics.  
Crime 1. Reports on murder, robbery, abduction etc.  

2. If the subject of story is incompetence of an institution (e.g. 
police) dealing with that crime, then think of coding as a Social 
or Development issue.  

3. Excludes Terrorism events. 
Human interest 1. Stories on famous personalities, celebrities 

2. Side stories around political events or politicians e.g. ‘women 
wait in line for hours to see Imran Khan’. 

Sports Sporting events in Pakistan & globally.  
Health & Environment 1. Reports on Health & Environment related issues and events, 

such as natural disasters.  
2. Army efforts to mitigate natural disasters. 
3. Excludes Social and Development issues. 

Business news Stories on inflation, national budget, consumers, industrial 
production, prices, financial institutions international or local, foreign 
aid, taxation etc. 

Legal issues 1. Stories on Election Commission & judicial activism.  
2. Any political leader facing court cases (criminal or civil). 

Keywords include: bahal (acquittal), Panama case, on terrorism 
charges, on corruption charges, Adalat (court), NAB, NRO, 
Ehtesab, etc.    

3. Particularly relevant for 2000’s period. 
Social issues 1. Stories on events that highlight a socio-economic problem; child 

abuse, rape, extreme poverty, unemployment, youth issues.  
2. Excludes Health related & Environment, and Accident topics.  

Development issues 1. Stories on events that highlight a socio-economic problem but 
focus on tangible efforts or lack of efforts, policies, 
announcements etc. that shows politicians-govt. addressing 
those problems.  

2. Often follows a story on social issues, natural disasters, 
terrorism events etc.  

Politics 1. Stories where a local political party is specifically mentioned.  
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2. Contests concerning political figures, jingoistic statements on 
obvious political developments, statements by armed forces on 
civil-military relations.  

3. Stories very relevant to other topic but where a local political 
party is specifically mentioned.  

4. Exclude Dharna topic. 
Terrorism 1. Internationally; stories on terrorist incidents abroad,  

2. Locally; stories on domestic religious/militant/sectarian group 
violence (like mosque & banned outfit attacks).  

3. Sectarian groups must be clearly mentioned before a 
convention is coded as a terrorism topic. 

India 1. Any story relevant to India; stories about Kashmir, protests, 
statement of relevant news makers events etc.  

2. Usually includes keywords like ‘Kashmir’, ‘hurriyat’, ‘line of 
control’, Sikh pilgrims. 

International diplomacy 1. Significant global events excluding global conflicts. 
2. Stories on foreign relations, diplomatic ties & related incidents.  

Global Conflict 1. Conflicts around the globe.  
2. Stories on Israel & Palestine. 
3. Excludes Terrorism events.  

Government affairs 4. Beat reporting on government, parliamentary affairs, national 
security &/or other official affairs, public holidays.  

5. Will likely be reported in PTV much more than Geo. 
6. Excludes Political and Business-related topics.  

**Dharna 1. Stories on PTV in 2014 specifically related to Imran Khan’s 
container dharna. Dharna or, similar keywords like protest, 
rally, ‘container politics’, shut down, agitation appear.  

2. Give precedence to Dharna as a topic if overlap with another 
topic. 

***Other Unusual events e.g. – death anniversary of public figure, moon 
sighting, bovine festival, journalist award, PTI worker writes letter to 
Imran Khan. 

 
*These topics are adapted from those identified by Lewis & Cushion (2009) under 
the ‘breaking news tag’ in 24-hour news channels in the UK between 2004 and 
2007. They will initially be used. The list will be updated after reliability tests.  
** This special topic is only valid for PTV in 2014 and signifies the news value & 
coverage of a special event. 
***Topic under development. 
 
6iv). Stated source 
 
The exact source(s) quoted by anchor/reporter/guest in their presentation.  
 
Note to coders: 
 
If there are multiple news conventions within a story item, then the same source 
will be coded for each convention. These are typically external sources (see 6v). 
 
6v). Source type 
 
Note to coders: 
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7. This study defines sources as ‘human political actors’. These are journalists, 
pundits, reporters, politicians, ‘experts’ invited by the anchor. Some non-
human sources are exceptional though; e.g. ISPR or defense related, Gallup 
polls, foreign media, or local media that has become the subject of the story.  

 
This is in line with literature that see increasing space given to media 
pundits on screen compared to politicians due to increase in commercial 
imperatives in journalism. Although, news sources can be diverse – 
official records, publications, organizations, witness, people involved in 
an incident.  
 

8. The number and kind of sources will be the same for all news conventions 
within a story segment. 

 
9. External source won’t be counted as such unless they are quoted specifically: 

if the anchor mentions a famous personality (e.g. prime minister attended a 
gathering), but doesn’t attribute anything to what that person said, we won’t 
count him/her as a source. Similarly, do not code famous people, as an 
external source, when they are seen to be speaking (in Anchor Image) but the 
anchor/reporter doesn’t attribute anything to what those persons said. 
Example, meeting held between Singapore and Pakistan officials and 
important matters discussed.  

 
This is to distinguish the news value of a story from that of a famous 
person.  

 
10. Identifying internal sources based on beat reporting: press release and memo-

based stories, however important, are coded as internal sources because they 
are typically covered by beat reporters. E.g. of such internal sources are when 
anchors quote generic sources – ‘zaraye’ (sources), ‘nomainday’ 
(correspondent), police, ‘kanoon nafis karnay walay idaray’ (law enforcement 
agencies), ‘idaray’ (state institutions), hospitals etc.  

 
11. ‘Reporter Packages’ usually have internal sources. Also see how a reporter is 

introduced by the anchor or how he/she signs off. Typically, internal sources, 
will refer to themselves as ‘nominday’ (correspondent) of the channel. 

 
Source definition 
External  Experts or otherwise opinion makers on-screen or off-screen who are not 

employees of the television station. These include politicians, government 
officials, ISPR-defense related sources, foreign media (excluding wire services) 
etc.  
 

Internal Journalists or opinion makers who are full-time employees of the channel. Also 
include wire services or footage syndicated by the channel from international 
partners. However, when the channel specifically names a foreign media or a 
foreign politician or newsmaker, it is counted as an external source (mostly 
pertains to international/diplomacy stories, War/Conflict stories). Generally, 
internal sources are in use when ‘no source’ is cited.  

 
 
6vi). News convention used. 
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See section (4i). 
 
6vii). Duration of the news convention in minutes and seconds 
 
Note to coders: 
 

1. Exclude advertisements, transitions between stories or segments, 
announcements by anchors to take breaks or mark transitions to another 
segment, intro and outros, weather report and summary of stories towards 
the end of bulletin. 
 

2. Be consistent in the way duration of a convention is coded. For example, if 
there is ambiguous footage that does not fall under any of the news 
conventions; breaking news tags, ambiguous graphics etc., decide whether 
to include that footage time in the proceeding or preceding news 
convention. And, then follow the same coding procedure throughout the 
bulletin.  
 

 
Coding procedure 
 

i)ID# ii) Story item iii)Topic iv)Stated 
source 

v)Source 
type 

vi)News 
convention 
used 

vii)Duration 

1 PM says solid 
measures taken 
for youth 
unemployment, 
eradication of 
drugs  

Socioeconomic 
issues 

Prime 
Minister 

External Anchor 
Only 

9s 

2 Rawalpindi 
ATC awards 
death penalty 
to two accused, 
orders seizure 
of assets  

Terrorism - Internal 
 
 

 
Anchor 
Only 

10s 

3 Cricket world 
cup, Pak vs 
Eng 
inconclusive, 
Aus beat Ind 

Sports - Internal Anchor 
Only 

9s 

4_1 As per PM 
advice, list of 
items w/price 
decrease in 
utility store 

Consumer 
news 

- External Anchor 
Only 

47s 

5_2  Cabinet 
discusses 
programs to 
tackle various 
developmental 
issues  

Socioeconomic 
issues 

Prime 
Minister 
 

External  
Anchor 
Only 

 
1 m, 43 s 

Anchor 
Image 

1 m, 10 s 
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Appendix III – Notes on interviews 
 
To conduct this research I relied heavily on interviews with key informants. These 

conversations were a necessary part of my analytical strategy to explain and/or 

reveal campaign planners’ and observers’ understanding of how media imperatives 

facilitated protest action within their respective media political contexts. There 

were two major challenges of conducting interviews – complicated task of tracing 

and speaking with relevant elite respondents from overseas, and collecting unbiased 

information.  

 

The first problem was concerned with the sensitivity of the research topic 

because of which elite respondents were wary of speaking with a researcher based 

in Hong Kong. To counter this issue I conducted nearly all key interviews during 

the course of my doctoral studies at Hong Kong Baptist University between 2014 

and 2020, in Pakistan. This was the case whether I was speaking with respondents 

on Skype, email, phone or in-person. This meant that hunting for informants was a 

stand-alone task, the cost of doing research was high and I had to dig into personal 

funds aside from my stipend. It also meant that arranging follow-up questions was 

difficult.  

 

Hunting for relevant informants was therefore a task on its own. My time 

on the news desk before pursuing the doctorate was not enough to trace relevant 

personnel. Therefore, every year when I visited family in Pakistan, I made a point 

to also meet old contacts on the desk in addition to asking friends and family, 

shadow guest speakers and participants at public events such as literature festivals 

and political demonstrations, and engage in unsolicited messages to initiate 

conversations. 

 

Three events stand out that are worth mentioning. Firstly, Imran Khan’s 

residence in Islamabad was the site of PTI political campaign in 2016 dubbed 

Dharna 2.0 by the press. I was in Karachi at the time so travelled to the capital city 

to witness the event unfold. At the venue during prime time hours I luckily bumped 

into senior journalists and PTI politicians who were willing to speak. The second 

event was the Think Fest literature festival held at the Institute of Business 
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Administration (IBA) in Karachi in 2018. The event led to valuable networking 

opportunities to meet with analysts some of whom I have quoted in this report. 

Thirdly, I got the chance to observe the activities of media workers inside Tv One 

newsroom in Karachi where I had arranged to regularly visit for three weeks. At all 

these events I would also discuss my findings with professionals, specially media 

workers and analysts, with the objective to test their validity and reliability. This 

strategy was helpful to identify key informants as well as refine ideas. 

 

While the cost of tracing informants is high, I also found them eager to speak 

with a PhD student ‘all the way from Hong Kong just to meet them’. Some such as 

the news director of PTV head office in Islamabad, a sensitive position, took my 

request for VHS archives seriously upon seeing that I was prepared to catch a flight 

from Karachi to meet him at his office.  

 

Follow up interviews however was a challenge and one that other 

researchers on Pakistan also face. This is because it takes some ‘give and take’ for 

sources to continue to speak on record. A similar problem is faced by local 

journalists who fear that once they are off-the-desk and working in another sector 

their elite sources will think it is not worth maintaining close ties (or granting 

exclusive interviews). To address this issue, I diversified my key informants. For 

instance, if a PTI party member was not available for follow up questions, I made 

efforts to find another PTI source of at least equal quality.  

 

Tracking relevant informants was a special challenge for events that 

happened back in 1992. In general, I often couldn’t reach people directly involved 

in the contentious events so far back in time. Therefore, I relied on journalists and 

analyst who are keen observers of politics of the 1990s and/or had access to people 

involved. However, a richer analysis can be made by a researcher with greater 

resources, time and finances to hunt for better informants. 

 

The second issues was concerned with mitigating the effects of unbiased 

information collected during interviews. To address this I kept my line of 

questioning flexible. When interviewing, my questions flowed directly from the 

theoretical propositions but were kept as loosely structured as possible to allow a 
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wide range of opinions and counter-claims to be recorded. Overtime as my analysis 

became sharper, my questioning became more flexible. Before conducting an 

interview I would also read as much publicly available academic literature and 

expert analysis about the events in question I could find. This also helped in posing 

sharper questions that often went beyond the interview protocol. I also adapted my 

question and tone to suit the informants profession, social standing and other 

characteristics such as age. All informants were well placed and often sensitive to 

potentially embarrassing writing. Therefore, I also offered to provide an alias to 

protect their identity. 

 
List of key informants 
 
1. Najam Sethi: award-winning journalist and the editor of The Friday Times. He 

runs a publishing house based in Lahore and is intimately familiar with politics 
of the 90s.  

 
2. Imtiaz Gul: security analyst familiar with politics of the 90s. 

 
 
3. Zahid Hussain: senior journalist familiar with politics of the 90s.  

 
 
4. Amir Zia: journalist with over 25 years in the industry. He has been a 

correspondent for Reuters, AP, Gulf News and The News International.  
 
 

5. Ghazi Salahuddin: veteran journalist, regular commentator in Urdu and English 
print and Electronic news media.  

 
 
6. Awab Alvi: in his words has been intrinsically involved with the PTI social 

media team since 2010. A dentist by profession he is also a TED Senior Fellow. 
His father is currently the President of Pakistan.  

 
 
7. Ahsan Alvi: senior member of PTI social media team who was involved in 2014 

campaign. He is not related to Awab. 
 

 
8. A: senior member of PTI internal administration and social media manager for 

party’s District South Pakistan.  
 

 
9. Sardar Nazakat: senior member of the PPP. Represents the party on various 

current affairs news programs in Pakistan.  
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10. Maleeha Manzoor: manager of PPP social media team.  

 
 
11. Sulaiman Mandanr: manager of Awami National Party social media team.  

 
 
12. Mohammad Jibran Nasir: human rights activist and a lawyer. His efforts to 

critique state policies on banned organisations have gained much traction in the 
media in recent years.  

 
 
13. Aiman Rizwan: head of strategy and innovation at Bulls Eye DDB Group. A 

media communication agency based in Karachi. Aiman has worked on PTI 
election campaigns. 

 
 
14. N: affiliated with the Planning Commission of Pakistan. During the Azadi 

Dharna in 2014 he was a member of the government counter-propaganda team.  
 

 
 
Group interview participants at Karachi Press Club 
 
Participant 1: Ex-Bureau Chief AFP Pakistan, political analyst with Geo TV.  

Participant 2: Former head of Mass Communication Department at Federal Urdu. 

University, Karachi. Notable Urdu Columnist.  

Participant 3: Faculty member at Federal Urdu University. 

Participant 4 (deceased): Senior reporter at Dawn news. Ex-AFP reporter.  

Participant 5: Senior reporter at Express Tribune.  

Participant 6: Veteran journalist, civil society activist.  
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Appendix IV – Notes on protest tactics 
 

I relied heavily on Daily Dawn news reports to tease out the protest tactics of 

opposition groups pre-and-post liberalization. As explained in the section 1.3 and 

in line with literature, reports on tactics appeared to follow themes repeating 

themselves with only minor variations. While the case studies presented in chapter 

5 and 6 summarize and describe these themes this appendix cites some of the news 

reports taken as exemplars of protest tactics. My first impression upon running into 

similar stories at the archives from the two periods was a refrain common among 

Pakistanis who perceive national politics as stuck in a time loop without significant 

changes in the polity. Reflecting on these reports I realized later that I had actually 

stumbled into what Tilly (2006) describes as a movement researcher’s sense of déjà 

vu while examining reports on multiple instances of similar contentious politics.  

 

Examples for all themes from 1992 and 2014 are provided below. However, 

news reports of significant protest events i.e. number of events, that served as the 

basis for analysing opposition groups’ mobilization of public support have not been 

listed. This is because of the large number of citations for these events. Readers 

interested in these reports may contact the author for further details.  

 

Taken together the corpus contained roughly 222 news reports from the two 

periods. I was mindful of sampling error during the collection of reports at the Dawn 

library. The impact of this error was reduced since I had some idea what to look for 

and precisely where to look for it based on interviews and existing literature on the 

subject. Nevertheless, validity and reliability of the data gathered on tactics can be 

increased significantly by analysing other quality journals, for instance in the 

British Library or the Indian National Library, that index political developments in 

South Asia and specially on Pakistan. I leave this task for better resourced future 

scholars.  

 
News reports taken as exemplars of opposition groups’ protest tactics 
 
Opposition 
group 

Mediated 
contention 

 News reports/Contentious performance  

PPP Legislative 
Maneuvering 

Bureau Report. PPP leaders want removal of Govt. 12th June 
1992. Dawn.  
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in National 
and Provincial 
Assemblies 

 
Correspondent. PPP leader asks Ishaq, Nawaz to resign. 26th  
June 1992. Dawn.  
 
Bureau Report. PPP calls for fresh election. 14th October 
1992. Dawn.  
 
APP. PPP for abrogation of 8th Amendment, says Fakhar. 30th 
October 1992. Dawn. 
 
Bureau Report. PPP urges SC to review decision. 13th 
October 1992. Dawn. 
 

Protest Events 
and Spectacles 
in Urban and 
Peri-Urban 
areas 

Bureau Report. Hunger strikers’ camps set up by PPP. 13th 
September 1992. Dawn. 
 
Special Representative. PPP branches in UK hold 
demonstrations. 19th November 1992. Dawn. 
 
Nafisa Hoodbhoy. PA rejects motion on PPP workers’ arrest. 
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Protest Events 
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